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NewGen Laser
Printer is the
Answer for IEBJ
b) Ed1c Boudreau

' ' I t's a new age" is a
phrase that's rather
worn, even though it ts
obviously true. And people who
deal with computers every day
understand just how true it is.
New equipment and new
programs produce results that
were not dreamed of just yc.trs
ngo. !.est we forget, when we
talk
about
the computer
advantes th.tl rn.1kc our laves
ea 1er, we dlso mean all the
things th.11 go wllh the momtor
and hard drive. And th<ll
includes pnntcrs.
The greatest impact on II:BJ
work recently h:1s hcen our
New(icn lrnagcrl'lus ll laser
pr1nter It has improved our

$2.00
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XCEL Stays in Ontario
b) C'athcrmc [_ Fagan

ecently, the board of
dtrectors
at
XC'EL
Corporation in Ontano
learned just how serious California 1s
about changiflg its repu1.11ion as a
stale with an "anti-businc's a1111udc."
After deciding in March to close
up shop in both Ontario and
Monrovia and consolidate with
existmg operations in Illinois, the
company has bt·cn convmced to stay
The change will mean upproxamately
250 jobs in C:lliforna.t with the
Electronac Input and Daspla>
component manufacturer.
\\'ho as responsable for thas
ahout face in the future of XCEL in
Cahforma? It all started when XCLL
Senior Vice l'resadem S.tm Cah 1llo
read an article about the
TearnC~thfornia Busmcs Retention,
L·xpansinn nnd Rclnlalillll programs
in the In/anti I"nJllrc Hu\l/H'IS
Journal lie saw hope for a luture in

R

Caltforma, and immedaately called
the Southern California Edison !100
number lasted to get more
mformation. S0<1n after a Red learn
was formed. Red Teams are part of
Governor Pete \\'tlson 's plans to
bring and keep johs in the stale.
They make 11 viable for busine•;se to
stay in C.tlifornia by offering
incenltve packages
For
XCEL
Corporation,
operations in California were no
longer pro\"lng proftlahlc Chairman
and CEO Carmine T Olive stated
that the board of d rectors felt they
"needed to lower our costs and had
grown exasperated by a long and
biller history of operaung problems
and anu-busmcss atlltude an
C.tlaforma." After the decis1on to
m<we was made, the turnaround took
place
;-.iow, no! on!)' is XCEI.
Corpor.I!HlO staying an tiS On!arao
and !vtonrova.t locallons, hut at ''ill
also permanently locale 11 new

product line in Ontario. Further,
XCEL is considering moving the
Computron Division (now located in
Illinois) to Ontarao, a move which
would secure more jobs for
Californaa TeamCahforn1a Red
"learns are re!>ponsible for l1 number
of businesses either moving mto or
choosing to stay in the Inland
Empire . .A

Closeup

Eagle
ountain Landfill
ay be Headed or Dumpster

Lois Ziegler-O'Donnell

At Deadline

by li:un Helm

W

hat \\,ts to have been
the largest landfill in lhe

nalion,
the
eagle
Mountaan landftll project in Indio,
now itself :.rems headed for lhe
trash heap.
While executl\ es at ~line
Reclamation Corporauon, the
developer of the Eagle Mountain
1 andfill, say that the project IS far
from dead, 11 1s most definitely
wounded That's because last
monlh Browmng-l·erri Industries,
who had a CJO percent stake 111 1\1 me
ReciJmatwn C'mp., pulled out of
the project
Brown1ng-Fcrri~ of llouslon
had poured $40 nullion tn for the
proJeCt but pulled ou1 after a JUdge
ruled 111 July thai more work was
Plt·as" Su Page J8

Two More Companies Leave
OC for Corona

H

omexx lntt!rnataonal Inc.,
and AmeriOcx Inc., are the
two most recent compame
to JOin u growing list of small-tomedium-sized compames that are
moving out of Orange County to
Corona.
The cost of land tn Orange
County is proh1hitive for companie.s
that arc expandmg .\ian}· compames
find they can buy plants or stores to
Corona instead of renting in OC
I lomcxx, whtch manufactures
ccramtc fixtures, will be moving in
early September. The company
employs 75, hut very few new JObs
wall he avatlable bec.auose the
maJority of the current employees
w1ll move wllh the company
Plt·as" Sr~ Pag~
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Displaced Defense Workers Get Second Chance

ALSO
Advert1smv. Markeung
&. Puhlic Relation'>
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1he S31d I thought I could do tbts best on a group pDCttcc

Dr \\atreus 15 one of more than 100 phl"etans "ho ,.orl for PPS m 47 locallons lhroughout C..ltfornta, Anzona ud
;o.;e,ada In the Inland Emptre, PPS sene. more tlun 2'0.000cnroUc:es from the IS maJOr liMOs

b)

l·d1e Boudreau

T

he "Detcnse lndustrv" ts a
rather exclusive ~ociety, as
many former employees
discovered when they were laid
oft and v.cnt look1ng tor a new
joh 1n the l'Ommcrci.ll arena In
some arc:._, then sk1lls !lften 111
1nto pecif1c, and sometimes too
ntlrrO\\, ranges of clcctrontcs,
machimng. compuler processing
and manufacturing.
That v. as only part of the
prohlcm. When they were still at
their uerospace and defense firms,
many workers had already
he come
ll\ arc
that
1 heir
eqUipmenl and processes were no
longer slate-of-the-art, a direct
rc~ult of the spending freeze that
the mdu~tr} put 10 place over the
pa<>t 10 year~ (when "cost-plus"
government contracts were
replaced '' tth compclltivc "ftxedpnce" contract~ or none at all).
When the} had t.> look for work,
they d1scovcred that thetr sktlh
were also no longer state-of-theart.
Another unpleasant discovery

involved atlltudcs ahoul defense
v. orkcrs. :-.ian) commercial
hustness O\\ ners t1nd personnel
managers had resented the facl
that dclensc v. orkcrs were
thought to have spcci,d ~kills and
experience . ThC) seemed to
delight to pointing out their
deficiencies and the fact thut the)
were out ot date 111 regard to
toda) 's technology. In fact, some
seemed to take pleasure in telling
prospective upplicanls thai they
had heen spoiled hy the high
salaries, excellent henefits and
secure JOhs the} had until the fall
of the1r "cmp1rc "
Whnl v.as the defense
workers' response'? Those whose
skills were translerahle to other
fields and not too out-of-d.1te
were luck) enough to get new
JObs, though often for less money
'I hose who had the c.lptt.ll and
ccurage to nsk even thtng started
theu own hus111csses
lan)
whtte-coll<~r workers \\ ent back to
college to ctthcr get another
degree or to learn an enttrcly ne\\
fteld. But many others couldn't
afford to start a husinc~s or go to

college, especially after months
and sometimes years of little or
no income.
l"ov. , afler years of delay,
government ,tid in the form of
retraining grants huve made 11
"second chance" nv,Jilahlc for
those
machini~ts
r•nd
manufactunng v. orkers who are
still lrpng to gel their lives hack
together.

San Bernardino Valley
Co lleg e/Rands Syst ems
Partnership
On S~pt. 26 , San Bernardino
Valley College (SBVC), in
partnership With Rands Systems,
Inc, wtll hegin the lir~t of three,
nine·\' eek rctnumng courses for
former
Hughes
Rancho
Cucamonga employees. The
program w til pro\ 1de 324 hours
of 1n-depth tra1n1ng 111 mdltng
and turnmg programmmg setup,
and opcra11on of the latest
Computer :\umer1cal Control
(C:\C') mtlltng and turntng
cenlers,
CAM
Program
generation, mathematics and a

host of other mac.hines and
technologies, along with JOh
search techniques.
Rands Systems IS currently al
SBVC inst;dling
15 new
computer workstn110nS, 11 C 'C
mill, a CNC lathe, und ll C':-.iM
nutomalcd 1nspcc11on station.
Approximately 32 to 35 students
wtll attend the classes each
semester. Students wtll draw lhe
part specificutions on the
computers, :-.end them to the CNC
machines for computer-generated
manufactunng, and then send
lhem to lhe C'MM for automatic
inspection.

DefCon II Grant is
Funding Source
The funding for the project
v.as provided hy DcfCon II, a
pn' .lie-sector defense conversiOn
group \\hose current government
grant IS for admlntslratton of a
progr:1m for workers loud oft !rom
Hughes. Thts proJect i linked to
the county and ctt} of San
Bernard1no's Private Industry
PI~as.: Su
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Banks Show Signs of Recovery
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CAPSTONE
CONSTRUCnON COMPANY, INC..

OUR QUMITY IS EXCEUBIT
OUR SERVICE IS SPECTACULAR
OUR PRICES ARE COMPETITIVE

ust ltke the general econom).
h,mking institutions throughout
the Inland l:mp1rc are slartmg
to !'.hov. s1gns ot ltfc
Compared wuh a year ago, most
of the h:mks m the urea are looking
up, hoth 111 terms of earnings and
assets. Still, the telllalc stgns of the
recession ure lurking, mduding the
FDIC laking over several area
institutions and hanks still trying lo
increase low loan totals.
While hank takeovers arc up in
1994 compared to last year, lhe slart
of a rchound in the Callforma
economy means struggling banks
that can ndc the year out will
prohahly survive

(909) 682-6225
UCEPTIOIIIAl COIIISTRUCTIOIII SERVICES
CONSTJIUCTt()H MANAGEMENT o OUtCN IUtlO SlRVICU
TtNANT IYPRO'ttMtNT o COUMEAClAL RtWCOEL.IHQ • H ITOAICAL AUTORATtON
lriOUSTRlAL. REHOVATI()H • NEW fACllf"'T£$ CONSTRUCTION

Banks on Solid
Foundations
The maJority of hanks in the
Inland Empne showed a gain in the
second quarter of 1994. This has
come despite an inconsistent loan
market in the area.
Some areas, like much of
Riverside County, arc showing 1111
increase in the numher of people
reques ting l oans.
However,
throug hout much of the area, the

0pf><.1Sile IS true
"Loan volume is IO\\er than a
year ago," said James Jaqua, the
preSident of the Bank of Hemet. "I
think the increase in intere~l rates
slowed the rdmancmg of loans, and
not just rcsident1al loans hut
commerctal as well."
While it is not univcr~al, a
numhcr of institutions have noted an
increase in U.S. Small Business
Administration loans, which arc
partially hacked hy the federal
government Some also have seen
an increase in construction lending
A dramattc example of these
changing fortunes IS Rtvcrside
National, which shO\\ed a prollt in
the second quarter that v. as a 7'2
percent increase over a ) cur ogo.
While assets slipped one percent
from last year, the hank repo.,rted a
proftt of over $H50,000 for the first
half of 1994, comp;1rcd to a pre-tax
loss of over $450,000 over that
same period in 1993.
Hemet Federal Savings and
Loan, aflcr an accounting change
reversed a $3.4 million paper loss
from the first quarter, reported a
$1.9 million profit in the second
quarter. Hemet Federal, which has

12 office in Riverstde County, h,1d
its assets drop one percent from the
fnst quarter of the year, hut they arc
up 10.7 percent from a year earlter.
Foothill Independent B,mk also
sav. a profit in the second quarter,
which was 11 percenl higher than
1993. Foothill Independent has tried
to take advantage of the new
opportunities falling home price!<
created for first·time home
purchasers.
Valley Independent Bank abo
showed a suhstanttal increase trom
a year ago, 82.1 percent higher in
the second quarter of 1994 as
compared to the prev1ous year.
Orange NattOnal Bank showed
51 percent 1ncrea~e 1n second
quarter profih, hut the institullon 's
first hall earning~ arc down from
last year.
Jaqua s.ud lhe Bank of Hemet's
profits were down from 1993, hut
that they still made well over
$450,000 in the second quarter.
Other traditionally strong local
hanks, such a Chino Valley Bank
and the Bank of San Bernardino,
continued to post profits for the
second quarter. The Bank of San
Bernardino expanded last month hy

taking over the Corona office of
Western Communi!) hank, which
\\as taken O\er hy the FDIC.
While only a few banks were
shut down, several hank were
unahle to turn a profit. Ontarioba-;ed Golden Pacific Bank recorded
a small loss, $46,000, in the second
quarter. The loss is attrihuted 10 loan
prohlem~ that the bank's new
president, Bert Gruher, said are now
hehind them.

The Future
With hank profits tradttionally
higher in the second half of the year
compared to the firsl, coupled with
a rebounding economy, the future
looks bright for many Inland
Empire hanks. However, that
turnaround could he a while m
coming.
"The economy of the Inland
Empire tends to mirror Orange
County and Los Angeles County,
hut it's a couple years behind them,"
Jaqua said. "Orange County starl<; to
he coming back, but Los Angeles
seems to be going deeper into
reces-.ion. I don't know what that
means for the Inland Empire." a
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Editorial

commentary

ENOUGH IS ENOUGH

$3 Million Spent to "Save"
Eight Flies

nation. California's unemployment
rate in July was 9.3 percent (10.9
by Sen alor Bill Leonard
percent in the Inland Empire), while
the nation's was 6.1. In terms of per
his month 's Golden State
capita income growth last year,
Fleece Award goes to the
California ranked thnd from the
United States Fish and
bottom, showing a measly 1.3
Wildlife
Service and the
percent gain (less than half of the
national average of 3.2 percent).
California Department of Fish
The lobby that thinks illegal
and Game. These agencies
immigration helps the economy
enforce the Endangered Species
quickly points out that the poor
Act that will cost San
economic status of California is due
Bernardino
County taxpayers
to military downsizing and
more than three million dollars
disastrous floods, not immigrants.
These certainly added to the
in an effort to preserve the
employment problem, but it is a fact
habitat of the Delhi Sands
that jobs are more scarce than ever.
Flower-Loving Fly.
Logic dictates that now is the worst
time to silently allow illegals to
work for below minimum wage.
When California's economy was 1
booming and the state's budget
The Endangered Species
actually had a surplus, illegals were
Act Is being enforced
actually beneficial to the state.
However, the saturation point has
without regard to
been reached. Last year, Southern
economic
efficiency or a
California had a four billion dollar
deficit, with five billion being spent
true balancing of benefits
on services for illegal immigrants.
to the county.
Obviously, all immigration
should not be stopped. We live in a
global economy, which necessitates
a flow of citizens between countries.
However, a quid pro quo system has
A proposed site for a San
to be the rule, not the exception.
Let's take the first step ... let's
Bernardino County Medical
require citizenship for welfare,
Center has been identified as
medical services, schooling, food
"occupied
fly
habitat."
stamps, etc. Why not, especially
Unfortunately, this was not
when it is illegal to be here. •
determined until after building
plans were completed and
iNLAND EMPIRE
contracts were let. In fact, the
Delhi Sands Flower-Loving Fly
PUBUSHED BY
BOARD CHAIRMAN
was emergency-listed as an
Daoly Planet Pubhshong, Inc
Wolloam Anthony
endangered species, and its
MANAGING EDITOR
lngrod Anthony
status
was
retroactively
PUBUSHER'S ADVISORY BOARD
enforced on current projects in
Juhu Nava. Pb.D., Former U.S. Ambassador lo Mexico
the region.
Eldon C Lewts, Pb.D., DeaD Scbool or Business, Cal. State Unoversily San Bernardtno
D. Linn Wiley, CEO, Cbiao Valley Bank
The 76-acre parcel was
Bruce Juell, Cbairmu, Sberoton Riverside Hotel
, searched for 43 hours, over a
Barbara L Croucb, Direc:tor, The Employer's Group
AD.n Huris. Executive Dnector, Saa Beraardino Ma1n Street. Inc.
span of one month. During this
James E. Taylor, President-CEO, later Valley Healtb Plan
search there were eight sightings
Bruce Holdea, Par1Aer, Lewis, D'Amato, Bnsbots &: Bisgaard, Attorneys at Law
Rould W. Eaves, Deaa, Colle&e or Business. Cal. State Polytechnic Universioy, Pomona
' of the Delhi Fly. Searchers were
Wtlliam "Btll • T. Powers, Pres &: CEO. First Communtly Bank or tbe Desert
! uncertain if these eight sightings
CORRESPONDENTS AND COLUMNISTS
were of eight different flies and
Ray Haynes
Geae Valdez
Bill Leoaard
Carlene Jones
Steve Holt
Jerry D. Mead
they
have not ruled out the idea
Edie Boudreau
Peter A. Wbllmaa
Timolby W Loner
Normaa Neddermeyer
Davtd Burdick
Manyo Hopper
that one fly may have been
Ray Magbroon
Luke V. MeCartby
Kennetb K. Westbrook
"sighted" more than once. The
Melissa Sweeney
Charles Boyd
Rober! Bledsoe
effect of these multiple
Admta. Assistant: Merleada Fort•ae
Ednor: K•rt Hell•
sightings
was enormous.
Marketing
Coasultaat:
Ro1er
Ha"eJ
Editonallalera: Cadaeri•e L F•1••

o will have the guts to
ay "we're full, we're
ull...no more?"
President Clinton should be
applauded for taking the first steps
to stop the tide of immigration into
our country by ending three decades
of special status for Cubans seeking
asylum. Stopping Castro from
dumping his prisoners onto our
shoes is far from all the reform
needed, though.
Governor Pete Wilson's open
letter last month in the New York
Times made the point. Special plans
were immediately put into action for
the Cuban boat people, yet
California continues to face a deluge
of illegal immigrants, with little
financial support from the federal
government.
The Statue of Liberty says
"Give us your poor, your
downtrodden." Maybe when there
were only 13 states, it seemed like
an awful lot of land was being
wasted, but has anybody driven the
10 freeway lately? How can we
argue for a stop of illegal
immigration in words when the best
argument is a drive through San
Bernardino or Santa Ana or South
Ontario or Pomona?
Our region has been especially
inundated with illegal immigrants.
Are they taking jobs away from
citizens, or are the jobs they take
those that no one wants? The
statistics speak for themselves.
California receives more illegal
immigrants than any state in the

W;
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San Bernardino County was
required to mitigate the effects
to the Delhi Fly, to the tune of

$3,310, 194.00. Approximately
two and a half acres of the
medical center site were set
aside for the preservallon of the
fly. In order to keep this portion
of the site vacant, medical
center plans had to be redrawn.
Some of th e requned design
modifications included: moving
five buildings 250 feet north,
relocating and eliminating
parking , and reconfiguring
property lin es o a nearby
school site to allow the hospital
to move its buildings.
The San Bernardino County
Medical Center is yet to be
completed.
Costs
of
implementing the plan to
minimize effects o n the Delhi
Sands Flower-Loving Fly
continue to escalate. Taxpayer
dollars dedicated to health care
are actually being spe nt to
preserve the habitat of eight (or
possibly
fewer)
flies .
Additionally, the building has
been delayed for six months
while the terms of mitigating the
effects are ironed out.

If Indeed there are eight of
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I.E.B.J. Close-Up: Lois Ziegler-O'Donnell

P

robably the most devastatin.g
result of a struggling
economy, even one that ts
starting to rebound, is job loss and
its affect on families - especially
the children.
In a lime when more and more
children 10 San Bernardino County
are in need of the basics like food,
clothing and shelter, the Children's
Fund has served a vital role. The
fund helps children, from newborns
through 18 year olds that are at-risk
children. That could be due to
abuse, neglect, poverty or
sometimes just plam circumstance.
The Ch1ldren 's Fund provides
assistance through the case
managers and social workers from
any of the 21 agencies of the
chi ldren 's network If any of the
agencies are serving a child or the
child's family and there 1s a need
that they can't get elsewhere, these
case managers can make a request
to the children's fund and they
usually get it within 24 hours.
The most common requests are
for things I ike emergency food,
formula, diapers, clothing, beds,
even an occasional prom dress. The
Fund will provide equally for social
development as well as physical
development.
This month's profile is of the
executive director of the Children's
Fund, Lois Ziegler-O'Donnell. It's a
job that can be trying and
depressing, but the rewards are
tremendous.

these flies, then each one
Is costing San Bernardino
taxpayers $479,649.

If indeed there are eight of
these flies, then each one is
costing
San
Bernardino
taxpayers $479,649. This is an
egregious
example
of
environmental "protection"
regulation that is out of control.
The Endangered Species Act is
being enforced without regard to
economic efficiency or a true
balancing of benefits to the
county. Money bas been
effectively taken from county
citizens and given to the flies! I.

IEBJ: How and why was the
Children's Fund created?
Ziegler-O'Donnell: The Children's
Fund was created as a non-profit
private-public part- nership arm of
the children's network. Its purpose
was to be able to raise funds to
provide services to at-risk children
when no other resource was
available. The administrative costs
are borne by the county of San
Bernardino and therefore every
dollar that's raised from the private
sector goes into a trust account to
provide goods and services for
children.
There
are
no
administrative costs taken out
whatsoever. That's why it's a
wonderful public/ private partnership.

A closer look...

Occupation :
Executive
Director of the Children's
Fund
Famtly. Husband, Tom , four
children and husband's
daughter from a previous
marriage, plus one grandchild
Affiltations : Member of the
National
Society
of
Fundraising Executives,
member of Management
Forum at UCR, member of
Redlands
Chamber
of
Commerce

Name: Lois Ziegler-O'Donnell
Age: 56

IEBJ: Where do most of your funds
come from?
Ziegler-O'Donnell: We have three
areas that we focus on. One is cash,
the next is grants and foundation
funding, and the third is in-kind
goods and services. I would guess
the largest smgle project that we do
for cash is our A. Gary Anderson
Memorial golf tournament.
IEBJ: Does most of your funding
come from corporations or from
private funding?
Ziegler-O'Donnell: Some of
everything. We have a lot of private
donors. We have what we call a
President's Circle, in which people
who are presidents or CEOs of
substantial corporations in the area
who are invited to join this group
and pay $1,000 dollars to become a
member; and in turn, the y get a
dinner and the chance to hear a
good speaker. And that dinner is
always underwritten so that none of
the money they donated to us goes
to that dinner.
IEBJ: Has there been an increased
need for Children's Fund services
over the past five years?
Ziegler-O'Donnell: There truly
has. Last fiscal year, which ended
June 30, we served 80,000 children.
and that's about 13,000 more than
we had the year before. The

Hobbies ·
Sailboating,
Jogg1ng, walking, read1ng,
traveling and entertaintng

requests, I notice, that we receive
on a daily basis just seem to be
raising every single month. There
was a time we are receivmg maybe
40 or 50 requests a month and
recently it's been well over 100, and
that doesn't cover big projects that
we do that cover a mass of children.
IEBJ : Did the downturn in the
economy affect the number of
requests you received?
Ziegler-O' Donnell: I think it has. I
think we're seeing more families
who have lost their jobs or have
been significantly reduced in their
income levels because of maybe
work reductions. They might still
have a job but they don't get the
hours they used to get, and that
makes a difference in what they
have to spend on their families.
IEBJ: Has the economic slowdown
affected your ability to raise funds?
Ziegler-O'Donnell: Interestingly
enough, no . I think maybe it's
harder, but we've done it. I just give
all of the credit to ou r board of
directors. They're very dedicated.
successful people but they're
dedicated to the needs of children,
and I th ink they appreciate their
successes, they really want to make
a contribution to the community.
We raised $856,000 last year, and
that was very much because of our
board of directors.

IEBJ: Does this job give you a lot
of satisfaction?
Ziegler-O'Donnell: Very much so.
I'm one of those people who's
fortunate enough to work because I
want to . I had always been
involved with children in one way
or another For 12 years I had been
an administrator of a private
school and had decided to maybe
retire. After a few months, I
realized there was a great big void
when you've been working for
children. When this particular
opportunity came along, I took it,
and I've just enjoyed every minute
of it.
IEBJ: What is your favorite part
of the job?
Ziegler-O'Donnell: Knowing at
the end of the day, when you look
at the stack of requests that have
come in, and looki ng at the
different stories that are in there
and knowing that maybe there was
something that the fund did that
brought a little happiness to each
one of those families or children.
IEBJ: Where do you see the
Children's Fund in 10 years?
Ziegler-O'Donnell : I see it
continuing to grow. I see it
continuing to become more and
more looked at for the services that
we provide. We 're used a lot now,
but part of the reason we aren't
used more is we have projects and
case managers in the county that
don't even know we're here. We
keep working on that recognition
factor because every time I hear of
a case manager that didn't know of
us before, I think, " How many
children has that man or woman
served that could have benefited
had they known they could have
reached us?" I see our fund-raising
continuing to grow because the
need is growing in the area. And I
also see the roll the Children's
Fund is taking, and needs to
continue taking, is one of
prevention. Being able to raise
fund-; to put into programs to help
prevent the problems certain
children have to deal with is very
important. •
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. h t h e 1nland Empire
· trymg
· to deve1op Its
· own Image,
·
W It
wby are most companies advertising with
Los Angeles radio stations and not with local ones?
John Quinn, President
Quinn/ Lamb Media
San Bernardino

the people in the far west end
could have an adv:1ntage if they
advertise in Los Angeles.

news talk . There are no real
good talk stations here in the

I

Christine Sutherland
General Manager
The Impact Group
Redlands

Richard Mcintosh
Vice President, Sales
KFRG Radio
Colton

ecause
the
largest
amount of the Inland
Empire llstemng market
you can reach usmg a local radio
station is about 37 percent . The
rest are all tuned in to LA.based stations.
The other reason is there are
only a few formats in the area.
There is no top 40, so if you
want that, you have to go to LA.
There's a classic rock, but no
alternative rock stations. Also

haven't found that to be
true. Most of the local
bus1nesses that advertise do
so locally for a couple of
reasons. First, they m•ght not be
able to afford an LA. station,
and second, they might not be
willing to pay for a market they

bel•eve you are talking more
about the west end, like
Pomona and Ontario, rather
than the east end of the Inland
Empire, because there's a big
difference. In the east end,
almost no one advertises in Los
Angeles.
In the west, there's sort of a
no-man's land out there where
they don't know where to go.
Should they advertise with Los
Angeles or San Bernardino
stations It's a difficult area to
service. It is easier to get a client
to drive toward Los Angeles
than away from it. We find a lot
of th1s in San Bernardino. But

B

\v?

... FOR YOUR FAMILY

~

For onformat1on on programs or facilities on your area, please call:

WEST END YMCA
(909) 467-5517
Servong the famlioes of:
Chono, Ctlono Holls, Fontana, Ontano, Montclair. Rancho Cucamonga, Upland

The West End YMCA gratefully acknowledges
the generous dooallon of th s ad space

courtesy of·
INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL

Inland Emp1re.

I

don't service.
For those that are going to
LA., we just have to continue to
tell the story about what a great
market the Inland Empire is.

Scott Welsh
Sales Manager
KMEN Radio
'd say that most of the business
buy Inland Empire radio, and
that's because it's more
efficient. Some LA stat ions'
signals aren't effective past Pomona
or Claremont so they don't reach
the entire Inland Empire.
I'd say the majonty advertise
here, unless they are a multilocation business or something with
a lot of pull like an auto malL But
business, like a local car dealership,
advertise here because its efficient

I

for them.
The farther west you go, there
is a httle more bleed into the market
from LA stations. But in the east,
it's not a big problem . .A
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Ten Reasons to Oppose
Proposition 186

PrOP. 186:

A Boon to California Business
by Melissa Sweeney
Californians for Health Security

W

ith the collapse of a
national health care
program seemingly
imminent, California's Health
Securtty Act, Proposition 186,
takes on tremendous significance in the debate over
health care reform Prop 186
represents a simple and
economical
solution
to
California's skyrocketing health
insurance costs and a boon to
the state's business communtty
If passed, Prop 1S6 \\ill
create a publicly-administered
health tnsurance program which
will control health care costs
and guarantee lifelong medical
coverage for all legal residents
of the state of California . Under
this Act, the practice of
medtcine will remain pnvatc,
and individuals will have the
freedom to choose their pnmary
care providers and hospitals.
The program will be governed
by an elected State Health Commissioner, backed by an expert
adv1sory board and mon1tored
by a consumer review board.
The program will be funded
by a number of sources. First,
the program will pool all
existing federal, state, and
county government funding for
health care and add revenues
from a payroll tax of 4.4 to H.9
percent, depending on the size
of business. This is significantly
less than the average spent by
employers
who
currently
provide health insurance for
their employees. In addition, a
2.5 percent income tax will be
placed on individuals, with an
income surtax on the very
wealthy (annual income in
excess of $500,000). Finally, the
program will impose a $1.00 per
pack tax on cigarettes.
The beneficial effects of The
California Health Security Act
will be especially apparent in
the business community. Today,
the majority of bus1nesses cover
their employees, but at great
cost. Administrative costs
account for 40 percent of the
premiums pa1d by the smallest
firms. Moreover, out-of-control

prem1um increases pose an even
greater threat to the fiscal wellbeing of California's business
community. Next year, too many
companies will face the choice
between losing coverage for
their workers or paying astronomtcal premium increases.
The enactment of Prop 1R6
wtll change the long-term health
insurance
outlook
for
California's business comse\ era!
mun1ty
through
mcchamsms
Cost containment will cap
health costs so th,tt the) don't
grov.· faster than the overall
economy. Businesses will pay
less for better coverage This
will free up funds for wages and
investment Fan ftnancing will
mean that all employers will
contnbutc to health coverage.
By sprcad1ng the costs more
broadly, costs will be lower for
everybody. Th1s gives everyone
a stake in making sure that
health care costs are controlled.
Rates wtll be d1scounted for
small businesses.
S•mplificat10n will ease the
paperwork burden for employers
and doctors and save everyone
money. With a standardized
comprehensive benefit package,
employers won't need to
constantly renegotiate coverage
and premiums. The Act wtll
eliminate practically all admwistrative expenses for employers
by replacing health Insurance
premiums with one, single
payroll tax.
In addition, other insurance
premium~-workers'

compensation, fleet, liability,
etc.-will be reduced since the
medical care component of
these policies will be covered
by the s1ngle payer.
California will gain a
husiness advantage ftom the
implementation
of
the
California Health Secunty Act.
Health care costs in other states
will continue to rise, while we
will provide better benefits for
employees at lower costs.
Prop 1S6 is good for
C'alitornia business and for the
people of the state of California,
and we urge a YES vote on Nov.
H• .A

by: Manyn Hopper
State Dorector 1California National
Federation of Independent Busmess

roposition 186, the so-called
''swgle payer" health care
initiative, replaces the
privately financed health insurance
system with one run by the
government. Here are 10 reasons
why this initiative should be
defeated.
Number Ten: It Takes Away
Chotec A government system
means rationing, rules and
regulations. This initiative gives the
power to determine mcdic.tl care to
a State Health Commissioner who
will select which plans will cover
wh1ch people. Rather than patients
choosing the1r wsurancc coverage
and providers through the existmg
competitive system, the state w1ll do
it for them. This is the ultimate in
"government knows best!"
Number Nine: It Doubles the
S1ze of Government. The initiative
increases CalJfornia revenues by
$40 to $50 billion, according to the
non-partisan Legislative Analyst.
That's the size of the entire state
general fund budget today. Doubling
the size of govenmcnt is hardly the
way to 1mprove health care.
Number Eight: It's Just More
Taxes. Forty to $50 billton in new
revenues means $40 to $50 billion
in new taxes. The initiative imposes
a 2 5 percent surcharge on the
taxable income of every California
taxpayer. Because it is a surcharge,
the new tax is highly regressive.
Number Seven: It's Worse
Than Taxes Proposition 186
imposes a 4.4 to 8.9 percent payroll
tax on business . Because of a
graduated scale, a firm with 49
employees would incur a $35,000
payroll tax increase by addmg JUSt
one more worker. The payroll tax is
just a one-way ticket to
unemployment, since the smart firm
will reduce-not add-workers.
Number Six: Even This Much
M.ty Not Be Enough. Like the drunk
for whom one drink is too many and
a thousand not enough, th1s
enormous tax incre,Jse may not be
enough. According to the Umversity
of C'altfornia Graduate School of
Public Policy, the system will he
$12 billion out of balance at its
effective date in 1996, and will be at

P

least $34 b1llion in deficit by full
implementation in 1998. Proposition
186 is an invitation to bankrupt
California.
Number F ive: It Propagates
Politicians. Just in case you thought
California was short of politicians,
not to worry. This initiative creates
an elected health czar with
potentially more power than the
governor, and 20 elected "directors"
of a Consumer Health CounciL
Number Four: It Breeds
Bureaucrats. Somebody has to
proces~ the millions of claims.
Somebody has to decide who can
sec what doctor, who goes to what
hospital and for how long, and of
course, whether the taxpayers are
paying their due. And don't forget
the 30 million health security cards
we would need.
Number
Three:
It's
Hypochondriacs Heaven. The
initiative defines the benefit
package as ·'all medical care
determined to be med1cally
appropriate. ·• What a deal-any
medical serv1ces you want, you get.
The sky's the limit. But you had
better get tn line early, because
guess what happens when the
money runs out?
Number Two: Let's Leave
Canada in Canada. Proponents of
the single payer system promise the
paradise
of the
Canadian
government-run system. Only, you
had better not get sick m Canada.
According to a recent study, there
are 177,000 patients currently on the
waiting list for surgery m Canada.
And thousands of Canadians '"jump
the queue" and come south to youknow-where when they get really
sick.
Number One: It's Bad
Medicine. Who would you like
making your health care decisions:
doctors,
nurses.
hospitals,
caregivers-or
government
bureaucrats? Allow the government
to take over the health system, and
bureaucrats will give the marching
orders . Proposition 186 docs
nothing to hold down costs, nothing
to improve medical care, and no one
can show that its numhers add up or
1ts schemes really work. That's why
hoth Governor Wilson and
Treasurer
Brown
oppose
Proposition 186. It's just plain had
medicine . .A
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Visual Impact

~ ~®JJTPXQ)Ifffilk~ 1PmiDi1illlGl
Combining Fun and
Photography

0

nee you get past the
entrance of the Visual
Impact
office
in
Ontario, you realize that this
office is unlike most others.
There is only one desk in the
place, and it is tucked off in a
side office . The walls are
covered with unframed but
striking photographs, the table
and countertops are strewn with
transparencies,
Polaroids ,
negatives and prints. The room
gives you the impression of a
place where work is done, not
one kept spotless simply to
impress clients.
As you move into the huge
studio, you see there is plenty of
work being done. People run
around adjusting lights and
making sure proper color gels
light backdrops . Here, as
throughout the office, there is
the element of fun, as evidenced
by a basketball hoop and
backboard with a life-size
cutout of Shaquille O ' Neal
standing next to it.

"The thing /like best about
the job Is that a lot of days
I come In here and I don't
know what I'm going to be
doing that day," Fred
Armitage said.

Fred Armitage is a man who
obviously enjoys his job, and
walking through the offices of
his company, Visual Impact, a
visitor gets the feeling that
everyone there is doing what
exactly they want to do . And
like most places where the
employees enjoy themselves,
that feeling is reflected in their
work.
Armitage bas built Visual
Impact into the largest and most

success ful
commercial
photography studio in the Inland
Empire by providing quality
work quickly. And, while his
studio may not look like the
offices of other successful
bu s inesses, the reason for its
success is exactly the same.
"The major thing that sets us
apart from our competition is
our customer service," Armitage
said. " I see myself as a problem
solver. My job is to see that we
solve the client's problem, and
that means our image sells the
product or gets the idea across.
" I don ' t think I'm a very
good salesman, so I don ' t want
to go out looking for new
clients . That ' s why I want to
make sure I keep the ones I
have," Armitage said.

Visual Impact's Success
He 's obviously succeeded in
making sure his customers come
back , becaus e lately Armitage
has not had much free time (" I
don ' t think I ' ve had a day off in
eight weeks " ) . While word of
mouth is expanding his client
base, he is still getting plenty of
work from his regulars . And
most of his regulars are locals.
Armitage said that 95 percent of
the company's business comes
from Inland Empire companies.
Some of the company ' s
largest accounts are with
Fleetwood Motorhomes, based
out of Riverside , and Stewart
Holt Advertising in Ontario .
Visual Impact is a strictly
commercial photography studio,
but that is in no way limiting for
Armitage, he likes the variety.
"The thing I like best about
the job is that a lot of days I
come in here and I don't know
what I'm going to be doing that
day," he said.
About 50 percent of the
shoots are taken inside the
massive studio, the other half
are done on location. Just how
big is the studio? Shoots done
inside
have
involved
a
helicopter and a 37-foot
motorhome. That size studio,

one that bas plenty of
vers atility, was the reason he
moved the business to Ontario
from Riverside two years ago.
The studio also has two
darkrooms so the company can
keep up with one of its other
r e putation s : Speed without
sacrificing quality.

"The major thing that sets
us apart from our
competition Is our
customer service,"
Armitage said.

Armitage said there are two
reasons he works quickly while
maintaining a high quality
standard. First, he tries to solve
the client's problems before he
goes into the studio so there he
knows what needs to be done .
The second is experience.
"A lot of times we can do a
better job in half a day than
another studio could do in a full
day because we're expenenced
and we know what needs to be
done," Armitage said. " Lighting
is the most important thing, and
that takes some experience. But
basically, if the photo solves the
client's problem , it's a good
shot. Even a beautiful shot must
sell the product or get the idea
across or it doesn't solve the
problem. And what works for
one client might not work for
another."

Preparing for a
Brave New World
Maybe more than most
businesses,
technological
advances are radically changing
the world of photography, and
this is a trend that will continue.
Current computer technology allows you to manipulate
a photo, either putting things in
or taking them out, almost

without detectio n . Vis ua l Impact
is making th e most o u t o f this
technology.
In a re ce nt ph o t o fo r
Fleetwood M o t o rh o m es, th e
backgro und o f a l a r ge c liff
beside a river with a tow ering
rust-colored mountain was taken
near Sedona, Arizona. However,
the motorhome and models were
photographed right in the
Fleetwood parking lot in
Riverside . The two photos were
combined to put the motorhome
in a beautiful setting. H owever,
looking at the final pro duct, you
would
never
kn o w
the
motorhome had n e v e r l e ft the
Inland Empire.
Armitage just purc hase d a
new computer s ys te m th at will
allow him to d o ph o t o
manipulati o n , a s in th e mot or
home ad, in-house . This will be
another advant a g e f o r c li e nts
because Vis ual Impact w tll have
more creati ve contro l over the
process and will be able to do it
quickly.
That kind of t echno log y is
new, but it is fa r from the limits
and far from w ha t w ill be able
to be done in a few years. Visual
Impact is trying to keep one s tep
ahead of these changes.
In a few years there may be
no more film in phot o graphy.
The technology now e xi s ts to
record a photographic image on
computer dtsk, eliminating film
and developing . Armitage
believes in a few years he will
be doing photography this way.
"The resolution is not quite
there yet , but in two or three
years, we may be filmless ," he
said , but cautioned that
understanding the principles of
photograph will still be
necessary to getting good
images. "You still need someone
who understands lighting and
how to set up a shot."
It really won ' t matter
whether he is using film or
computers, is inside or outside,
photographing motorhomes or
people, you can just bet
Armitage will still love his job.
A

Business Insurance - Smart Buying Strategies

and taxes,
recognize that
uytng
tnsurance
ts
inevitable, but many strive to avoid
dealing wi th the issue as often as
possible.
Many business owners get
frustrated with the insurance issue
because they do not fully understand
what they have purchased and why
it is so dam expensive.
Accordmg to Jan Kern, an
insurance broker and consultant
affiliated with Kctger & A.'iSOCtates,
wtth offices tn Torrance and
Redlands,
business
owners
continually ask themselves the
following questions: Am I spendmg
too much 10 premiums? Do I have
too much or too little coverage?
Ultimately, every bustness
owner 's goal is to maximize profits.
Over the past several years, ma ny
entrepreneurs have been unable to
ra ise prices due to the competition
and the recession.
If yo u ca nno t ra ise pri ces,
another way to tmprove profitability
is t o reduce e xpenses. Again
accord mg to Kern, "The areas that
e n trepreneu rs might have an
opportu nity to reduce expenses are
tn their tns u ra nce or risk
management program.
"Many variables are considered
when ms urance premiUms are set.
Most business owners usually spend
enough but do not necessarily make
the best buyi ng decisions," Kern
added
The purpose of th is article is to
gtve you some tips to assist you in
your insurance buying decisions.

U

ke

death

ntrcpreneu~s

Insurance - Why?
Initially, let 's start with wh y
entrepreneurs buy ins urance .
Commonly, the reasons may be
legal (state or contractual
obligations) or humanitarian, i.e.,
the desire to protect your family,
employees or public from physical
or financial ruin.

The Buying Decision A Logical Approach
Tip #1 Carefully select a
professional agent. According to
Kern, your selection process should

be as thorough as 11 is to hire a CPA
or attorney because all these
professional
functions
are
essentially the same (i.e., help you
protect your assets and help you
from going bankrupt).
Ask your potenttal agent the
following questions. How many
companies are represented? Has the
agent ever insured your type of
business? Is the agent a commercial
spectalist? Does the agency
predominately handle business
insurance?
In summary, the best strategy is
to work with a commercial
specialist not selling all lines of
insurance.
Tip #2 Estim a t e the t otal
perc entag e of y our c ompany's
budget that is spent on insurance
cove rage ( Pro perty, Ge ne ral
Li a bility,
A ut o,
W o rkers'
Compensation).
According to Kern, if it's five
percent or less, you're in great
shape. It appears that 10 percent is
the average for most businesses. If
your insurance coverage exceeds 10
percent of your budget, yo u may
have some opportunities to c ut
costs.
Tip #3 Develop an insurance
plan/budget. Seek help from your
accountant on the budge t and ask
yourself the following questions:
What amount of uninsured loss
would be beyond the credit capacity
of the company and might result in
ba nk ruptcy? W ithout ins urance,
w hat could the company afford to
pay without borrowmg?
Armed with these numbers, you
can the n s tart ma king info rmed
decisions on what coverage/limits to
purchase.
Tip #4 Develop an insurance
"shopping list." Like all things in
life, there are tradeoffs in terms of
what you want and what you can
afford. The experts suggest that you
draft an insurance "shopping list"
ranking coverages by prionty.
As you are drafting yo ur
shopping list, utilize the following
questions to guide you : What's
essential? What's important? What's
optimal?
Tip #5 Use Common Sense.
Buying insurance is not brain
surgery, but the following common
sense ideas are worth considering:
Don't risk more than you can
afford to lose - don ' t self insure
catastrophic exposures. For
example, can you afford to pay for

earthquake damage to your
property?
Consider the odds - Accordmg
to Kern, "A business owner should
msure losses that are least likely to
happen. Do not insure losses that
frequently occur. We expect auto
collisiOn claims, but what we can't
project is the cost for serious bodily
injury and accidental death clatms."
Don't risk a lot for a little. The
best buy in tnsurance ts htgher
liability limits. The increase on
general liability from a $500,000 to
$1 million limtt can be as low as a
10 percent increase. Double your
limit for 10 percent? Not a bad deal'
Tip # 6 Con s ider alternati ves.
Keep in mmd that insurance is not
the only source for managing risk
exposures Investments arc available
as well as internal company
changes For example, eliminating
automobiles, improved security,
sprinkler systems, safety meetings,
employee mcentive programs and
better hiring practices can reduce
risks.
Tip #7 Shop around. Don 't get
locked tn wit h a n age n t a nd
insurance company for long periods
of time w ithout occasionally testing

the market. It pays to shop!
When you do shop, try to
tncorporate the followmg "mini"
tips, compliments of Kern: Don't
procrastmate, allow 60 to 90 days
lead time to obtain quotes; inform
your present agent and shop no
more than one or two other agents;
keep a list of insurance companies
bemg solicited; organize your files;
supply tdenllcal information to
everyone; establish a firm bid date;
ask for the A.M Best financial
rating and admttted status for all
carriers; don't automatically pick
the lowest quote tf your msurance is
"claim sensitive " Your mind set
should be, "who's the best with loss
control and claims service?"
Sattsfactory insurance is vital
for the continued success of your
business. Don't ignore the insurance
issue, meet it head on by doing your
homework and locating qualified
professiOnals . You'll be glad you
dtd See you next month. ""
Eugene E. Valdez ts president-CEO of The
Claremont Advtsory Company, management
consultants and tratnel"'i to Southern
California's Entrepreneurs. For comments or
quesltons, please call 1-800-500-6336.

Losing Customers...
and Don't Know Why?
Experts will tell you tha t most customers who
leave just walk away ... and you never know why
unless you ask. And unless you ask why, you can 'I
fix the problem. You may be losmg market share
because your customers feel like you don't care
about them, or you're taking them for granted ,
or they aren't confident in you anymore.
Get a snapshot of how your customers feel with
TMW 's Customer Service Indexing. We write a
courteous script and deliver it professionally. We ask
the right questions to get the answers you need. We
then give you a statistical rating of how you're doing
by region, product type, customer type, or any other
breakdown you need.
KEEP YOUR CUSTOMERS/ You can't afford not
to! Call now to find out how cost-effect1ve TMW's
Customer SeNice Indexing can be.

800.424.9378

714.879.7900

Specialists in Telemarketing Strategies
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and ''ide area net\\ orking
viable and affordable. To

parks ( beyond being quality
ncar

find

maJOr

out

more

about

free\\ ays) arc prewired

SmartPark Services and

for .llh .111ccd fibn optic

The World Cl.ls'> ~ct\\'(>rk,

telecommunications . . .

or to set up a site nsit, c.1ll

also known as the int(mn,uion high\\ ay, what we call The

1-800-GTE-4\VCN. You'll discover how GTE makes

World Class Nenvork~M. It's the healthiest thing you can do

something so incredibly healthy very easy to swallow.

t?ii4

Its amazing what \\C can do toget.h.T.'
SmanPark

Marina del Rey:

Marina Towers.

SmartPark Sen-ices. These

properties

Kilroy Airport Center.

1s .1

rcg~srcred scnu..c m.uk ;~nd The \\'urld (lass >.'crnork as

i&

~1'\l(C m.ark ol <..II-. scn1 1."c ( urpnrauon

Ccntrclake Business Park, Tclebusincss
Work Center, The Ontario Center.
Oxnard:

Channel Islands Business Center,
Oxnard Town Center.
San Bernardino:

1l1e Tri-Cit:y Corporate Centre.
West Covina:
The Lakes at West Covina.

members of the IEAC to pony up
a tax-deduct1ble contribution of
$25, $50, $100 or more for the
scholarship fund Her goal is to
raise $10,000 that can be placed
in an 1nterest-beanng account.
Jmt1ally, two S'>OO scholarships
would be ;w.ardcd to deserving
studenh 1n our commumty on an
annual basis . Over time, this
could grow to include more and
bigger scholarships
I think th1s k1nd of effort
deserves support from more than
just the Ad C'lub members; I
believe that the general business
community should have an
opportunity to partic1pate as
well. If you have any questions,
call Dr Seitz at (909) 880-5753
Contributions should be sent to
IEAC Scholarship Fund. 3535
Inl and Empne Boulevard,
Ontario, CA 91764.

s most of you who read
this column \\ ith some
regularity know, I write
a lot about the <.omings and
goings of the Inland Empire Ad
C'lub It's an orgamzat10n that I
devote a fair amount of time to
because I feel that it, like many
other non-profit professional
groups, allows opportunity for
professional people to share It
also allows the opportunity to
occasionally give somethmg back
to the commumty.
Victoria Seitz, a professor at
Cal State San Bernardino, has
served on the board of the Inland
Emptre Ad Club for the past few
months tn the capactty of
Collegiate Relations Chair. She
has done a remarkable job in a
No Pie in the Sky Here
fairly short period of time, domg
everything from structuring a
n the spring of 1994,
panel of ad professionals to
Arbitron measurement of
address students' questions to
radio populanty, KFRG or its
establishing an organized intern
sister signal KOOJ, were rated
referral service. All of this was
number one w1th every listening
done without the beneftt of a
age group in the Inland Empire.
budget or the reliance on big
Not that this came as a great
contributions of time, (other than
surprise, as KFRG has occupied
her own), or money. Now she is
top positions conststently, but
asktng for help.
thts is the first time that the
Last
year,
the
IEAC
signals have been o n top with
established a scholarship fund,
every age group from 12 to 64
quite by accident. Someone se nt
years of age. In their view, they
add itional membership dues to
were Numero Uno in a big way,
the club that were a duplication
so they decided to celebrate in an
of payment. When notified of the
interesltng way. They sent piping
overpayment, they told us to
hot Numero Uno pizzas to all of
keep the money and put it in our
their
current
on-the-air
scholarship fund . Good idea, the
advertisers to drive home the
only thing we needed was a
message
scholars hip fund to put it in. So
we created one and, what do you
The Big Show is
know, a few members kicked in a
Coming to Town
couple of bucks. Most of us on
the board were jazzed, but we
ust a reminder. The 1994
really had no plan for the money.
Portfolio/ ADDY Award
When Dr. Seitz joined the board,
banquet will be held on Oct.
she noted that we had a
14th at the Mission Inn in
scholarship fund and was a little
Riverside. The banquet and
surprised that we had no plan. So
exhibition will feature the best
she set out to fix the
work from agencies, designers
problem ... and to make sure that
and writers throughout the Inland
fund grew as well.
Empire. For more information,
In Victoria's student column
call Joe Ammirato, the 1994
in the upcoming Ad Club
ADDY show chair at Designs for
Newsletter, she is asking
Business, (909) 626-4472. •
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Manager's
Bookshelf

Local Manufacturing Rises in July
he
Inland
Empire's
ma nu facturing economy
showed a modest growth for
the month of July, according to the
"'Inland Empire Business Report."
July's Purchasing Manager's Index
(I'M I) \\as 51.3 percent. dO\\ n
slightly from June's 57 2 percent.
\Vhilc: the Jul} PM! 1s lower than
June's, this means simply a slower
expansion of the economy, not a
regression. She! Bockman, codirector of the lnslltute of Applied

T

and Policy Analysi~. who
d1d the report, sa1d that if
manufacturing continued to grow at
this pace, there would be an
expansion of the local economy.
The report data 1s calculated
using five indicators compared
month to month A PMI 1ndcx of
over 50 shows a growth 1n the
economy while one under 50 shows
a decline in manufacturing activity.
In addition to July's positive PM!
numbers. the report shows that most

purchasing managers are optimistic
about where the economy is headed.
Twenty-two percent of those
surveyed for the report said they
believe the manufacturing economy
will strengthen over the next three
months, compared with only 6
percent who expect it to weaken.
The percentage who expect a
stronger economy is up 3 percent
from June, and the percentage who
expect it to weaken is down from 13
percent at the beginning of the year.

Re~earch

"The project provides a
remarkable service for the
whole Inland Empire,"
according to Barbara
Sirotnik, one of the codirectors.

Tap Into A Lucrative Market

Locate Your Business
In The High Desert
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The High Desert, (a
region comprised of Adelanto,
Apple Valley, B~rstow, ~esperia and Jo~ E. Brvson
Victorville) offers many umque busmess
Chamna~ancf'cEO
·
· d
1'
Southern Cahforn1a Ed1son
advantages. This area IS recogntze . as a recyc t~g
.
. .
market zone and is located in the MoJave Desert Atr Qualtty ~anagement Dtstnd.
A new lease agreement with the United ~tates Air Force has been signed and development of a commercial air facility is to begtn.
.
.
John E. Bryson, Chairman and CEO of Southern Californi~ Edisor: Corpora.tlon, will be
the keynote speaker. The conference will feature over 85 ~iffe~ent mfo:matwn booths to
answer your questions on business locations and expansiOns_m the High Desert. . .
Find out more about the economic boom happening in the High Desert. $60 admiSSIOnincludes lunch and afternoon reception.

media.

The Inland Empire's
manufacturing economy
showed a modest growth
for the month of July,
according to the "Inland
Empire Business Report."

Call (619) 245-7600 or write today for tickets or information.

HIGH DESERT
I o~..
NITY I

Business Outlook Conference

Thurs., Oct. 27, 1994
8:00am to 4:00pm
San Bernardino Co. Fairgrounds
VICTORVILLE, CA.

ti~~$60fo,

I 0 Please send me an Opportunity '94 brochure.
r;u.
1 Name
I Company Name
I Address
Phone

I
I
I
1
I
I

1

1

se sendm: -

..<hendosed

0Pleasesendmeinformationonatable forl0.

______________ ...
L
1

Mail to: HIGH DESERT OPPORTUNITY '94
P.O . Box 54.2, Victorville, CA 92393
For more information call (619) 24S-7600

University of California, Riverside

Alfie Kohn, "Punished by Rewards:

For its first 13 months, the
"'Inland Emp1re Report on Business"
was underwritten by a grant from
the
Rivers1de
Econom1c
Development Agency. But in June
that fundmg dried up.
The report looked as if it had
seen its last days. Fortunately, at the
last minute, Stewart Holt
Adve r tising and Rasmussen &
Rogers, an accounting firm, stepped
m to save the day.
An nual publication costs for the
report are about $6,000 and the two
companies have agreed to sponsor
th e re port in an ongo1ng basis.
Stewa rt H o lt is also h a nd ling
d istri buti on of the re port to the

Large Available Work Force with Afford~~le Labor
Affordable Housing with Low Cost of L1vmg
Less Than One Hour From Ontario Airport
Inexpensive Land and Low Taxes
Excellent School Curriculum
Championship Golf Courses
Ample Water Supply
Pro-Business Climate

OPPORTU

by Ray Maghroori, Ph.D.,
Associate Dean, The A. Gary Anderson
Gradualc School of Management

Local Businesses
Save Report

1

EM 1

"The project prov id es a
re markable service for the w hole
Inl a nd E mpi re," accordin g to
Barbara Siro tnik, one o f the codirectors. " We did not wa nt to see
this program die."
Stewart Holt is an Ontario-based,
full-service advertising and public
relations company. Ras mussen &
Rogers is a c e rtified public
accounting firm in Corona. A
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The Trouble wtth Gold Stars,
Incentive Plans A's, Praise, and
Olher Bnbes." Boston. Houghton
Miffin, 1993, 398 pages, $22.95 .

Rethinking Management
Reward Systems
here are books that are
orig1nal; and there are
books that are Interesting. Few books are both
original and interest1ng. Alfie
Kohn 's book, "Punished by
Rewards" is one of few books
tha t I have read in rece nt years
which 1s both original and

T

interesting.
This b ook prov 1des o n e of
th e most se ri o us c ha ll e nges to
o ur r ece nt think i n g abo ut
ma nagement, teaching, and child
rearing. It makes us re think how
w e treat o ur e mpl o y ees, our
students and children. One of the
b oo k 's mos t provocati ve theses
is that it challenges the emerging
a nd p opul ar id ea of p ay f or
pe rformance , which the author
f eels " is an inhe re ntl y fla we d
concept" (p. 183) . Furthermore,
Mr. Kohn believes that peo ple do
inferi o r work wh e n th e y are
motivate d by money, grades, or
other incentives.
This groundbreaking book
argues that the traditional
management and teaching
approaches that rely heavily on
the use of positive incentives to
reward people o r change
behavior hav e s erious short comings . That, in the long run,
such method s not onl y fail to

change behaviOr, but that also
can cause lasting harm.
What is wrong with rewards
as
a
management
tool?
Accord1ng to Kohn, "the more
rewards are used, the more they
seem to be needed ... Pretty soon,
the provision of rewards
becomes habitual because there
seems to be no way to do without
them" (p. 17).
What are alternatives to the
popular reward system used by
parents, teachers and managers?
In the last chapter of the book,
the author provides a ilst of
alternatives for all of these
groups.
In the area of workplace, Mr.
Kohn believes that autonomy,
empowerment and teamwork are
the most importan t tools for
i ncreas1ng p r od u ctivity and
improving perfo rmance.
To b egi n w ith , t h e a u t h or
belie ves that rew a rd syste ms at
w o rk a re aim e d a t co ntro llin g
p eo ple . " But th e des ire t o d o
something, much less do it w ell ,
s impl y c anno t be impo s ed ; in
this case it is a mistake to talk
about moti va ting oth e r peo ple .
All w e c an do is set up certain
conditions that will maximize the
prob ability of thei r dev e lo ping
an interest in w hat they a re doing
and re mov e th e conditi ons that
functi on as constra ints" (p. 18 1).
There are two conditions that
Kohn believes can s erv e a s
barri e rs t o productivity . The
current system of evaluation and
th e merit pay s ys tem s. In
re lations to the c ompensation
system, he feel s that the pay for
performance concept is flaw e d
because pay is not a motivator.
He fee ls that peo ple should be
paid g e n e ro u sly and equitably.
Beyond that , as a manage r, " do

won't be enough if peopl e are
not interested In what they do.
So, the second "C" of Kohn 's
theory deals with the content of
job. Jobs have to be meaningful
to people who do those JObs.
Allow for minor adjustment in
organizational structure if that
leads to more meaningful jobs
for people. Hire people for what
they are interested in and not so
much for they have done in the
past. And finally, "we are most
likely to become ent h usias t ic
about what we are doing ... when
we are free to make decisions
about the way we carry out a
task. The loss of autonomy
entailed by the use of rewards or
punishments helps explai n w hy
they sap our motivation" (p.
192).
In sum, Kohn argues t hat
instead of relying on money to
motivate employees, we need to
give them more choice, make
t h eir job more in teresting to
them and provide them with a
sense
of
teamwork
and
community.
"Pun ished by Rewards" is a
provocative book that is well
written and docu mented. It is a
book that challenges one of the
most prevalent sc h oo ls o f
thought in p sychology, m ai nl y
behavio rism, m a d e p o pul a r b y
the wr itings of s uc h in fl ue ntial
psychologists as B.F. Skinner. It
s ho uld b e rea d b y a ll p a re nts,
188).
manage rs, and teache rs . .t.
Teamw ork a nd coll aboration

everything in your power to help
them put money out of their
minds" (p. 182). He seems rather
receptive to the idea of paying
everyone equally or even paymg
employees on the basis of need.
So what is Kahn's theory
about motivating employees?
The answer is h1s concept of
motivation consisting of three
"Cs": Collaboration, Content and
Choice.
of
concept
Kahn's
collaboration, simi l ar to the
popular idea of teamwork, is an
important cornerstone of his
theory of motivation He, like
many
other
management
analysts, believe in the importance of teamwork. His idea
is somewhat different from the
rest of literature dealing with
teamwork in that he recognizes
the value of teamwork as a factor
t hat affec ts th e productivity of
the individual employee and not
so much as a manifestatiOn of
today's organizational Imperative necessitated by downswing of major firms For him
collaboration is important
because, as he sees it, "People
will
typically
be
more
enthus1asttc where they feel a
sense of belonging and sec
themselves as a pa r t of a
community than they will in a
workplace in w hich each person
is left to h is ow n dev ices" (p.
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NewGen Laser Printer is the Answer for IEBJ
Contmur:d From Pagco 1

print qualit). saved a great deal
of manhours by tncorporating
photo and graphtc work into the
layout, and in three months has
saved us more than $3.400 in
pre-press costs That amount
was saved on production of three
issues of the magazine as well as
the Book of Lists, which is now
hot off the press. In just six
months that printer will pay for
itself.

From Manual to
Automation
For someone who started out
in the publishing game in the
pre-computer
era,
with
proportional-space
IBM
typewriters and cut-and-paste
corrections with an Exacto
knife. even a simple word
processor seemed like a dream
come true. (No, I won't say how
long ago I started.)

Today 's computers, whtch
use programs to create graphics,
charts, and tables in additiOn to
all stzes and styles of text, are a
real blessing. And now we have
a laser prtnter that will take
scanned objects, as well as halftone photographs, and create a
camera-ready page in minutes.
The NewGen we are using ts
a 600 x 600 dpi (dots per inch)
printer that produces sharp, clear
11 by 17 inch pages. Half-tone
black and white photographs are
reproduced with 51 gray levels.
It has been the answer to
IEBJ needs, and yet it has
already been improved on by
other NewGen models, tncluding
the Turbo PS. 1200 B model, that
uses 1200 x 600 dpi to produce
mure levels of gray than the
human eye can differenttate.
Another new model is the
NewGen ImagerPius 12, which
offers a full 1200 x 1200 dpi

resolution to give unmatched
print quality. Its standard paper
tray can be adjusted to hold a
variety of paper sizes and makes
it perfect for printing oversized
graphics and two-page layouts.

directly to paper or polyester
plates capable of prtnting runs of
a few hundred up to 10,000
impressions, depending on the
material used. A plate produced
on the laser printer typically
costs between 30 cents to $1.50
and can be created in minutes.
These new laser printers,
combined with the latest
software programs, w1ll change
the way we do business and
make our jobs easier and faster.
They are tdeal for any company
or organ1zation that has to
produce the printed page.

Time is Money

The Chromax Color Printer is a PostScript Level II Dye-sublimat•on prmting device, and is the perfect tool for
the production needs of graph1c arts and desktop publishing users.

AFFOROABI..E HEALTH INSURANCE
Individuals • Sclf-i:lllployed • Small Employer Groups
(Rates for most of Rtversidc, San Bernardino Counlles)

NilE.

MAL£

FEMALE

FAMI.Y

18-29

$45.60
61 .30
85.60
111.70
143.60
183.10

$58.110

$167.10
210.00
269.60
322.40
372.20
442.50

30-39
4().49
50-54

55·59
60-64

79.70
104.70
12&.10
137.50
158.20

Benefits
• NO DEDUCTIBLE
Except- hoopgkzed
• ,.., Doclor I Hoepil.el
• PCSdrug• 1110% 1al $500 l o r • $15_.......
• $5.000AD & 0
"CIIIrapmcto<
•• QUALITY
--COMPANY
- lo Doclor

, . . .Now
. _ . ,for
_ ,Quote/Information
. . , _ _ 3(/(1 _ _ _
Call

9IJI.o425..8869

Botanic Garden Reaching Out to Business
by Kurt Helin

Bigger and Better
Not only is printing technology getting better, it's getting
bigger.
As desktop printing technology improves, that technology
is being applied to larger and larger printers capable of
printing out high quality posters and banners.
An example is the NewGen Vista/RIP, a complete fourcolor PostScript Level II, wide format inkjet printer designed
for the graphic arts and signage industries.
This application is ideal for posters, banners, displays,
window signs, presentations and many other applications.
Using the Vista/RIP with an inkjet printer, you can output
four-color (CMYK) files at nearly 36 inches wide by 18.2 feet
long.

It also provides edge-to-edge
printing for the maximum print
area available.
The ImagerPius 12 can also
save a publication, like the IEBJ,
a lot of money in pre-press
production . Traditionally, in
magazine production, a page is
printed out, photographed and
then it is photographically
etched onto a printing plate.
This can cost up to $25 a plate.
The ImagerPlus 12 can print

In terms of time saved, by
eliminating the pasteups needed
for the half-tone process and the
golden-rod negative processing,
production time is about onethird what it used to be .
According t o our figures, a
service bureau charges about
$13 a page for a black and white
photo and $20 a page for text,
and needs two to three days to
process an 80-page magazine. In
contrast, with our NewGen laser
printer, it costs only a few cents
per page. Text is proofed only
once before layout, after which
the entire page can be proofed in
total, another big savings in time
and money.
Now
maybe
you
can
understand why we are so
excited about the new generation
of printers on the market. If they
can simplify your job half as
much as they have ours, you will
love them . A.
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t is one of the Inland Empire's
best kept secrets. Out-.ide the
sctentific community, not
many people know about tt But
that is about to change
The Rancho Santa Ana
Botan1c Garden ts one of the
nation's most rccogntzcd and
respected botanic gardens. and it
ts located here tn the Inland
Empire. It has played a quiet but
tmportant role in the community,
but it wants to be quiet no more.
That change started wtth the
namtng of a new executive
director for the Claremont-based
gardens. Dr Roy l. Taylor, who
currently holds the same posttion
at the Chicago Botantcal Garden.
will take ovet the position
begtnntng No' 1st
While Dr Taylor was at the
head of the C'h1cago gardens, it
had completed a $25 million
capital campaign to include new
research
factltties,
an
English-Walled garden and a
visitor's gateway center The
board of trustees at Rancho Santa
Ana hopes he can work that same
magtc here.
"I spent nine years building
mutually beneftctal relattOnshtps
with hustnesses tn the Chicago
area
particularly with those tn
the 'green industry.' I wtll work
hard to do the same here in
Southern Californta and the Inland
Emptre region," Dr. Taylor said
··support is a twO-\\ay streetwe need bus1ness support to offer
qualtty programs. but we can also
help develop new markets "

An Educational and
Visiting Center
The H6-acre gardens have long
been a qutet but important force in
the community It is a nationallyrecognized research garden, but
they are look1ng to expand thetr
educational efforts in the
communit~ and as a pra..:t1cal .ttd
to local businesses. They do not
want to he seen as a place ol
esotertc research, but as an
tndtspens. hie part of
the
L001111Uillt~.

A large part of that \\til he due
to ,tn tncrcascd role as an educator
and vtsitor's stop 111 the
communttj. Current!], over
II ,000 children a year from area

schools , ranging from preschoolers through high school,
vtsit the garden on field tnps.
These children not only get a
hands-on experience at the
gardens, but in-class preparatory
study guides help the children be
prepared for the experience.
The garden also looks to
becoming more of a tounst center,
something people visiting Los
Angeles or the Inland Empire
want to see Stmilar cultural
destinations,
such as the
Sn11thson1an
Institution
tn
'Washmgton D C , generate a great
deal
of
tncome
for
the
surrounding communtt1es.
"'Family vacattons more and
more
include
'cultural
destinations' l1ke the Botanic
Garden," according to R1chard
Chute, the dtrector of foundation
relations at the garden '"Of
course. these visitors spend
money at local bustnesses as
well."
Last year, over H5,000 people
vistted the park, but Chute feels
they can handle many times more.
Bes1des the natural beauty, people
can come to learn more about the
plants in the1r community and the
envtronment around them.

Extending a Helping Hand
to Business
Also. the people at the gardens
believe they can be a btgger asset
to local businesses where they
need it most, at the bottom ltne
The garden believes that tt can
be of usc to local bus1ness tn a
number of ways, such as helpmg a
business choose native plants for
its landscaping that arc acclimated
to the dry, hot weather of the
Inland Emp1re. By doing this, the
business can not only have an
attracti,·c look to its building. it
will keep its water costs down
because the plants won't need to
be drowned ever: day just to stay
alive The garden 1s plantng a
horticultural S) mposium on
significant nat1ve plants lor llJ<J5.
They are .tlso looking for
corporate sponsors to help them
expand the1r rcse.trch .tnd
cduc.ttton,tl act tv lites, .tlong \\ 11h
tm(HO\ 1ng tht: grounds. In the
past. the g.trden has had
sponsorships with ARCO. CITE .
Monrovia Nurser), Bank of
Amenca as well as a number of

Bon1an1c Garden

IS

devctopmg pl.mts that arc acchmalcd

to the dry, hot \Ooc,Jlher of the Inland Emp1re

local hus1nesses . The benefits of
sponsorshtp include public
recognition. spectal access to
information
and
spectall}
arranged bencftts for employees.

A National Leader
While the Rancho Santa Ana
gardens may not have the local
recognitton here in the Inland
Lmpire that 11 would like, tn the
sctenttfic communtty it is one of
the most renowned.
It is considered to be one of
the top ftve places \\here
Systematics research is done and
rece1ved a four-year, $600.000
grant from the Mellon Foundation
in recognitton of 1ts programs
Systematics ~upports work such as
the national biological study
proposed by Secretary of the
Interior Bruce Babbit. It ts a
major initiative to name and
catalog of every type of plant
spectes 10 North America.
"Before we can preserve
native plants, we have to know

what we've got," explains Chute
Another area of the garden's
research is understanding what
makes one species of plant more
rare
than
others.
While
occasionally the answer IS easy to
find, such as the plant which
produces limited offspring. often
there are more complex answers
that involve an understanding of
the environment.
Finally, the garden develops
new plants for home ,tnd
commercial landscapes. These
spectal cultures are designed to
live 10 special env ironments, like
the desert of Southern California.
Use of special cultures can help
save a business money by
reducing month!) water hills. and
they take less time to monitor than
typical green grass lawns.
If you would like to visit. the
Garden is located at 1500 North
College Avenue tn Claremont.
Hours arc R a.m. to 5 p.m. seven
days
a
week.
For more
information call (909) 625-H767.

...

WE RESPOND SO FAST
YOU.LL THINK YOU CALLED 911.

COPTUNE
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SBA's "Low Doc" Loan Is
an Instant Hit
etting the financing to
open a small business
has always been one of
the most difficult parts of start
up. Even if the loan was small,
under $100,000, the applicants
were required to jump through
almost all the same hoops as a
person asking for a $1 million
loan.
The SBA decided this wasn't
fair, so in Texas they tested out a
Low Documentation Lending
Plan, quickly to became known
as Low Doc. It was a lending
plan that involved as little
paperwork as possible and was
based more on character than
collateral.
It was an instant success, and
was expanded to other states.
Low Doc rolled out in California
in July.
In the Inland Empire, it has
been a very popular program
according to John Woodward, the
vice president, manager, of
Golden Pacific Bank, one of the
baaks in the area that offer Low
Doc. He believes the tacit of
paperwork attracts potential
businesses.
•Jt really lessens the burden
on the business to get a loan
because paperwork takes up time,
and tame is money," Woodward
said. "What is reported now to
the SBA could be as little as a
two-page loan application."

G

The program also does not
base its lending criteria on how
much money and collateral the
person has, but rather on their
character and how well they've
repaid debts in the past.
"One of the ways you
ascertain character is: does this
person pay their debts in the past
and, if they didn't, were there
extenuating circumstances. We're
not heartless on that to~ic. Also,
if the borrower has no credit, we
would consider a co-signer. It can
be perfect for a start up loan."
Another thing considered for
the loan, instead of collateral, is
the business plan. Things looked
at include potential earnings and
how well thought-out the
business plan is.
"We look at whether they
thought of the upside and the
downside. The more detailed the
plan, the more likely these people
are to be a success," Woodward
said. "I've had a lot of people
buying small offices, like new
consulting firms or people doing
computer repairs, with these
loans."
Not all local banks offer Low
Doc. The institution has to go
through a special set of
workshops sponsored by the SBA
to offer it. However, shopping
around for this small business
loan may save you a lot of
papetwork, and money. .._

Eagle Mountain Landfill
May be Headed for Dumpster
Continued From Page 3

needed on an environmental
impact report. The company said it
was frustrated with the landfill
permit process in California and
felt that, even if up and running, it
would not provide a big enough
return on their investment.
Browning-Ferris is the second
largest waste hauler in the United
States.

The Shockwaves
The pullout of Browning-Ferris
had repercussions on everyone
involved with the site.
The landlord of the project,
Kaiser Resources, was hit with a
dramatic drop in stock prices
despite record earnings. Kaiser
stock was selling for as much as
$17.50 a year ago and is now
below $7, reflecting Wall Street's
lack of confidence in the project.
Kaiser rents the land to Mine
Reclamation Industries for
$200,000 a month but has no other
stake in the landfill.
Kaiser's drop in stock value
came despite the company's
highest earnings ever during the
second quarter of this year. In the
second quarter the earnings were
$2.8 million, up 12 percent over
the same period last year. The
company's net income was up 40
percent over the same period, or 5
cents per share.

The pullout of Browning-Ferris
was good news for those opposed
to the project. Not only were
environmentalists and local
residents opposed to the project
pleased, but so are other businesses
trying to develop land in the area.
The Eagle Mountain Energy
Company is hoping to build a
hydroelectric plant on the land
adjacent to the landfill project. The
proposed power plant would
exceed the output of the Hoover
Dam.
Eagle Mountain Energy would
have to lease the land from Kaiser,
also the landlords for the landfill.
The energy company also says they
have rights to the land, and cite a
1921 federal law that would give
them eminent domain. Currently
the fight over the land is being
waged in a courtroom. Eagle
Mountain Energy was one party in
the multi-party law suit that
successfully challenged the
landfill's environmental impact
study.
Even with all the setbacks,
Mine Reclamation Corp. executive
believe the landfill will become a
reality. The corporation has enough
money to stay afloat for another
year. In addition, they no longer
have any debt and a lower cost
structure so that they can charge
competitive dumping rates and still
make a profit. &

NOVELL NETWORKS
tlitell,.t~,~·pebiiOI'It.,nle•la.!ldiJI'Y,and

NetWare 4 also enables you to provide every user
wtth a smgle pomt of access to their resources on
the network-whale still maintaanmg complete security. Every time a user logs onto NetWare 4, a
qy code ts generated. Since the key code changes
With each logon, and the user's password never
W.ee the workstation, your network is secure
fiDIJm intrusaon.

NetWare4 offers you all this today, plus something even more valuable: the platform for adding all future network services. So when you
decide you're ready for telephony, multimedia,
imaging or any other part of networking's bright
future, NetWare 4 will be ready, too.

Ulce to know more? For a product demonstration, consultation or needs analysis, call us tollflee at (800) 858-1144 ext. 1203o

HEALTH CARE

Eileen Watrous, M. D. (featured on this page) typifies a growing trend in health care. Instead of establishing a traditional family practice, she has joined Pacific Physician Saviccs.
"I became a primary care physician because I treasure the opponunity to care for a family and watch it grow," she said. "I thought I could do this besl in a group pncticc."
Dr. Watrous is one or more than 300 physicians who work for PPS in 47 locations throughout California, Arizona and Nevada.
In the Inland Empire, PPS serves more than 270,000 enrollees from the IS major HMOs.
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The Changing Face of Health Care

E

ven if President Clinton 's
health care ~itiative dies in
Congress th1s month, as it
most likely will, that will not
change the health care revolutio n
going on here in Southern
California. Especially here in the
Inland Empire.
Health care is big business, and
like all businesses, it adapts to
current market forces or it goes the
way of the dinosaur. The choices
made by consumers shape the
direction business takes faster than
prodding
by
the
federal
government.
This has been especially evident
in the health care industry Over the
past 10 years, there have been
dramatic changes in health care in
th e Inlan d E m pi re. Na t io nwide,
about 20 percent of the population
is using managed care plans, but in
Califo rn ia that number is close to 75
percent. Managed care is a model
m ost Was hington law ma kers are
using to design their federal plar!S.
O nce again Califo rn ia is the
vanguard, making c hanges that the
res t of the nation will follow, and
th e Inland Empire is right in the
middl e of it.

Co/INEYARD

The Business of
Health Care
The dollar amounts s pent o n
health care are s taggering: More
than $1 trillion is being spent on
health care in the United States
every year; health care amounts
to 14.4 percent of the gross
national product; national health
care spending is expected to rise
12.5 percent this year, over four
times the general rate of inflation
While the money spent is
enormous, the basic goals of
health care providers and the
people they serve are simple .
Even with all the money being
poured into the system, to make a
profit, health care providers need
t o keep their costs down .
Consumers want the best health
care they ca n get for th e cost,
wi th enou g h flexibility In the
system to meet their lifestyle
Hence the popularity of managed
ca r e systems like HMOs and
P POs.
A large p art of the H M O's
s uccess at keep ing cost down is
by keeping people out of hospital
beds. Hospital stays are expensive

Wational~ank

We Want Your Business & We'll Prove It!
RANCHO CUCAMONGA

DIAMOND BAR

'590 Foothill BIYd.

1200 S. Dlamoad Bar

(te)

987-0177

CHINO

("'l 861-9664

5455 Rhwslde Dr.
(te) 591-3941
LAKE ARROWHEAD

VICTORVILLE
12380 Hesperia Rd.
(61f) 241-5101

28200 Hip-y 189

CRES11JNE
23840 Late Drive

(909)

JJ7..'1S81

~338-1718

,._FDIC

for everyone, the cons umer and
the hospital alike. However, over
the last three yea rs , th e da ys
spent in hospita l beds are down
b y a third. A large part of this
reduc tion is du e to advanced new
surgical techmques and the rise in
outpatient surgery.
Whatever the reason, that area
helps keep health care cost s
down . What helps keep them up
is uninsured people.

The Uninsured
President Clinton ' s original
call for universal health coverage
led to plenty of headaches fo r him
in Congress. While univers al
coverage would be an ideal, it is
not practical. By percentage , the
vast majority of Americans
already have coverage, but that
still leaves a large number
wi thout.
According to figures recently
released by the Census Burea u,
from their Survey of Income and
Program Participa t io n , 80.6
perce nt of Americans had either
p r ivate o r gove rnm e nt hea lt h
insurance for the en t ire year.
Anot h er 12. 4 percent were
covered for at least part of the
year. That means 93 percent did
have some health insurance for at
least part of the year.
While that is a high
percentage, it means that 47
million A mericans were without
coverage for at least part of the
year and 17 l million had n o
coverage for the entire year. That
is enough people to put a serious
drain on the syste m.
Ha lf of t h e u nins u red i n
Cali forn ia are employed by small
companies, under 25 employees,
acco rdin g to 1993 s tud y b y UC
Irv in e. An o ther third are in
companies with 100 employees or
fewe r. It s hould be noted th a t
while the majority of th e
unins ured are with small
companies, most of these firms do
offer insurance to some of their
employees. However, they say the
costs are too high for them to
offer it to all their employees.
Besides the uninsured, here in
the Inland Empire there is also a
drain on the system from
undocumented workers. Southern
California is the national capital
of illegal aliens , and while
certainly all of them do not use

the health care system, enoug h do
to add t o th e cost of d o ing
bu s 10ess 1n the indust ry. HMOs
h e lp m ove away f r o m thi s,
bec ause to use the hospita l, you
must be a member of the Plan.

l

The Future
Many p eo pl e a r e ta k ing 8
wait-and-see attitude w ith health
care reform, but s ma rt businesses
are already looking a head, trying
to access how these re fo rms will
affect them.
Question s that bu s iness
owners nee d to as k the m s elves
are: How will re fo rms affect you
compare d to yo ur compe tition?
What benefits beyo nd the basic
package will o ur c ompany
provide , if any ? How will o ur
emp l oyee demogra phics (age,
number of dependents, etc.) affec t
our rating under a new health care
system?
To be truly prepared fo r
reform, you must also know wha t
to expect from health care. While
governmental reform may be dead
fo r this year, you can continue to
expect certain changes from the
industry itself.
Like any good business,
health care prov iders must
continue to try to manage costs.
Keeping costs d o wn w ill mean
use of advanced technology,
outpatient surgery and other inhouse procedures.
The health care market is also
becoming more competitive.
While there will be an attempt to
keep costs down, providers will
atte m pt to offer the best ca r e
available to lure your busi ness.
Right now the basic infrastructure
of he alth c a r e is unde r r ef o rm
w ith i t s hi f ti ng to a more
compe titive bas is. Hos pitals are
forming
affi li a t io n s
with
physic ian 's g ro ups, contracts and
payor organizations.
The
reas on
fo r
these
affiliations is to prov ide the full
range of health care opportunities
for cons umers , c a r e ranging
prenatal to geriatrics.
This i s not only to lure
businesses to their programs, but
to produce a more efficient health
care delivery system.
For Inland Empire businesses,
the key is staying informed and
keeping on top of reforms before
they get on top of you. •
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If you're a small business employer concerned

L mk doesJl't look like thi\ but a l•lt of
his fitnt\s club members do. It~ hard
work helping peopte get mto shape. ~o 1s
managing II employees. Cln rap of tha~.
Hank has to administer his com pan) 's
health care plan.\\ ith all this work to do.
Hank thinks he deserves the same
competinve rates and chotces that the big
companies get. He didn't thtnk that \\as
possi ble-untilnow.
The Prudential offers people like
Hank the same choices, competitive rates
and service that we've brought tO the
world's largest corporations for more than
100 rears.
\X'e knm' just hm' :mport,mt ,mall
business is-after all, companies hke
Hanks and yours make up over 80° of
the entire l'.S. work force and contribute
over 18°o of the l.J.S. grms domestic
product. ..more than $2 trillion!
In addition to quality programs hke
PruC.m of Cahfornia-The Prudential
H:--.10. we ofTer Pru:\erwork, our PPO,
PruCare Plus. our point of smice pb n,
and the nr\\ ~11X 'N' ~1AX option that
conn.'nientl~ lets you customize your
health care.
\X'e are also pleased tO announce our
participation in The Health Insurance
Plan of California [ rhe HIPC)-the new
California stare health insurance program.
For more mformation about our manr
choices, contact a representative of The .
Prudential or your broker. For more
information about The HIPC, call
1-800-HIPC-YES.

about health care, you should. ..

•
:::::a= :II :.l ~
The Health Insurance Plan of California

ThePrudentl81 ~
1(800) 209-5227
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Media Engulfed by Politics of Health
by T:mothy W . Lamer

T

he media love politics. Even
when the most important
economic and business issue
to come up in a decade - health care
reform - tops the national agenda,
journalists focus almost exclusively
on the politics of the debate .
Analysts with MediaNomics, a
part of the Free Enterprise & Media
Institute, reviewed all health care
coverage on network evening news
shows for one month, from June 15
through July 15. MediaNomics
found that reporters were fixated on
such issues as whose bill was up
and whose was down; what kind of
bill would eventually pass Congress
and which party would be able to
declare victory. While these are
important and newsworthy matters,
missing, for the most part, has been
very many investigations into what
the different possible legislative
outcomes may mean for the
American economy and its first-rate
health care system.
Of the month ' s 68 stories on
health care reform, 56 highlighted
political aspects of the reform
debate. Only nine stories looked at
possible economic effects of the
vanous health care reform
proposals. Three stories introduced
viewers to patients in a financial
bind because of health care
problems; absolutely no story
featured any patients happy with
their
current
health
care
arrangements, though such patients
are in the vast majority. Only one
story stressed that there have been
numerous problems with the health
care programs that the government
already runs.
Democrat and Republican
politicians
dominated
the
soundbites. Of the 208 people

interviewed, 141 were political
officials. Interestingly, Democrats
were more than 2.5 times more
likely to be interviewed than
Republicans ( 102 to 39). Bill
Clinton, Hillary Clinton, Senate
Majorit y Leader George Mitchell
and Senate Minority Leader Robert
Dole were the political officials
interviewed most often.
Only 16 businessmen were
interviewed and, incredibly, six of
those
supported
employer
mandates. The networks interviewed only two economists.
NBC Nightly News , by far,
displayed the most diversity in both
topic and soundbite selection.
During the month, the Peacock
network's flagship news show aired
13 stories that followed the political
debate, but also six stories looking
into the possible economic effects
of the debate. And while Nightly
News interviewed 35 politicians for
soundbites (26 Democrats), it also
aired nine soundbites from
businessmen, seven from insurers,
and seven from doctors, more of
each than all the other networks
combmed.
ABC World News Tonight was
the network most enamored with
politic during the month. It aired
18 stories focusing on the politics
of health care and none devoted to
the economics of the debate,
although it did air one story which
pointed out problems with current
government-run health programs. It
aired 55 soundbites from politicians
(40 Democrats) and only two from
businessmen, both of whom were
small business owners whom the
Ointons had brought to Washington
to talk up employer mandates.
Such mandates were the subject
of much political fighting on
Capitol Hill, and they were thus

~
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Network Health Care Soundbites
ABC
Politicians
Democrats
Republicans
Business People
Insurers
Activists
Doctors
Patients

Hospitals Starting to Think Green
by Calherrne L. Fagan
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NBC
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mentioned dozens of times by the
networks. The question asked most
often: "Who's going to pay" for
health care reform? ABC reporter
John Cochran, on the June 27 World
News Tonight, said that "[Senate
Finance] Committee Chairman Pat
Moynihan still believes employers
should help pay for coverage" for
their workers. CBS reporter Linda
Douglass, commenting for the June
30 CBS Evening News on the
legislation that had just been
approved by the House Ways and
Means Committee, said that the bill
" provides for unive rsal coverage
and makes employers pick up the
tab." And NBC Nightly New.'
anchor Tom Brokaw, reporting on
June 21 about what health refo rm
will mean for auto workers, s aid
that, "Auto workers don 't like the
possibility that they may have to
help pay for their full coverage."
Nothing was inaccurate about
the reporting by Cochran,
Douglass, and Brokaw, but it didn't
go far enough. Other reporters
recognized that many companies,
with razor-thin profit margins, will
have to raise prices, cut wages,
layoff
workers,
or
some
combination of all three, forcing
workers and consumers to pay a
steep price for employer mandated
coverage.
For instance, NBC's Mike
Jensen, on the June 15 Nightly
News, visited the owner of an
aluminum window factory who
provides health insurance for his
employees. According to Jensen,
"He pays two-thirds of the cost of
insurance for his workers, about
$150 per employee. But even
though business is booming, he put
everything on hold because a new
plan in Congress might make him
pay 80 percent. His message to
Washington: Back off." And NBC's
Lisa Myers, answering calls that
Americans get the same health
coverage as Congressmen on the
June 21 Nightly News, asked, "And
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who will pay? One way or another,
you will."
Even Brokaw, in his Jun e 21
report about auto workers, po inted
out that " for years, the Un i1ed Auto
Workers union has ne~o11.1ted better
health care benefits in lieu o f fatter
paychecks." But th is d idn ' t stop
him from saying later in the report
that, " auto workers do n ' t pay for
their coverage, and th ey' re more
than satisfied."
This failure to go deep enough
into the specific effects of plans
carried over into the repo rtutg on
public opinion of he alth care
reform . For in s ta nce, Peter
Jennings, o n th e Jun e 27 World
News Tonight , repo rt ed o n a poll
showing that "ma n y of Mr.
Clinton ' s spec ifi c goa ls enjoy
widespread support. Sevent y-eight
percent, in our poll, favor universal
health care coverage . And 72
percent are in favor of requiring
employers to pay for their
employees' health care." Jennings,
as well as other anchors, failed to
mention polls showing support
dropping when people are told of
estimated costs of universal
coverage (The Congressional
Budget Office says $1 trillion per
year by 1999), and that employer
mandates could cause wages to fall
and unemployment to increase.
Of course, the networks should
report on the political aspect of
health care reform, but they also
should inform viewers of what may
happen to the economy and the
health care system if certain
reforms are passed. At the very
least, they should not repeat catch
phrases such as "universal
coverage" and "employer mandate"
as if they were cost-free cure-ails,
which they manifestly are not.
Timoihy W. Lamer is the Associate Edilor
of MediaNomics, the newsletter of the Free
Enicrprlse &; Media Jnstiluee, and co-author
of "Out of Conirol: Network Television and
the American Economy."

M

os t of us have heard
horror s tories about
tainted syri nges and
o th e r hazard o us waste was h i ng
up o nt o a favo r i t e beach,
send ing o ut waves of panic and
publt c o utr age. Wh e n p eop l e
hea r o f inc idents like this, th ey
a r e oft e n s purre d i nt o ac ti o n .
B ut w h a t m os t p eop l e d o n o t
know is th at biohaza rd o us was te
s u c h as thi s m a k es up o nl y
a bo ut 15 p e r ce nt of th e t o ta l
a m o unt of hos pit a l - prod u ce d
wast e, wh1 c h is es tim ate d to be
abo ut 6,6 70 to ns per d ay 10 th e
U S . a lo ne.
So w hat is the rem a ining 85
p e r ce nt
of
tht s
was t e?
Surpr ising ly, paper pro du c ts are
th e k ey c ulprit. M o unt a in s o f
pap e r ,
fil es,
co rru ga t e d
c ardb o ard a nd o th er it e m s
common t o e v e ry o ffi ce a r e
c au s ing tht s en v ir o nm e nt a l
hazard. But, fo rtunate ly, there is
a remedy - recycling - and the
healthcare indus try is keeping in
step with the demand for
increased ecological sensitivity.
Healthcare providers are
now not only focusing on the
well-being of their patients, they
are al s o taking a good look at
how to better preserve the wellbeing of the environment. It is
estimated that approximately 45
percent of hos pitals in the U.S .
take part in active recycling
programs , a trend that ha s
increased drastically within th e
past few years , mirroring the
heightened ecological aware ness
of society at large. This trend is
e xpec ted to continue to grow, as
m o r e and m o re h c alth c ar e
pr ov iders ar e f ee lin g the
pressure to take action .
One source of thi s press ure
is the recent mandate issued by
the state of California to
drastically reduce landfill directed waste . For some time
now, private residents have been
asked to recycle their household
waste, and blue recycling bins
were provided by individual
cities to contribute to this effort.
Then came the new trash
collection
system ,
which
included separate bins for lawn
waste (recyclable) and non H EALTti C ARE

recyc l ab l e was te Now, looki ng
to m eet t he hig her goal , co unt ies
and
ctties
are
direc t i n g
healthcare providers, among
ot he r majo r sources of was te, to
cut b ac k o n th e m a t eria l t hey
ge n erate. I f th is ma nd a 1e is
successful , Ca l ifo rn ia la nd f il ld irec te d was te w ill be cut by 25
pe rcen t by 1995.
A seco nd , a n d posst bl y
s tro nge r, sou rce of p r essure is
the attitu des and co nce rns of th e
ge n era l p u b li c abou t th e

environment. No longer a r e
peop l e naive r egardi n g ! he
effects of mass-consumption,
and no longer are landfills a
viab l e so lut ion. I n fact, ! hey
have become a proble m 111
t hemse lves. W ii h this tncreasi ng
awareness, more p eo p le a r e
conscien t iously loo ki ng 10 do
b u s tn ess wi th co m pa ni es t hat
p ro m o te co n se r v ati o n i n th ei r
business p rac tices. T h is s ta nds
t r ue f or th e bu s in ess of
healthca re p rofessio nals s uch as

docto rs and d e ntis ts, as w ell.
H ea lth ca r e provi d e r s s t a te
tha t today's pa t ie nt s ar e f a r
more i nquis i tive a b o ut wh e r e
was te materials a re go ing, o fte n
ask ing thei r doc to rs and nurses
direc tl y. !1 1s pro babl e th a t th e
e n v i ro nm en t a l iss u e w ill b e
seen as m o r e o f a publi c
r e l at i o n s t oo l as thi s tr e nd
co nt i nu es, a nd eve n m o re
hea lt hca re pro v id e rs will j ump
o n t h e b a ndw ago n of enviro nme nt a l sens it ivit y. A
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"I've arranged your international letters
of credit."

"Good."
l "nion Banker Linda Wheatman

"And here are your travelers cheques?'

" Thank you. By the way, do you have the time?"
''Almost six-thirty."

"Well in that case. thanks again."
"What for?"
.\ 11\a/1 \ w u, . ()""' 1.

"You're working late
just for 111e."
"No problen1. Glad I could help?'
~\1/~
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WUnton Bank
Right people. Right hank for your business.
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Top Health Care Medical Clinics/Groups in The Inland Empire

Why National Health Care Reform?
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Mtdkal Groap

1.

I or Pbyslciaas:

Addt'HI

Employed

City, State, Zip

Coalncled

Orgaaizadoa:
(IPNGrp. Pncl)

1..-. Llaclo Fac.lly Mtcllcal Groap

Med1cal School

11370 Alldenm SL

Faculty Practice

Total
Employ..s
900t

\ 'ttr

Prn:ratagt or

Urgtal

Nal Accrtdiled

Fouaded

Prtpaid

Cart

Surg. Craters

Pat leal!

Srrvkes

15'1

Yes

1967

Pboar/Fax
No
Yes

hdlk Pllyslcl"" Services, lat.

1826 Oooge Tree Lane

266

Mult1·Spec1alty

1,850

1983

75%

Yes

Yes
Yes

1000+

3.

230

lPA

25

1987

4.

2 W. Fern Ave.

N/A

Mlchorl P. Lauer

N/A

CEO

Yes

No

David DtValk

No

A<hmmslrator

(909) 788-3448/788..3489
96

Multi·

SOOt

Spectalty

640

1945

71"

(909) 793-331 11792-0189

Rlnl"'ll* Medical Olak

90

Group

.3660 Arlingloo Ave.·P.0 . Bo1 30()1

200

Multi·

Riverside, CA 92506

Desert Valley Mtclkal Groap, lat.
6.

18031 Highway 18

475

Yes

1935

Yes

Paul F. Westover

Yes

Pres1deni/CEO

Yes

Prtm N. Reddy, MD

(909) 782-3737!782-3834

Specially
45

Mulll·

lOOt

Spcc~alty

Apple Valley, CA 92307
7.

317

Yes

1985

Yes

s. ......... Medical Groap, lK.

16

Multi.Specially

1700 N. WatenDaa

32

Med.ul Group

lllaad Eyr last. Mtclkal Group, lat.

100

Ell. Care

1954

No
No

16

Ophthalmology

!54

1975

n/a

790 Ellol Bcxuta

Yes

WU!Um K. Cbow

Yes

Ch1ef Operating Officer

No

Yes

On

(909) 825-8529/824-0356
16

Mulh·Spccialty

76

194~

No

IOOOt

Pomooa, CA 91767
Clliao Heal~ Cart Craltr
10.

15

Family Practice,

48

1983

2%

Yes

lndustnal Med~eme

Dr. Gary Toft

No

President
(909) 628-601 1/627.0174

14

MIXed ModeiiPA

74

1989

70%

Ext Care

52

No

E. A. Scbultt, MD

n/a

CEO

Yes

judy Krurger

San Btmordmo, CA 92404
U.S. Family Cart-Rialto

12.

1851 N. Rtverstdc Ave.

(909) 88~1887-3515
13

Med1cal Group

68

1982

Yes

1000+

No
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U.S Fually Care-RuOCI c--p
13.
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9675 Montt VISII

12

Gtoup Practice

56

1988

Yes

1000+

Yes

No

u~

r..a, c-upiiH
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16.

II

Medical Group

42

1980

95%

No

IOOOt

Yes

No

10

Mulli-Specutlly

IOOOt

Group

10

MRI, CT, Nuclear

Riverside, CA 92501

Diagnostic Radiology

60

1990

No

Yes
No

tO

Medical Group

45

1987

1%

No

No
No

66

1986

95%

Yes

1000+

10

Yes
No

CT, Mammography,

10

1987

1%

No

Ultrasound, DiagnostiC

Rtvmide, CA 92507

Yes

No

Radiology
10

Mamn!op:aphy

1987

No

Yes
No

Jtlwnide, CA 92501

U.S. F-lly c - T - " '
Temecula, CA 92591

Administnuor

Dealst G. Lesllt
AdminiStrator

JohKendl
Administrator
Dralst G. Leslie
AdminiStrator
(909) 653-3654/656-2048

19. 4500 Bnll:tloD Aw., Sic 219

20. 27555 Yncz Rd., Stc. 300

Ttrrit Stpalvtcla

(909) 822-1164/355-9640

18. 6485 Day St., Stc 101

Dapeldcllraii ...... C......

AdminiStrator

(909) 276·7512/683-6413

, _ , CA 92335
Ca.paltrlud Dlllpoltlc ........ C..ltr

Carol Llniager

(909) 92().9023/949-8393
Medtcme,Ultrasound,

U~r-~Jc-r......

Administrator

(909) 625-5580/621-0613

4000 14th St., Stc. 109

17. 8110....., Aw.

Terrie Stpalveda
(909) ~300/941-0458

Mon!elair, CA 91763

U. 1113 AD Ave. Slo. 120
UpiiDd, CA 91786

AdmmiSiratorN P.
(909) 874-23711874-0826

Rmcbo Oamoop, CA 91730

14.

Administrator

No

Otmo, CA 91710

11. 2150 N Watcnnan Ave.

Carol Lln!agtr
(909) 625-3400/625-3497

12111 Central Ave.
Amnnrat Mtclkal Groap

CEO/Administntor

Cal1 24 Hrs

Physi c ~an

Colton, CA 9"..324
9.

James W. Malia
(909) 883-8611/881-5707

1900 E. Washmglon St
U.S. Fually Care-~

President/CEO
(619) 242-8000/242-5326

Group

Saa Bernardino, CA 92404

8.

President/CEO

Call Scrv1ce

Redlands, CA 92373

S.

Gary L. Groves, MD

lnd1vidual PhySician

Rtverside, CA 92501
Buver Mtclkal Cllak , lac.

PreSident

(909) 825-44011798-9640

Redlands. CA 92374
Rmrslde Com-. HI~. Plaa Mtcl. Groap, be.
4445 Magnoha Ave.

David B. Hlasbow
(909) 82444591!!24-4086

Lorna Unda, CA 9"..354
2.
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Joaa Dllloa
Administrator
(909) 276-75501276-9883
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Medical Group

47

1986

Yes

Yes
No
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Administrator
(909) 676-8833/699-3715
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A

merican heallh care 1s
being scrultnized ltke
never before Individuals,
corporations and go\ ernment
offtcials arc calling for major
reforms All lo l d, nearly 90
percenl of Americans believe !hal
the nation's health care syslem
needs fundamental changes. Each
of us has a stake in this national
debate
Unforlunalely, the language of
reform is daunting at best. Terms
such as managed competition ,
global budgeling, singl e payer
tntttattve, hl·alth alliances,
accountable heallh plans and olhcr
ne\\ nome nclature domtnalc the
dtscuss10n Bul how m.tny of us
clearl} undersland them and !heir
implicat1ons '1 And even 1f we
understand !hem, docs that mean
the nat10nal healthcarc reform Will
occur or be meaningful '!
Cal ifornta ts at the forcfronl
of health care reform . The
explostve growth of managed care
organizalions such as health
mainlenance
organ iza l ions
(HMOs), the consolidalton of
insu ra nce compa nies, hosp1tal
compan1cs, medical groups a nd
legisla tion have already begu n to
reform the Cali forllta heallh care
market
It has bee n postulated th at
'"market reform" is better than
'"federa l reform" because t h e
ma rket forces act more quickly
and arc us ually in th e be t te r
tnteresl o f t h e co nsume r
Furl her more, it doesn't create
expensive burea uc racies thai have
de li ve re d s u c h un impress ive
resu lt s as o th e r au th o rs h ave
com p ared to t he U S Pos tal
Scrv1cc.
An exampl e o f loca l refo rm
actto n 1s last year 's e nactment ol
Assembl y Bill 110. Tins btl l was
d es ig n e d t o redu ce wo rk e rs'
compensa tton fraud a nd abuse by
establishing inlcgrated tn dustri al
m e di ca l n e tw ork s kn own as
Wo rk e rs Co mpe n sati On Hea lt h
Ca re Prov id e r Org an iz alio n s
( WCHCPO , or s ho rt e n e d I n
HCO). HCOs should prov ide high
qualtty a nd cost effectiv e health
c ar e to injured w o rk e rs \\ htl c
re du c ing o v erall e xpe ns e and
fraud
All emplo ye rs and
employees\\ ill be nefit from being
c onne c te d wilh lo c al IICO

HEALTH CARE

-

I\

networks once !hey arc certified
by the stale of California later tills
year
Tl11s e xample lypifics the
reform changes wi1h1n our slate,
whtch arc a better alternative to
federal reforms that affect how we
rece1ve health care Il ca llh care
always has been a local 1ssuc and
should be lailored to the
communiltes ' needs. It ts difficult
lo 1maginc that someone 111
Washington D.C understands the
need s of lhe restdents of lhc

·vv.----11

Inland Empire, let alone the state
of California.
Californta ts a health care
marke t reformtng itself. Our
elected offic 1al should pay
at ten lion 10 markel-driven reform,
not federally legts lated attempts .
Our medtcal center is in constant
communicatiOn with our elected
offici,tls regarding local heallh
care issues We bel1eve thai you
deserve lhe best, and those
scrvtces are provided for your
needs . We work closely with all

"When you're dealing
with people's health, you
don't have time to stand in
line to do your banking.
Our bank just got too
big and too busy for us. At
Chino Valley Bank we're
in and out in a matter of
minutes."
Ifyour bank is getting
too big for your business,
, J"''J"' • Rr " • (}uno • (:0/ron • Cor0111
Cmmw • Fomuna • Omurzv •l'<)mona • R~<=zdc
San Rmz,zrdmo • Sun GJbrtrl • L'p!unJ

the tnsurance compan1es to insure
the deltvery of your health care in
your communtly. And we arc
committed to delivenng 1his high·
qualily care to mee t and exceed
your needs. Chino Valley Medtcal
Center
ts
involved
very
aggressively wtth reforming
health care in our markel We just
don ' t belteve federal intervention
is the besl answer. .A
1\cnncth Wc,tbrook " the C'EO of the
C'hinu Valle) Medical Center.

maybe it's time you
changed banks. Give us a
call and we'll send an
experienced business
banker to your place of
business to discuss the
advantages ofbanking
with Chino Valley Bank.

..

Chino Valley Bank

------
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Tax-Exempt Medical Clinics: Advantages and Disadvantages
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10
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Mcd""'l Group

Yes

1979
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No
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1980
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ll. 164 w Hcopilalily ....__ Sit 14

No
No

31
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No

1989

lOOOt

Yes
No

1S. 9041 Maplia Ave.
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tOOOt-
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Group Practl«

Yes

1979

Daa MIITIY

y ..

8
t2

1804 E Elma 0.

30

OcxupttJooal

Yes

t980

Hcallh, lodustnal

No
No
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6

12

Groop Practlct

Yes

1981
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No
No
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6
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1760 Ouca&o Ave Sit J3

10

Hcallh, lodustnal
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1980

No

Nooe

No
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1980

No
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on Call
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on Call
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No
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n the evolv10g world of heallh
care reform and reorganizatcon,
one model available to mcd1cal
groups is the tax-exempt cltncc.
Such a clinic rna} be in traditiOnal
stand-alone form or tl may be
affiliated with a hosp11al. Thts
clinic-hospital link is often called an
integrated delivery system (IDS).
The concept 1s not new Such
famous cltmcs as Mayo, Cleveland,
and Scripps have long been taxexempt entities. However, the
proportion of clinics organized in a
tax-exempt fash1on ha.o, al'"ays been
sigmficantly less than the proportion
of tax-exempt hosp11als.
The interest of hospitals and
nonprofit hosp1tal systems in
forg1ng strong alliances with
physician group~ has recently led to
increased interest in the tax-exempt
clinic. The Internal Revenue Service
has contributed to this interest by
announcing a review of standards
for clinic exemption and subjecting
recent IDS applications for
exemption to a slow and
excruciating examination.

I

Why Tax-Exempt?
The Advantages

HtldiD..,...a

No
Yes

36. 555 E. Tad>cnb, Sac 101-E

\\ h1tman

MtriJoG..tor

orroce M.1113ger
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,........Eye ........

Jl,.
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7/. 9267 linD Aw: Sic
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v..,
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30.
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No

t5576 Mm1 Sc
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No
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Income Taxes. The major
advantage of tax-exemptton 1s the
ability to develop a health care
delivery operation, including long·
term planning, without concern for
annual income tax costs. Depending
upon state law, exemption from real
estate taxes may also be possible,
although recent court cases and state
government actions have indicated
it may be more difficult for even
tax-exempt hospitals to enjoy
property tax-exemption.
Contributions. Tax-exempt bond
financing, such as that available 10
government agenc1es, may also be
utilized by tax-exempt pnvatc
health care institutions. The cost of
such borrowing is normally less
than conventional financing.
Because the financing is in the form
of debt rather than equity, the Board
of Directors of the exempt clinic
will remain in control of operations
without the interference that would
result from receiving an equity
investment.
HEAL'ftt CARE

General. As1de from the nbove
spcc1fics, man) belte\e that 11
nonprof11 institutiOn 1s 11 more
appropriate model for health care A
t.sx-excmpt chmc provides a benefit
to the community through the
rendering of health care and is 10 a
bclter posiuon to make alliances
w1th other exempt health care
orgamzat10ns
A tax-exempt cltnic will be
subject to more community control
than a physician-owned orgamzation, although the amount of
community influence will vary from
one cltnic to the next. The taxexempt clinic also satisfies those
that believe that the profit motive
should be removed from health care
dec1sions.

Disadvantages of
Tax-Exemption
The most obvious complications
ansmg out of tax-exempt status are
the steps required to comply with
the requ1rements for exemptions,
which are discussed below. The
major issues are the manner in
which phys1c1ans and other
individuals can be compensated and
the limitations on joint ventures and
other affiliations with for-profit
entitie,.,_
The nonprofit entity is not ideal
for attracting either entrepreneunal
talent or capital investment. Neither
strategic ownership linkages nor
equity investment is easily available
to a nonprofit clinic.

Requirements for
Tax-Exemption
The IRS has not developed
formal exemption requirement., for
clinics. The IRS previously
promised a General Counsel
Memorandum on the exemption of
IDS cltnics, but it has not yet been
produced. The sources for the
information below are my personal
experience in obtaining exempt
status for the Palo Alto Medical
Foundation, IRS rulings, the internal
professional education material
produced by the IRS and the
comments of other health care
lawyers.
Basic Charitable Exemption
Requirements. The Internal

Re venu e Code requi re s, as a
cond1ti o n to exemption, that an
orgamzat10n be hoth organ11ed .md
operated for exempt purposes. The
orgamzat10n lest requires that an
exempt
clin1c's
orgamnng
documents (typically, its Articles of
Incorporation) ltmit 1ts substantial
activ11ies to one or more exempt
purposes and dedicate the net ao,sets
of the organization to exempt
purposes upon dissolution. The
operatiOnal test requires that the
organization actually engage in
activities wh1ch accomplish one or
more exempt purpose:. and not be
operated 10 a manner wh1ch causes
any part of its net earnings to inure
to the benefit of a private individual.
The promotion of health has
traditionally been accepted as an
exempt purpose; however, the
delivery of health care must benefit
the commumty in order to just1fy
exempt status For example, both
the IRS and the courts have held
that
health
maintenance
organizations (w1th benefits limited
to members) are not entitled to
chan table exempt status.
Structure of Tax-Exempt
Clinic. Typically, exempt clinics
have been structured as nonprofit
corporations, although a number
have also utilized the professional
corporation form (e.g., many faculty
practice plans). It is the current
opinion of the IRS Office of Chief
Counsel that the use of a
professional corporat1on in an
exempt
organization
is
inappropriate. As indicated above,
the Articles of Incorporation will
normally contain provisions
requiring the clinic to operate to
fulfill its exempt purposes and the
dedication of its assets on
dissolution to such charitable
purposes, as well as proh1bi11ng
inurement of benefits to private
individuals.
Control of Board. The IRS has
traditionally required that majority
control of the board of directors lie
with persons not affiliated with the
physicians providing care to clinic
patients. The justification for this
requirement lies both in promoting
community benefit from the taxexemption and in limiting
physicians' ability to profit from the
tax-exempt organization.

A typtcal method u ed by exempt
clin1 cs to provide appropriate
physician control over direct
del ivery of patient care , as often
required by ~tale medical hcensing
laws, is the formation of a board of
governors, made up only of
physicians and charged wtth
~upcrvising the practice of medicine
by the clinic . This approach has
been approved by the IRS in a
number of situations (including the
Palo Alto Medical Foundation and
Mayo Clime).
Physician
Compensation.
Phys1cians may prov1de services to
a tax-exempt clinic pursuant to an
employment agreement or an
independent contractor arrangement
(wh1ch may be required by state
laws prohibiting the corporate
practcce of medicine). In either case,
the proh1bition against inurement of
gam to pnvate individuals has been
interpreted by the IRS as requiring
that compensation of physicians be
"reasonable." Rea.,onableness must
be demonstrated by providtng
comparable compensation information for physicians, by
specialty.
Community Benefit-Research
and Education. In addition to
rendering health care services for
compensation, tax-exempt clinics
typ1cally provide other charitable
services. The most common are
medical and scientific research and
professional and patient education.
Community Benefit-Charity
Care. The tax law has long required
exempt hospitals to provide
emergency room care to all who
appear, regardless of their ability to
pay. In adapting this requirement to
clinics, the IRS has tended to
require, and exempt clinics have
generally
provided.
some
combination of the following:
Nondiscriminatory treatment of
Medicaid
and
Medicare
participants; physician participation
in local hospital emergency room
care; urgent care services available
regardless of ability to pay; sliding
fee schedules; and development of
rural clinics in underserved areas.
Asset Acqulsltloa. In both the
conversion of existing clinics to
nonprofit
status
and
the
development of an IDS through
Plra~ SH Pag~
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Are Our Healthcare Facilities on Solid Ground?
h} David Burdick

A

last _Ja_nuary's earthquake
o stnkmgly revealed, the
ation's managed care
debate isn't the only aspect of
healthcare that rema1ns on shaky
ground.
The damage caused by the 6.8
temblor succeeded in the full or
partial closure of 18 hospitals in
Southern California, forcing the
evacuation of frightened patients
and putting thousands out of work
Care facilities that are our first
defense in limes of crisis fell
victims themselves to the early
morning quake that uncovered an
Achilles heel in our hospitals.
Never before has there been
such a window of opportunity to
rethink our healthcare facilities,
both in terms of structure and in
philosophy, in order to meet the
needs of a nation sh1fting to a
predominantly managed care
system.
Situated
in
Southern
California's own backyard is an
example of such a change in

thought, the new $405 m1llion San
Bernardino County Medical Center
des1gned by BTA, Inc. Targeted to
open in 1998, the 373-bed
replacement facility features a
structural design known as baseisolation that enables 11 to remam
fully operational after a magmtude
8 .3 earthquake. The facility will
take the place of the West Coast's
third busiest trauma center centered
near the San Andreas fault.
Base-1solat10n mvolves the use
of foot1ngs designed like shock
absorbers to absorb seismic energy
and 1solate the bUilding above from
ground motion.
The San Bernardino proJect
represents the new generatiOn of
healthcare facilities, not only
equ1pped to face env~ronmental
challenges but societal ones as well.
The need for more outpatient
care settings, and less acute-care
beds, was clearly evident in the
days following the Northr1dge
earthquake as one community
hospital licensed for 500 beds had
only 290 of those occup1ed when
mspectors deemed the structure

Classes Offered In-Baldwin Park-Pasadena -Ontario -Diamond Bar

unsafe. The hospital was able to
send one-third of those patients
home.
Today, outpatient visits are
reaching a ratio of 60 visits per one
mpatlent admissiOn, compared to a
past ratio of 10 to one. Experts are
prOJectmg the estimated number of
hospital beds needed for Los
Angeles County will be dropping
from four per thousand to 1 25 per
thousand in the next five years. The
average occupancy of a Los
Angeles hospllal never even
reached 50 percent in J 993.
There 1s a need to redesign
Southern California health facilities
to adapt to the shift that has taken
place in our healthcare system. A~
we enter the age of managed care,
patients will need hospitals that
have grown beyond inpatient care to
encompass the economic advantages of preventive, ambulatory and
primary care facilities. Technological advancements m surgical
procedures also call for this shift in
focus. Surgical procedures that once
reqUired several days of recovery in
a hospital room, such as cataract

surgery, have evolved into sameday procedures allowing the patient
to go home hours instead of days
later.
The new San Bernard1no
County Med1cal Center will feature
this ideal mtegration of prevenllve
and ambulatory care with traditional
inpatient care through suc h
examples as a breakthrough design
for the nurs1ng units, allowing
nurses to provide a w1de range of
patient services for the acutely ill
and those requiflng the most
intensive care all in the same area.
Unfortunately, most current
hospitals aren't des1gned to easily
adapt to these changes 10 pallent
care. They are becom1ng obsolete,
but a 6.8 jolt was a call to action.
Only by beginning the restructunng
process now can we be prepared to
face the next crack in our
foundatiOn, caused e1ther by Mother
Nature or healthcare reform. A.
David Burdick is the ch1ef opcratmg
officer for BTA, Inc., a Los Angelesbased architecture, plannmg and
consulling firm

CAL POLY POMONA
OFF-CAMPUS

Through our Public Relations division, we communicate with all audiences that
are Important to your organization. Communicating effectively means
understanding all facets of business relations: Media, Employee. Customers,
Community, Financial and Business-to-Business relations

MBA

In our Advertising and Sales Promotion division, we take your organization
to a new level. Promoting your business IS not a smgle auempt to make something
happen. Advertising and Sales Promotion is an ongomg purstat to mamtam a
consistent image in the minds of your customers.

A PRACfiCAL APPROACH
FOR THE ACTIVE PROFESSIONAL

Applications Now Being Accepted
For Cal Poly's Off-campus
Master of Business Administration Program

Wyckoff Assocwtes, Inc. is in its 30th year and would enjoy worktng wtth
CALL

Wyckoff Associates~ Inc.
1

NEW CLASSES FORMING IN ONTARIO

You are invited to attend an

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
Ontario: Wednesday, September 7, 6 p.m.
Monday, September 12,6 p.m.
2980 Inland Empire Blvd.
(10 Fwy at Archibald)
Call Office of Continuing Education at 909-869 2288.
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"A>k lhc CJhforma Vemure Forum" Jddres.,es
quc!l.llnns of mtcrc~t to busmC.'-\ owners Jntl
entrepreneurs and i~ a pmjcct of f.1culty from

CahfomJa State Pnl)techntc Unt\'ersuv, loc.JI
buSJncss leaders. and lhe Inland f'mp~re
Busme"' Joumal. Rcspon"'' .tre prepared b)
Forum members. The Cu1Jforn1a v ..·nturc
Forum showcases entrepreneurs and
busmcsscs every uthcr month m .m cftort to

help lhcm obt.lln

ftnane~ng

tl

)OU

arc

Interested in hccommg a prcscnh:r or would

like more mlorm.tt!On ahout the C'i1hlornla
Venture Forum, conL.u.1 Jt,hn Tui.K' :at.
(9<~1) R60- 'iK5:!

Th1s monlh s column "
1\.kC.tnh)

b) Luke 'v

Ask The California
Venture Forum
hus1nt:ss manager has a
number or types or tax
ntities available for
business
and
profit-making
activities
l:ach has unique
characteristics for its owners and
n1anagers.
In choos1ng between tax entity
forms, the O\\ ners of the activity
must resol\'e two maJor issues. First,
is the pass through treatment of
1tems of income, deductiOns and
credits of great Importance? And
secondly, 1s the lin11tat10n of
liahilit) for the owners of the
activity unpnrtanl'1 If the husmcss is
go1ng to be in the de\ elopment.
constructiOn and management of
ta.x-credll enhanced low 1ncome
housing properties. then the answer
to both l'isues 1s most assuredly
alfmnati\'C,
Among the cho1ccs 1s a
Subchapter S corporation A
Subchapter S corporation satisfies
those concerns, hut there are
limitations. A Subchapter S
corporation can only have 35
shareholders,
hul
all
the
shareholders must he U S.
individual citl7cns or res1dent
aliens. A partnership or limited
liability company can have an
unlimih:d number of equity holders
and the ecr1:ty holders can include
corporatiOns, partnerships, trusts
and fnre1gners There can only be
one class of shares 10 a Subchapter
S corporatiOn. Generally there can
be no stock option plan for
employees or management as in
many C corporations
1\ Subchapter S corporation can
pass through all tax 1tems such as
tax credits, income, deductions and
losses, JUst as 1n a partnership .
Further. the tax Items which pass
through to the shareholders rct:un
their character unchanged just as in
a partnership situation. However, a
shareholder can only deduct losses
HEALTH CARE

The Advantages of a
Subchapter S Corporation
to the extent of has1s, which 1s quite
different than a partner m a limited
partnership. Basis 111 a Subchapter S
corporation is lim1ted to the amount
of cap1tal paid hy the shareholder to
acquire the shares plus any amount
of debt the shareholder owes to the
corporation.
Unlike a partnersh1p, the
Subch,lptcr S can not provide for
special allocatiOns of tax items. The
shareholders receive a pro rata
allocation b;. the number of shares

A Subchapter S
corporation provides a
viable alternative to a

held and the number of days the
shares were held.
Investors and sponsors are
recommended to seek tax and legal
counsel. .._
Mr McCart h) JS ,, member of Jhc Cali forma

business when compared

Venture Forum and a real
~ccurlliC~ attomc}

to a limited partnership.

v.ath the

e~tatc e~nd

Pa~adcna

law

ftrm ot McCarlhy Gycmant & B.ohblls

R

FOR
TilE

At CIG~. \ llc~lthC:tre, choice h:ts always been p.11i of our plan. l'hat's why we ofler a complete po11f0lio of managed
lare opuons des1gncd to sa~1sly both employc~s and employers. 'lou 11 find program> like CIG;"\; 1\ Iiealth .\cc~' whilh
control comr~t~y costs and @\'C cmployl:e~ th: frcl"<.lom to St'e a physKian outside the CIG:'\.\ network and still be cmered.
\II of C!Gi\,\s m.magl~l care plans ollcr .tflordablc comprehensive cmcrage, as well as an cxtl·nsi\C nel\\ork of doctors
to l hoose Irom. l_n addit_ion •. Wl' oll:r prenatal scre<'ni~g for high risk prcgnancil'S and we cm·cr n.lutinc chc~:k-ups. wdl
l h1ld care and _lm.mum~.auons. Its p.m of our wmmttmcnt to keepmg our members healthy. ~O\\ and in the future.
h)l' more mform:111on, lallyour brokcrfconsultantor C IGN:\ llealthCare of California at (i'l-1) 939-5858.

II

CIGNA HeatthCare of California
A Ru1inns o(C.1ri11g.
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Lorna Linda and TRW Join Forces

0

n the surface it may seem
an
odd pairing,
an
aerospace company and a
ho~pital, but sometimes odd
pamngs make the best ones
Last month, TRW Space and
Electronics Group and Lorna I inda
University Medical Center umted to
try
and
advance
medical

C

Saving Aerospace Jobs

This collaboration will
use federal and private
industry sources for
funding.

technology. For the next five years,
the two groups will collaborate on
finding ways to use aerospace
technology to tmprove medical care
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Single Payer Health Initiative May Cost State 300,000 Jobs

at the hospttal.
Basic,tlly, Lorna Linda will
identify medical problems and
TRW will apply advanced
technology to develop devices that
solve those problems. The idea is to
see if the technology developed for
the space industry is applicable to
mcdtcinc

For everyone involved, thts is a
good arrangement For the patient,,
the advancement of medical
technology means better care while
in the hospit,tl, and it rna} even
save lives In addition, the ne\\
technologtes means reduced costs
for health care procedures.
Just as Importantly, thts
agreement will help save some jobs
in the area's beleaguered aerospace
mdustry. As aerospace and defense
struggle to convert to peace time,
they are searching for other areas
where the technology they develop
can be useful Working on advanced
medical technology is a logical
adaptation for high-tech companies.

SEPTEMBER 1994

Manufacturing JObs may also be
a byproduct of this agreement,
providtng new products are
developed and marketed based on
the collaboration.
TRW and Lorna Linda are
already working on several projects,
includtng a new system that
controls bleeding and an instrument
that puts tissues together.

A Wave of the Future
Finding uses for aerospace
technology outside the defense
mdustry has been a major focus in
Southern California over the past

several years. Collaborative efforts
such as this one, but not limited to
medtcine, will become more and
more commonplace over the next
several years.
In addition, more and more
hospitals are looking for ways to
work with high-tech companies that
can advance health care systems.
This collaboration will use
federal and private industry sources
for funding. The two groups will
divtde the proceeds from any
devices that are developed and
licensed out of the venture
The agreement will be reviewed
after the initial five years. A

altfornia would lose
300,000 jobs by 19% it
the
"stngle-paycr"
health care inttiativc on the
November ballot is approved h}
voters, according to Richard ('
Carbon. chairman of Spectrum
Economics.
an
economrc
consulting firm in Palo Alto.
Carlson feels that while the
measure would bring tn $40
billion a year in new taxes, the
state budget defictl would
balloon by $48 billton if the
state government assumes
responsibility for financing all
health care under this initiattve .
"If this tmllative passes, most
Californians would be forced to
gtve up their private health
insurance, and state government
would take over what would he
the fourth largest heath care
system in the world," Carlson
said. "It would represent the
largest peace-time economic
change ever experienced by
California or any other state."

Executive Profile
r. Michael Rtewe, who has
been an internrst at
Riverside Medical Chnic
(RMC) since 1981, has served as
the clinic's medical director since

D
1985.

As RMC's medical director, he
is responsible for the dehvery of
high quality medical care by those
physicians who serve on the staff.
In addition to these responsibilities,
Dr. Riewe has served three years as
the vice chairman on the Board of
Directors; seven years as chairman
of the Utilization Review/ Quality
Assurance Committee; three years
.as chairman, Quality Management
Committee; eleven years as
chairman of the Recruitment and
Retention Committee, and nine
years as chairman of the Pharmacy
Committee.

He first earned his bachelor of
arts degree, magna cum laude, Phi
Beta Kappa, at St. Olaf College. He
achieved his M .D. in 1976 at the
Mayo
Medical
School
in
Minnesota . He completed his
internal medicine residency at the
Mayo Graduate School of Medicine

and was the senior restdent
associate during his fmal year of
medical re~idency. Dr Riewe
performed a fellowshtp in
gastroenterology at the Umversity
of Otago in Dunedm, New Zealand.
In 1991 , Dr. Riewe earned a
masters in health care administration at the University of La
Verne. I Ie ts board certified by the
American Board of Internal
Medicine.
Dr. Riewe also serves on Ihe
Medical Directors Committee of
Pacific Physician Services Medical
Group, a multi-state physician
organization. This committee sets
policies, procedures, and the high
standards for medical care to over
300,000 patients by over 300
physicians in California, Arizona,
and Nevada.
Dr. Riewe is on the medical
staffs of both Parkview Community
Hospital Medical Center and
Riverside Community Hospital. He
resides in Riverside with his wife
and two children. He enjoys fly and
deep sea fishing, rafting, kayaking,
and gardening.

According to Larry
McCarthy, president of the
California Taxpayers
Association, the state tax
on a married couple with
two children and a $32,000
a year income would
increase 229 percent.

The llcalth Sccurtty Act
would levy a new pa]roll tax on
businesses ranging form 4.4 to

8 9 percent, dcpcndrng upon the
number
of
employee!'> .
lndtvtduals would be assessed a
2.5 percent state tncomc tax,
with an ,tddition,tl 2. ~ percent
on those wtth htgh tncomcs. A
tobacco tax incr~ase ts also
included. The legrslattvc .tnalyst
has calculated that $40 btllton a
year would he ratscd h] those
taxes
o other state in the
nation finances health care with
payroll taxes
"The taxes
mandated by thts measure would
stop Californta's economic
recovery dead in its tracks,"
according to Kirk West of the
California
Chamber
of
Commerce. "California's new
health tax would be passed on to
consumers in the prtce of goods
and servtces, fut:ling inflation
and making 11 that much more
dtfficult to compete wtth
bustnesses in other states."
According to Larry McCarthy,
president of the California
Taxpayers Assoctation, the state

tax on a marned couple with
two children and a $32,000 a
year income would tncrease 229
percent That same couple wtlh
a $100,000 a year income would
experience a 42
percent
mcreasc .

California would lose
300,000 jobs by 1998 if the
"single-payer" health care
initiative on the November
ballot is approved by
voters, according to
Richard C. Carlson,
chairman of Spectrum
Economics.

It should be noted that both
major candtdates for the
governor's chair are opposed to
the measure. A

State Health Care: Enough to Make You Sick
program run by a huge health care
ov. 8. 1994 ts coming up
fast, and thts year's
electiOn agam promtses to
be full of general obligation bonds
and other initiatives.

N

A new tax of this
magnitude will place
California businesses at
a severe disadvantage
in their ability to compete
with other states that
do not have additional
payroll taxes.

One such proposal will he an
imtiative called the "Smgle Payer"
Public and Private Health Care
Program for the State of California.

It would replace current public and
private health care systems with a

A

HEALTH CARE

Spectrum
Economics
analyzed the economic tmpact
of the Health Security Act at the
re4ucst of Taxpayers Against
Government
I"akeover.
a
co.tlttton of business groups,
hospitals and insurers opposed
to the measure .

HEALT~ CARE

bureaucracy and headed by a
powerful "health care czar"
The tntllative calls for a new
pajroll tax with rates \arying
according to the number of
employees in a company, plus an
additional flat tax of two-and-a-half
to five percent on all taxable
mcome.
Payroll tax rates are scheduled as
such: l-10 employees pay 4.4
percent of total payroll; 11-25
employees pay 6 percent; 26-50
employees pay 7 percent; and those
with more than 50 employees pay
8.9 percent.

were short by $20 billion, it is
conceivable that the payroll tax
would have to he doubled to fill the
gap. This would amount to a serious

deduction who made $30,000 last
year would have an increase tax
liability of 66.19 percent. If you are
married, filing jointly, with two

payout

children and using standard
deducllons with a $60,000 income,
you would face an increased tax
liability of 70.52 percent.

for

every

California

employee

One such proposal will be
an initiative called the
"Single Payer" Public
and Private Health Care
Program for the
State of California.

state down hill, producing serious
shortfalls in the range of $14.5
billion to more than $27.5 billion.
Under the initiative's terms, the

thousands of lower-income JObs in
jeopardy.
A new tax of this magnitude will
place California businesses at a
severe disadvantage in their ability
to compete with other states that do

The payroll tax is esttmated to
raise $20.6 billiOn However,
several studies prcdtct, and I agree,
that the measure would lead the

The tax htke would hit lowerincome residents hardest, and the
initiative will put hundreds of

not have additional payroll taxes.
Simply put, many jobs will go
If the Legislature did not mcrcase
the payroll tax, the only alternative
to additional new taxes would he

rationing health care and cutbacks
in health services.
According to the watchdog
Caltfornia

overseas or move out of state to
escape the cost of a huge health care
bureaucracy.
Not only will the added tax cost
JObs to California, but also is likely
to result in thousands of lost new

Legislature is authorized to raise

group,

Taxpayers'

jobs as business will not expand or

additional taxes to cover any budget

Association, a single filer with no

entertain the idea of building new

shortfalls. Thus, if total taxes raised

children

facilities and plant.~ in California. &

using

the

standard
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Tax-Exempt Medical Clinics: Advantages and Disadvantages
Conllnued From Page 27

hospital or hospital foundation
acquisition of climes, the terms of
the acqu isi tion of assets are subject
to heavy scrut iny. According to
th ose

attorneys

representt ng

Friendly Hills and Facey, the asset
acquisi t io n t erms consumed a
significant portion of thetr time and
effort in obtaining the exemption
rulings.

One Final Thought
The

above

administrators, and others as to
the place of tax-exempt clinics in

tax-exempt

requnements are necessarily
tentative, awaiting publication of
a comprehensive IRS position.
Publication of clear guidelines
would eliminate one area of
uncertainty in the decision making
of
physicians,
hospital

the current health care delivery

comprehensive legal representation to
doctors and orgamzation• of doctors,
medical mstitutes and foundations, and
biotechnology companies. He has

scene.

represented the Palo Allo Medical
Peter A. Whitman

IS

FoundatiOn for 15 years .

a partner with

the Palo Allo, California-based law firm
of Blase, Valentine & Klcm who

(Previously published/copynghted in

specializes tn heallh care services law.

the Group Practice Journal,

Mr Whttman and the firm provide

January/ February 1994)

Thin~To Remember

During Open Enrollment
lust a renunder to ou~ fellow employers n a postOor: to make health care deas1o:Js tor others. Oper enrollment ts fast Jpc.n us, and
Pomona Valley Hosp;::al Medtca. Cemer wants to be me nealth -:are facility at the top of your list Heres our hst
We work dtreccly WJth your chOsen HMO or PPO to keep costs at an absolute mtrumt;!ll
'>

We proVIde 24-hour access to both our truly comprehensive health care facility and your affiliated personal physiC.an.

3. We share ar. mtegrated network of unhzation resources and case management WJth over 250 affihated area physiCians.
4. Weve been keepmg people happy and healthy in the Pomona Valley community since 1903, and we can serve every medical need
to the year 2003 and beyond.
J.

We actively help keep paruopants educated about all our services and howthey can pnontlze thetr use of them.

6. Oh and we honor over 100 different health care plans. (Contact your health benefits manager or call your health plan direct for
mformanon.) That about covers lt Here's another hst wtth lUSt some of our spenal services.

PomonaValley Hospital Medical Center
Snart lfrr prom i~ a11d lhr progress of lnt rtqro11's ltadinq mrdrcal U11lrr
STEAD HEART a.NliR

FAMILY BIRTH SERVICF.S
AT THE WOMEN'S a.NliR

WOMEN S DIAGNOSTIC
L~\AGING

aJiffiR

SPORTS MEDICINE CENTF.R

PHYSICIAN REFERRAL SfRVICF.

SUEP DISORDERS C£NTER

ROBERT AND BEVF.RLY U\\<15
FAMILY CANcrR CARE a.NliR

PUASE CAll (909) 865·9129
TO AND 0\JT ABO![f THF.SE

REGIONAL KIDNEY STONE
a.NliR

AND OTHER SERVIg5

24-HOUR EMERGENCY ROOM
SERVICES
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Mid-Sized Employers Embracing Managed Care

AE

rowmg number of midzed employers across the
.S are joining the trend set
by California employers in favor of
more cost-effective managed care
arrangements
A new report shows the
movement toward managed care
plans, combined With low medical
inflation,
helped
mid-sized
employers (those with fewer than
1,000 employees) hold their total
health benefit cost mcrease to 6.2
percent nationally and 7.0 percent in
California last year.
The report was conducted by
Johnson & Higgins Employee
Benefit Services. The report based on
responses from 979 mid-sized
employers who participated in the
1993 Foster Higgins National Survey
ofEmployer Sponsored Health Plans.
Nationally, total health benefit
costs at mtd-sized employers
averaged $3,308 per employee in
1993, while in California costs
averaged $4,226 (27.7 percent
higher). Total cost~ had increased 9.0
percent in 1992, the report noted.
"Mid-sized employers are
gaining ground in controlling their
health care costs," said Roy S. Lyons,
vice president for J&H in Los
Angeles. "Many of these employers
are following the lead set by their
l arger counterparts by taking
advantage of managed care
opportunities and are also benefiting
from aggressive price competition
among managed care companies
competing for market share."

averaging $4,500 per employee. Of
the three managed care alternattves,
HMO plans were the most cost
effective, averaging $3,111 per
employee in 1993. Average PPO costs
were very similar to indemnity plan
costs, at $4,377 and POS costs
averaged $3,805, well below both
indemmty and pomt of servtce
opttons.
The most expensive health
benefits programs are those offering
employees a choice between an
indemnity plan and HMO . This
combination added nearly $1,000 per

.p

employee to the cost of an indemnity
plan.
Nationally, PPO plans reported
the smallest cost increases (0 .9
percent) while in California, these
increases were 12.4 percent. HMO
costs increased 6 .6
percent
nationally compared to 5 .9 in
California.
The report noted that prescription
drug benefit costs may be a particular
problem for mid-sized employers,
who spend about 15 percent of their
total health care cost on prescription
drugs, compared with less than 10

percent spent by large employers.
"Most mid-sized employers
continue to provide prescription drug
coverage through their medical plan
or HMO, rather than taking
advantage of managed drug
programs and mail-order programs
that are now available," said Mr.
Lyons . ..,
Cop1e. of the report, "M1d-Sized Employer
Health Plans," are available by contacttng
Terri Moorman, Johnson & Higgins, 2029
Century Park East. Los Angeles, CA 90067.
Telephone: 310-551-3887.

PARKVIEW
COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

Programs and services that meet
the needs of the community.

Growth in Managed
Care Plans
ationally, the number of midsized employers offering
traditional indemnity plans
declined from 61 percent in 1992 to
57 percent in 1993, with actual
enr ollmen t in t hose p la ns at 48
percent.
In California, w hile 43 percent of
employers offer an indemnity option,
o nly 16 percent of em pl oyees
actually enroll. Most employees in
California are enrolled in p referred
provider organizations (37 percent)
and health maintenance orgamzations
(34 percent).
N ationally, 21 perce n t of
employers offered an HMO in 1993,
w hile 67 percent of e mploye rs in
California did so.
In C aliforni a, tra d i tio nal
indemnity plans remained the most
expensive health plan alternative for
mid-sized employers in 1993,

N

Unlike our pogs, whose current popularity will be hard to sustain,
Parkvlew's programs and services will endure. And so will our
mission of meeting the healthcare needs of the community. For
additional Information, call (909) 352-5437.

.p

Parkview Community Hospital
3863 Jackson St., Riverside 92503 • (909) 688-2211
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Small Companies Flex Their Muscle With IRS Section 125

B

ack in 1978, the big three
automakers were looking for
a way to cut their health care
costs and stay competitive, so
Congress established the Flexible
Benefit Plans (Section 125 Internal
Revenue Code). The new federal
guidelines provided for health care
costs that were tax free - providing
the deductions were made through
payroll.
The plans saved companies a lot
of money but were expensive to
administrate, so they were the
exclusive domain of large

corporations. But no longer. Now
companies with only five employees
have benefited from Flexible
Benefit Plans.
The plan can help companies
lower their workers' compensation
premiums, lower payroll taxes and
increase employees' take-home pay.
Employee savings range from an
average of 25 to 50 percent on every
dollar that is run through Flex. The
employees save by not paying
Federal Income Tax, State Income
Tax, Social Security Tax, and State
Disability Tax (in California). The

company saves by lowering taxable
payroll dollars, reducing Social
Security Tax and workers'
compensation premiums.

Three Categories That
Qualify for Savings
There are three categories that
qualify for tax-free savings:
Employer
Sponsored
Insurance Benefits . Employees'
and their dependents' group health
insurance premiums, plus group life
msurance up to $50,000, are eligible

MINORITIES AND
WOMEN BORROW

UPTO $100,000
UNDER NEW SBA
"Low Doc" LOAN
FoothilllndeJXndent Bank's Small Business Lending Center has been chosen by
the U.S. Small Business Administration to pilot their new Low Documentation Lending
Program (Low Doc). The Low Doc program introduces a simple, one-page SBA loan
application for loans up to $100,000. While this program isn't limited to women and
minoriry owned businesses, the U.S. Small Business
Administration is making a concerted effort to better
1 Page Application
serve special interest groups. Use these low cost,
Fully Amortized
long term loans for working capital, to restructure
existing debt, increase cash Row, commercial propNo Balloon Payment
erty or equipment. For more information call our
No Prepayment Penalty
SBA expen, Joanna Bruno, at (818) 851-9182.
No Lender Points
FoothilllndeJXndent Bank- Member FDIC

FOOTHILL INDEPENDENT BANK s
Striving to exceed your expectations

if payroll deducted.
Medical
Expense
Reimbursements. Employees
estimate their out-of-pocket health
care cost not covered by msurance
such as co-payments, deductibles'
dental, vision, prescriptiOn, etc:
These are eligible if payroll
deducted. Medical reimbursements
are a real key for small-to-mediumsize companies.
Dependent Care (C hild or
Elder). A $350 per month
dependent care cost will save the
employee $1260 per year. While
filing the regular long 1040 form,
the savings is only S504. The Flex
Plan saves an additional $756
annually.

Choosing a Plan
Administrator
Administration of a Flexible
Benefit Plan can mean additional
work for the employer. Federal
regulations, plan documentation and
annual filing are some of the items
that make the 125 Plans
unattractive.
Flex Plan administrators make
these tasks easy for the employer.
They do everything, from
developing the plan documents, to
creating the reimbursement checks,
to implementing regulation changes
and, most importantly, seeing that
the non-discrimination rules are
met.
Be sure to choose your
administrator
wisely.
An
administrator should help the
company maximize their savings by:
Explaining the plan to the
employees at a group meeting;
Returning to meet with each
employee individually to answer
any questions and help them enroll;
Processing employee receipts,
checking for validity and proper
period of time; Preparing
reimbursement checks in a timely
manner.
The real key to a successful plan
is management's ability to
enthusiastically promote and
support the plan within the
company. Flexible Benefit Plans
really do work for small-to-mediumsize companies. You owe it to your
company and your employees to
check it out. In today's market,
anything you do that has a positive
impact on the bottom line, can mean
the difference between making a
profit or laying off employees. .&
Jobn McCarty is the president of lnlegraled
Employer Services, Inc. For more information on Flex Plans call (909) 1124-8574.
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Headline Nevvs
Lavv
Taxes
Money Tips
Medical Health
Food/Cooking
Religion
Education
Consumer Tips
Sports
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on Comcast Cable is:
I NLAND

If you live in the Inland Empire,
tune in weekdays, at 6:30 p.m. on Comcast Cable
for Your news ...
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AB 1672 Update:
Health Insurance Reform Makes Coverage More Accessible

.,--E.

Taylor

T:

primary p i of beallhcare
reform is to make coverage
available to everyone. Last
year, Califonaia launched a
iaJMIIIIart iasuraDce .reform pack.age
that got the ball rolling in the
direction of employees of small

buaimessn
Whea it weal iato efrect 011 July
1, 1993. AB 1672 had an iii!IDf:diate
impact on California workers who
wanted health iasuranc:e but could
DOt get It because of medical histoJy
.. OCC8p"ion At that time, the act
apphed to companies of five or
peater employees. As we
progresaed into year two of AB
1672, COIDpBae& with IS f#w as four
employees became part of this
llifDimpoce&

'Dtlogr Progrwn. . . . . . . . of

ca..... ,._.blllty

as AB 1672. The healthcare
methodology provided successfully
for years by HMOs will soon be
universal. AB 1672 mandates
insurance companies and other
healthcare providers to follow
guidelines that HMOs have been
following for years. For consumers,
the shift should be a smooth one, as
HMO-style healthcare is already fast
becoming the care of choice for

consumers.
It is largely because of consumerfriendly elements, such as
comprehensive health education
programs and reliable, speedy
service, that a recent national study
found employees who belonged to
HMOs were significantly more
satisfied with their overall care than
those with olcktyle insuranc:e.
The report, based on a detailed
survey of nearly 25,000 people, is
the largest of its kind to compare
conaumer perspectives on HMOs

aad old-style insurance coverage.

Wld1e tile reforms initiated by
167% aove forward, HMOs
: jla. . .lle 18 evolve their OWD plus
:a~&pOJII-

ID'piU\'ide IIIQIIDQID

f« employers and

How A8 1872 Works
Wit1t the mandates of AB 1672
enc:ompeseaa thousands of Inland
Bmpue companies previously
unaffected, aow is an importanl time
to rev~ew ad udel8tand how AB
1672 opeatee. Because HMOs suc:b

a

IDler Wley
I~ pacdc:ed
many of the.,..pndlted}Jy
AB 1672, those of us'). the HMO
IS

iDclnaUy aut .,..... >the 10le of
ednc. . . .tiled the palllic to die
evolving healthcare reform laws
wllica~ tbem.

moa.

Oae of die most importaat
ia AB 1672 is tile "Guaranteed

Aceeptuee• pftwlliOD
llf8Vi8iCMl ...... ,...u

Th11

different rates to be applied as a
result of the underwriting process.
Guaranteed acceptance initially
applied to groups of 5-50
employees. Now, of course, fouremployee firms are included. On
July 1, 1995, firms with three
employees will be covered and AB
1672 will become another step
closer to its ultimate goal of
coverage for everyone. Inter Valley,
in keeping with the spirit of reform,
is actually one year ahead of the
system, having elected to accept
groups of three or more this year.
AB 1672 does allow a one-time,
six-month waiting period for prior
medical history, during which
benefits will not be paid for a preexisting condition. However, under
AB 1672 health insurance becomes
portable: Employees may change
jobs and move from one health care
plan to another without having to
again satisfy this waiting period if
they maintain continuous coverage.
HMOs, because of the state's
Knox-Keene regulations, have
always provided coverage from the
first day of eligibility.
Under AB 1672, although a small
group JS guaranteed its application
for health insurance will be
ac:cepted, there is no guarantee as to
the rate the group receives. Health
1IISUni1CC providen are required to

establish a

•~~~andard

risk rate" for

each plan, from which new
...,....,.... c:aD be chatpd from 80
to 128 penleld of the standard-risk
.... Ia July, 1996, the band will be
ll8IIQrteCI to 90 to 110 perc:ent.

AI . . time AB 1672 WIS drafted,
~se

'tWo reforms alone meant
. . . . to afbdiiJie health iasuraDce
Qd med1cal care to millions of
Uinsured Cal~oralaiiB. Now that

playing field between HMOs and
insurance companies. Insurance
companies, never before concerned
with accepting all applicants or
limits on their ability to exclude preexisting conditions, now will
operate as HMOs have done for
many years.

Reforms Are Nothing New
toHMOs
HMOs have found that the
benefit of providing quality
healthcare to a broader population
far outweighs the increased potential
of longer treatments. Indeed, by
already operating as though AB
1672 had been in effect these past
years, HMOs focused on preventive
care that reduces future long-term
treatment costs.
HMOs like Inter Valley also
bring to the table a commitment to
making health care as available and
flexible as possible for the
consumer. Programs such as Inter
Valley's Trilogy complement the
current reform agenda that is
placing HMOs and old-style
insurance companies on a level
playing field. Trilogy is an ideal
bridge between HMO care and
indemnity plans because HMO care
provides quality health care at
proven cost savings while old-style
insurance allows for the use of noncontracting
physicians and
bealthcare providers. Through Inter
Valley, the Trilogy program allows

Banks in the Inland Empire
I"/'

Bank Name
Address (Headquarters)

1.

Cin 'be

coveaed

li Ill~"'

I

'I I

"

"' ' ·I ,, I

I

II/I ' I

I

J I '

Tolal Assels ($000)
% Cbange
Since Dec. '9Z

Total Loans ($000)
% Cbange
Slace Dec. '9Z

TtL Nonperforming LoaDS ($000)
% Change
Slace Dec. '9Z

TtL Nonperformlag
Loans u a % of:
Gross LoaDS
Tolal Assels

Core Capital
YearFouaded

City, Stale, Zip

Bank of AmHica
SSS California St.

$136,879,000
2.6

$96,852,000
-2.6

$2,805,000
·35.6

2.9
2.05

7.33

1904

Regional Senior V.P.
(909) 781-1 S09

PamCnboy
Regional Manager

San Francisco, CA 94104
Wells Fai"'lo Bank
420 Mont~omery St.
San FranciSco, CA 94163

50,218,607
-1.2

32,747,895
-8.1

1.700,572
-20.4

5.19
3.39

7.07
1852

3.

First I nlentale Bancorp
633 W. Fifth St.
Los Angeles, CA 90071

19,624,906
-5.3

8,934,505
-7.6

233,157
-33.8

2.61
1.19

7.94
1957

4.

Union Bank
350 California St.
San Francisco, CA 94120

16,276,681
-3.6

11,834,769
-5.9

601,127
2.5

5.03
3.69

7.57
1953

BukofCalllonlla

8,020,753
.{1.9

5,897,934
-8.1

511,107
-28.3

8.65
6.37

7.89
1864

Glllert R. earn..
Div. MJo-JSr. V.P.

Keuedl Taylor

(909) 596-7975

Jolla IUcd
Sr. V.PJDist. Mar
(909) 782-2630

TenyGny
Reg~onal Vice President
(909) 274-231

s

5.

400 California St.
San Francisco, CA 94145

6.

Sanwa Bank CaUfonala
60 I S. Figueroa St.
Los Angeles, CA 90017

7,265,620
-0.2

4,951,115
-2.9

169,057
·5.7

3.41
2.33

9.29
1868

Samlto_, Bank ol Calfonlla

5,181,020
-4.0

4,480,157
·3.2

162,952

30.9

3.62
3.15

7.85
1953

1,984,024
-8.8

837,211

-6.5

8,513
119.9

1.02
0.43

6.62
1889

1,273,894
0.8

1,093,403
-1.2

36,721
-2.8

3.35
2.88

1o.55

716,031
-7.6

518,937
·18.6

50,307

9.68
7.03

7J12

W.E."!blt" . . . . .

-6.6

1976

President
(909) 793-7S75

635,566
7.5

433,103
13.6

n.7

12,285

2.84

339,385
-4.3

196,820

9,635

4.87

-5.9

267.9

2.84

7.

B.

320 Califomta St.
San FranciSCO, CA 94104

San Diego Trust & Savlnp Bank
530 Broadway
San Diego, CA 92101

Tokal Bull. ol Callfonill

t. 430 N. Vineyard Ave., SID. 303

(909) 711-0990

V.PJManagcr
(909) 627-7601

c.nlllidle)'

Olslomcr Service Mgr.
(909) 695-5560

1976

Ontario, CA 91764

COIIIIIIDIIII)' Buk
10. 101 E. Carson St.
Pasadena, CA 91103

OIDoValleJBuk
11. 701 N. Haven Ave., Ste. 350

1.93

Onwto, CA 91764

Calllonda Stale Balik
1l

100 N. Barranca St.
West Covina, CA 91791

1.38

326,342
....1

184.847

315,767
-12.2

201,573
-10.7

279,818
5.3

181,457
-3.6

276,290
22.8

13

2,018
213

24679
66

163126

6,896

56

46

G.78

-13.'7

both.
An additional aspect of the
reforms that will benefit health

Dmdo.pr

z.

l'lnt Tlwt Bank
14. 437 N. Euclid Ave.
Ontario, CA 91762

~ . . . . faD under the

:biiJt lnuadrecls of thouaiuls more

'II

First,.,_.,... Balik, N.A.
16. 10 N. F"Jftb St.
Redlands, CA 92373

lL

BukoiH-'
7 S Stann id Dr
R1vcnide CA 92506

191909

I 0

117,288

171724
1.4

19

4 610
0.8

46

8.76

5.61

1.72

073

6.13

1887
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Independent Banks Serving the Inland Empire
Hanl..ul b\ I otal

Bank Name
Addr=;
City, Stat•, Zip

1.

ChiDo Valley Bank
70! N. Haven Ave .• Ste. 350

""h.

tl\

Core Capilal

Top Local Executive
Tille
PhonefFax

2.84
1.93

8.83

D. Linn WUey
Prcs1deni/CEO
(909) 980-4030/481-2130
A.O.Arnold
CEO/Chairman of Board
(909) 983-0511 /988-9706

of Total Assets)

7.5

433,103
13.6

12,:?.85
77.7

"'c

Chang~

Since Dec. 1992
6~5.566

Onrano, CA 91764

Total Loans ($000)
% Change
Sine~ Dec. 1992

N.P. Loans as a "'of Gross Loans
(As a%

First Trust Bank
437 N . Euchd Ave.
Omano, CA 9 I 762

315,767
-122

201,573
·10.7

t7,724
1.4

8.76
5.6t

6.13

2.

First Profastoul Bank
10 Nonh Sib Street
Redlands, CA 92373

276,290
22.8

117,288
1.3

2,018
21.3

1.72
0.73

5.48

3.

Joel Kovner
CEO
(909) 335-8532,;333-8534

Bank of Hemet
3715 Sunnyside Dr.
R1verside, CA 92506

228,526
5.6

191,838
4.6

3,672
46.1

1.9
1.16

6.82

4.

James B. Jaqua
Presideni/CEO
(909) 784-5771n84-5791

Rlnrslck Natloul Bank

3484 Central Ave.

205.571
-7.8

125,516
-10.3

4,855
-41.5

3.86
2.36

8.53

S.

James A. Robinson
Presideni/CEO
(909) 276-8921/686..0 t35

Riverside, CA 92506
First Pacific National Bank
613 W. Valley Parlcway.
EscondidO, CA 92025

170,977
-15.6

119,985
-14 .7

8,177
26.5

6.79
4.78

6.38

6.

Harvey 1.. Williamson
Presideni/CEO
(619)741-3312!741-7381

VIneyard Natloul Bank
9590 Foothill Blvd.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 9!730

123,438
-10.0

88,572
-8.4

2,077
-29.2

2.28
1.68

6.52

7.

Steven R. Seosenbach
Presideni/CEO
(909) 987..0177/945-2975

Desert CommUDity Bank
14800 La Paz Dr.
Victorville, CA 92W2

98,834
15.6

64,963
11.3

2,225
109.7

3.4
2.25

6.47

8.

Ronald 1.. Wilson
Prcsideni/CEO
(6t9) 243-2140/243..0310

Bank of Saa ~mardioo

74.431
-0.1

51,744
4.2

2,020
95.4

3.88
2.71

13.75

Patrick W. Norvall
Presideni/CEO
(909) 888-2265!885-6173

Palm Desert National Bank
10. 73-745 El Paseo
Palm ~rt, CA 92260

68,456
-14.3

45,433
-21.4

2,907
1.0

6.38
425

5.47

Kevin McGuire
Presideni/CEO
(619) 340-1145/341-8050

IDJud Empre Natioul Baak
11. 3780 Marlcet Sr.
Riverside, CA 92504

68,205
-7.1

47,496
-9.3

3,437
12.6

7.2
5.04

7.23

Candace Smllh
Pres1dem
(909)788-7988n88-9683

Western Commlllllty Bank
12. 321 E. 6th Sr.
Corona, CA 91719

63,331
-7.1

47,241
-12.4

4,660
6.4

9.77
7.36

6.41

Duane Rickard
President
(909) 734-4110n34-0682

Valley Balik
13. 24010 Sunoymcad Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

63,149
·2.1

26,644
-6.8

2,304
424.8

8.61
3.65

9.49

Doug Mills
Presideni/CEO
(909) 242-1174/242-1903

De Anza Natioul Bank
14. 7710 Limonite Ave.
Riverside, CA 92509

63,002
0.7

43,572
-15.4

835
4.9

1.91
1.33

7.85

NeU F. Hatcher
Presideni/CEO
(909)0UR-BANKJ681-4901

VpludBaak
IS. 100 N. Euclid Ave.

57,791
-3.8

38,563

1,920
·26.7

4.96
3.32

8.47

-9.2

Lawrence Peterson
Pres1den1
(909) 946-2265/985-5376

57,678
25.4

34,160
21.9

2,013
13.5

5.87
3.49

n/a

C. Ellis Porter
Pres1deni/CEO
(909) 676-6700/676-3401

Pint c - J i y ...... of 1M Desert
17. 7272 Joshua Lane
Yucca Valley, CA 92284

51,678
-1.4

29,864
-3.6

2,122
7.3

7.05
4.11

7.08

William Powers
Presideni/CEO
(619) 365-6371/365-9160

HJ&b Desert Natioul Balik
18. 17071 Main Sr.
Hesperia, CA 92345

47,948

26,373
-14.5

2,561
2,052.1

9.65
5.34

7.39

.0.2

Donald G. Stebbins
President
(619) 948-2800/948..0156

42,761
2.7

25,456
2.0

181
-79.7

0.71
0.42

8.5

Valley Merclwats lbnk
20. 135 E. Florida
Hemet, CA 92543

33,837
23.4

13,783
0.1

0

0
0

9.35

Chuck Roguess
Pres1deni/CEO
(909) 766-6666n66-6663

Redluds C--.Jal Balik
21. 233 E. Slale Sr., Sle A
Redlands, CA 92373

33,069
5.0

18.697
-2.0

44
n/a

0.23
0.13

9.2

Ed McCormick
Presideni/CEO
(909) 798-36111335-2363

FlntBaok or Palm Desert. N.A.

32,558
4.3

22,144
1.7

330
2,100.0

1.48
1.01

8.38

David E. Tschopp
President
(619) 341-7000

S..Coalryllak
23. 19181 Town Center Dr.
Apple Valley, CA 92308
Baak or die 0aer1
l4. 51-290 Ave Bermudas, Box 1627

31,948

29.2

21,684
28.9

S68
421.1

2.61
1.78

8.33

Luce Aadenon

31,172
-9.9

15,298
-13.5

1,496
-1.6

9.74
4.8

7.06

9.

505 W . 2nd Sr.

San Bernardino, CA 92401

Upland, CA 91786

Overland Bank
16. 27710 Jefferson Ave.
Temecula, CA 92590

It.

Pint Moalala Balik
42142 Big Bear Blvd.
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315

22. 73.()()(} Hwy. Ill
Palm Desert, CA 92260

Goldall'lldlk ....
25. 845 N. Eudid Ave.

27,872

22,064

-22.4

1,194
-52.0

5.41

-28.1

....... c . - l t y Bank
26. 851 W. Foothill Blvd.

17,986
16.2

12,650
6.7

276
-31.2

2.18
1.53

Rialto, CA 92376

Dennis Sbollenborg
Presideni/CEO
(909) 866-5861/866-6345

Presideni/CEO
(619) 240-2262!240-3525

H. Lauren Lewis
President
(619) 564-1857/564-4984

La Quinta, CA 92253

0a1ario. CA 91762

Redlands Centennial Overcomes the Odds to Success

of \epic mbc r W./'JfJ ~

Til. Nonperfonning Loans ($000)
"'• Change
Since Dec. 1992

Total Assets ($000)

8.22

4.28

Roaer M. Myen

President/CEO
(909) 983-4600091-1168
6.25

James S. Cooper
President/CEO
(909) 874-4444!874-6999
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f you could pick any time t.o
open a new bank, three years
ago, during an econom1 c
downturn, would not have been
your f1rst cho1ce Or even your
second Now add to that the bank's
opening days are during the Persian
Gulf war, and you have a recipe for
trouble.
But lookmg at them now, three
years later, you'd never know that
the opening days of Redlands
Centennial Bank were so trying.
They have grown consistently and
currently have $37 mill1on in assets,
and are now a banking force in the
Redlands area.
Still, those first days were
unique.
"The economy was m a slump,
we were treadmg water," sa1d Beth
Sanders, senior vice president and
chief financml officer "It's not like
we had any ch01ce, we had to open.
We started with 12 employees and
we were busy Being small and
having a small staff, we all worked
together and all had to wear
different hats to get us going."
Sanders believes the reason they
were able to overcome the economy
and all the other obstacles was the
larger banks in the area were
ignoring the small-to-medium-sized

I

businesses.
" I think the main reason for
success is we found our niche in the
small-to-medium-sized businesses,"
Sanders said. '"This IS a bank m an
area that hkes customer service. The
people want to be treated well."

Three Years of Growth
In the second quarter of 1994,
Redlands Centenmal posted record
earnings. Their 1994 earnings were
up 500 percent over the same period
a year ago.
The bank's total loans are down
from a year ago, although Sanders
believes this is a reflection of local
loan demand. However, Centennial
has had revenue increases in other
areas.
Sanders said the reason for the
growth was good customer service
that led to word-of-mouth referrals.
She believes banking at Redlands
Centennial is a change from most
banks.
"When you walk in here, the
person you talk to is th e decision
maker," Sanders said. " We can
HEALTH CARE

usu a lly give you a n answer on a
loan in two days."
Centen111al 1s a bank that 1s
trying to be a part of, and give back
to, the community. As the only
locally owned and operated bank in
Redlands, they feel 11 is important to
be mvolved m the area.
"Everybody here has got roots
in the community," Sanders said.
"And, as best we can for a bank our
size, we try to g1ve to the
community. Plus, as a local bank,

our loans are remvestments m th e
community where we' re located ."
To expand what they can o ffer
to local businesses, Centennial has
instituted several new programs
aimed at small-to-medium-sized
bus messes.
The first 1s Small Business
Association loans , which have
gained in populanty and notonety
over the past two years.
Second is the " PC Banking and
Business Manager" program. This

INLAND EMPIRE
BUSINESS JOURNAL

system all ows a customer to have
direct access to the1r account
informatio n from a home or office
computer. The "Business Manager
is also a billing system for accounts
receivable t1ed into a factoring
system.
All of these programs fall into
line with the corporate philosophy
of Redlands Centennial, to be a part
of the community, to reinvest in the
community and to be a partner in
business. •

and
present

VICTORIA L. BRADSHAW
Caljornia Labor

Commissioner

September 29, 1994
Ontario Airport Hilton • 700 N. Haven • Ontario
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• Avoiding costly mistakes with employees to
minimize company liability
• Practice policies to implement with employees
• How to interact \\<ith hearing officers
• Sample policies and procedures manuals ...
and more!

PANELISTS
RICHARD ROTH
Senior Partner
Reid & Hellyer

WILLIAM FLOYD

JETIE ANDERSON

Partner
Best, Best & Krieger

Covington & Crowe

MODERATOR

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

COSPONSORS

WILLIAM ANTHONY
Publisher
Inland Empire Business
Journal

Any person who manages or

Inland Empire Economic
Pannership

affects the activities of employees
in the workplace including:
Owners CEO's, General Managers
Labor Attorneys, Human Resource
Professionals, Consultants. etc.

Partner

Inland Empire Legislative
Task Force

For more infonnation or to make a reservation call: (909) 784-9430
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Design Your Own Database, Without Programming

~
1

\\ \

Soft-ware

~~~e'W~

8

ulread} sktlled in macros and
spreadsheet design can develop

c,~n create a

update the customer's balance. In a

$400.00). But, you

Carlcncloncs

few hours (okay maybe a day or
two of trial and error), you could
write your own accounting
package- one that works the way

f you are like most small
business owners, you \\ant to

Access are the best thing to happen
to the small busmess owner stnce
FAX machines.

you want it to.
In a llat datahase you can create
as many tahles as you like, but

complex database that Integrates
and reports on various types of
informatiOn without writing one
line of code. If you want to
produce full-scale applicattons
(thts docs require writing some
code), you can purchase the

track and report thmgs speCific
to your business. You have scoured
the software racks for hours

FtleM.tker Pro is a "flat"
datahase \\'hat this means is that
your datahase mformauon is stored

look1ng for the perfect program.
llowevc:r, )OU find nothing. or
settle for something that ma) work
1f you modi!) your needs.

111 one table. If you wanted to track
inventor), you \\ ould have to put
n·erything about the tnventOr) in
one database (tahle) and extract the
inlormatwn for ) our various
reports from there

B)

I

Arcn't ) ou t1red of ,tlwa) s
h,1ving to work ,lfound someone
else\, idea of the perfect database
progr.1m' \\hat if )OU could de>~gn
one )OUN!If? One that \~as unique
to your O\\ n business. One that did
ever) thmg ) ou needcd.
\\ell nO\\ you l'an! Flllall).
d,ltahase design is being taken
U\\il) from the "hacker." and gi\'en
to Its nghtlul O\\ ners, the end user.

So, i f you have been
frustrated by all the
generalized software on
the market today and have

Before you stop reading, lct me

dreamed of taking things

""ure ) ou that tf you learned hem
to ust• ) our "ord processor and
sprc.tdshcct, you c,m learn how to

into your own hands and

dc:stgn a d,Jtahase And no, ) ou do
not ha\t! to go to college to learn a
new language

developing your own
company specific
databases, go do it!

There: .trc database programs on
the m,trket toda) that rcyutre ltttle.
tl <tnj. pr0gr.tmm1ng skill- A
no\ tcc lan crl'ate a matltng
a matter of mtnute~ (or

d<tt.1hasc

111

m<~)he

h,ilf hour~)

Someone

Access

ts

a

··rc:Jattonal"

report

~ Physique 2000

on

) our

pertinent

tnformatwn more effictcntly. If
you have a tahlc that contatns all

CO l!PO'i/T/0.\ ' I\" H. r'i"/S

ol your customers, one that
cont ains all of your inventory and
pnc tng, .md one for invOices, you

(lim ' "" <hal")!< ) 7>.1HJI

can design your datahase so that

FREE BOD}'

Wh at lrt' rou Hadt' Of?
II wmph /c 9-pa;:t rcpurt mdudt <:
.. t.Jyf.tt
l}o

• 1.1>

••

fttl

allf-

• • _,., .. r. _ _.,......,.
• • ,.,..,,....,_,_
•

• n

•

•u

•

,..,.... ,.,•

tnh -.rlw
lf.U/f

w hen you

Ill\ o1ce

~.-.:.w

,.,...,._.

J•rmYn "~t~:hl mtuUJxrml'nl /lfUJ:TIIM

/ 11 Ha!.c \ 11 \ pp11111/me n1 Call:

(909) 983-5514

de>elop ro}alty free.

or he ahle to access, your customer
tnformation
/\ rel.tttOnal database ts more
\'ersattle So, why hnng up a flat
datahase at alP Because hleMaker
Pro ts easy to learn and use, is
avatlahle for hoth the Mac and the
PC. is selltng for under $200 00,

today that require little, if

There are database
programs on the market

any, p rogramming skills. A
novice can create a
mailing database in a
matter of minutes (or
maybe half hours).

and C\'en though it may han some
limitations, it is a powerful
program. You can tmport pictures
tnto your datahasc. create huttons
that initiate macros, set up pull
down ltsts, and destgn push button
menus that w til automaticall) take
you to the right data entry screen

If you arc a licensed owner of
Word, Excel, or PowcrPoint, you
can upgrade to Nl1crosoft Office
ProfessiOnal for rough! y the same

or print a report And, for
networked offices using both ~1.1cs

separate!) Shop around though

and PCs, Ftlc:vl,tker Pro lets you
share data across platforms.

bach soft\\are resellcr seem' ll'
have a diftcrcnt pnce

price

as

Access

purchased

Regardless of how much ynu

Aren 't you tired of always

pay for 11, these programs "ill he
worth it One datahasc progr;1m
can write an unlimited number of
dat,lhascs, and each of these

having to work around

databases can he modified as your

someone else 's idea of the

company's needs change
So, 1f you have hecn frustrated

perfect database program?

h) all the generalized software on
the market today and have
dreamed of taking things into your
own hands and developtng your
own company spectfic datahases,

I personally prefer Access. It
gives me the option of ustng

gn do it! With program as c;tsy to

Wizards, which hastcally write the

ynu no longer have to settle for

from the ill\entory tahlc, and print

datahase for me, or lctttng me

something that ts almost what you

the tnvotce The prtnted mvou.. e

destgn tl m) self. It ts muth more

want. !'<ow, you can create exactly

could ,w tornatically contatn the
customer's matltng address, the

pnwc:rful than hleMaker Pro, but

what you need. •

ttern \ dcscnptwn ,md unit pnctng,

unfortunately is not avatlahlc lor
the ~1ac. It t,tkes ,1 little longer to

C'arkne Jones

n et information and the due date.

learn (if

You could also h ave a tab le of

Wizards), requires more effort on

halance due !tc.:ld in the customer
tahle, deduct the ttem(s) invoiced

.,.....,wr~

tiiYZilnhf, fur lhtnr llrnl arr mlrrniN/

developer's k1t and sell what you

a customer, it

"til add the tll\oice total to the

1,..,.,..,~,

•

they will not link up. Information
affecting one t,lblc will not affect
any other. You can design your
invotce tahle so that tl will produce
a report stattng \\hat each
customer owes and another that
states the quanti!) of each item
sold. hut 11 would not update your
tn\'entory list, nor would 11 store,

datJb.tsc Rclatwnal datah,1ses let
you set up numerous t,tblcs to store
your information. The tahlcs can
then Interact (relate) \\lth one
another all<m tng you to access and

•

(.~round

sophisticated data entr} screens,

LJ

•

}OUr part when planning your
d.ltabase, and costs more

queries, and reports Without
wntmg one hne of code.
Two of these programs, Claris'
FileMaker Pro and Microsoft's

U.

)OU don' t usc the

usc as FileN!aker Pro and Access.

ts

Is Your Company at Risk?

IJ!t@j@MI

pa}ments rece1ved that would
mark the
as pa1d and

1n~o1ce
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the lead mstruclor ~I

The C'nmpulcr Tam111g C'enlcr .11

S

econd to people, your
business records are your
organtzat10n's most valuable
assets. Often, controlling these
records ts left to chance, creatmg a
senous potential for disaster.
Whether you already have a
systemattc records and information
management program in place or
you are starting from the ground up,
don't miss this opportunity to learn
from the experts!
"Info '94
Records &
Technology in Partnership" is a
cooperative effort between the local
UIEC Association of Record
Managers and Administrators
(ARMA) chapter, the Riverside
County Clerk-Recorder's Office and
the Southern California City Clerks'
Assoctation (SCCA). This one day
Seminar and Technology Show will
be held at the Riverside Convention
Center on Tuesday, Oct. 18, 1994.
ARMA
is
the
leading
professional organ1zatton in the
expanding fteld of records and
information management and has
more than 12,000 members
worldwide, mcluding chapters m the
United States, Canada and 28 other

New Leader Takes Helm of
Health Care Association
ast month James 0 Barber
took over as prestdent of
the Hospital Council of
Southern California (HCSC), the
largest metropolitan hospttal
association in the nation. Barber
replaces Stephen W. Gamble, who
retired.
Barber is the fourth president
in the 71-year history of the
organization.
Over the past five years Barber
has become a recognized voice in
healt h care reform, and has
p u blished several essays on the
subject in health care jou rnals. H e
has spearhea d ed local healt h
refor m
efforts,
expanded
m e m bersh t p and developed a
number of educational forums and
in tegration progra ms that reach
out to other healt h care providers .
B a r ber no w must h e l p the
H CSC usher in a new era of
h eal th care delivery and make
s ure the organization conti nues to
m eet the needs of a changing
health care marketplace.
"'We are treme ndously excited

L

CnmputcrLAmd. Mnnlcl.ur
HEALTH CARE

countries ARMA has 145 local
chapters in maJOr ctttes and areas
throughout the U S which provide
networking
and
leadership
opportunities through monthly
meetings and semmars.
In 1992, ARMA International
honored the Upland Inland Empire
Chapter (UIEC/ARMA) as "Chapter
of the Year'' for its educational
efforts. UIEC/ARMA is the leading
Records
and
InformatiOn
Management group 111 the Inland
Empire and has achteved this
standing through its annual seminar,
regular educational meetings, and
special RIM projects.
Info '94 is the largest semmar
and technology show tn the Inland
Emptre and each year it continues to
grow. Last year there were 300
participants in the seminar and over
60 vendors demonstrating their
products.
Info '94 will offer educational
sessions on: Basic records
management (including retention
scheduling, storage, retneval and
destruction); disaster recovery; the
various ways Southern Caltfornia
companies are using different

HEALTH CARE

and pleased to announce this
appointment," satd Daniel
Herlinger, chairman of the board
for HCSC. "With the evolution
of health care delivery, including
the impact of managed care,
capitation and integration, we
will look to Jim for guidance and
leadership tn moving the
association forward."
Wtth the appointment, Barber
also became chairman of the
board of COHR, the Hospital
Council's for-profit subsidiary,
and the CEO of the Nat tonal
Health Foundation, a non-profit
community benefit affiliate. All
three of these organtzations
together make up the Center for
Health Resources
Pnor to hts tenure at HCSC.
Barber
served
as
the
admimstrator of Daniel Freeman
Memorial Hospital in Inglewood.
Before that he was executive
vice president and chief
operating officer of Queen of t he
Valley Hospttal in West Covina.

•

t4Ht"MM 1

technologies (includtng opllcal dtsk)
to manage their companies'
information; the effects of movmg
from a traditional records funcllon
to an electronic arena; electroniC
imaging; the key elements of
microfilming; and managing people
in a team environment
Technology ts advancing so
rapidly that it ts difficult to keep up!
The Info ' 94 technology show will
help you decide which technologies
are right for you and which vendor

has the nght solutions.
This is an invaluable educallonal
opportunity to expand your records
and information management
knowledge. So act now and register
early by contacting the Riverside
County Clerk-Recorder's Office at
(909) 275-1964 for scmtnar
registration or contact Gina
Martinez-Doke, city of Fontana at
(909) 350-6617 for further
information on partictpating as a
vendor in the technology show. •

Records and Information Management
One Day Seminar and Technology Show

INFO '94

Records & Technology
in Partnership

OCTOBER 18, 1994 at the Riverside Convention Center
Edu cational S essions include:
Basic Records Management • Disaster Preparedness
Impact of Electronic Imaging on Staff • Micrographics
Panel Discussion on Technology • Electronic Imaging
Paperless Office & Records Storage • Managing People
Techn ology Show w ith over 60 Exhibitors Show
Co-sponsored by UIEC/ARMA, Co. of Riverside Clerk-Recorder's
Office and the Southern California City Clerks' Association
For a registration packet or more information call (909) 275-1964

Nobody wants to put
callers 'on-hold,, but...
... it happens.
~

the advantages of having

~rle«ti6~
'on-hold':
~

Acquire greater name recognition.
Boost customer referrals.
~ Create greater awareness of company capabilities.
~ Decrease incomtng call abandonment.
~ Educate callers about products and services
~ Enhance your company image.
~ Gain a competitive edge.
~ Improve customer service.
~ Introduce sales and promotions
~ Keep callers' interest centered on your company.
~ Maximize return of existing marketing investments.

~

~

INCREASE PROFITABLE SALES!

Calll-800-747-2562 today!
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Displaced Defense Workers Get Second Chance
Training Funds Available for Small Businesses
The defense industry is not alone in confronting California's economic
slump. Many small busmesses are faced with the need to be more compelttive
than ever before, and they discovered that one way to do th1s Is to upgrade their
manufacturing processes as well as their employee's skills. This goal has been
a~ded by funds from the state tra•ning programs
However, according to a recent article by syndicated columnist Jane
Applegate in the Los Angeles Times, up until the past year, retraining funds
often went begg•ng for lack of public awareness. Applegate interviewed Gerald
Geismar. executive director of Califorma's Employment Training Panel, who told
her the Panel is one of the state's best-kept secrets. It is a secret, even though
in its 11 years of operation it has handed out $90 million 1n tra1nmg funds, more
than any other state training program.
Applegate indicated a jump of almost 300 percent from thre3 years ago in
the number of small busmesses that applied for training dollars from the
California Employment Training Panel. In 1993, 2,300 small businesses received
funds, according to Ge1smar, and SO percent of them had fewer than SO
employees
Small bus1nesses can take advantage of ETP funds and avoid a lot of
paperwork by sending employees to community college classes.
For information on how to apply for these training funds, write to the State
Employment Training Panel, Marketing Dept., 800 Capitol Mall , MIC-64,
Sacramento, CA 95814.
Some training tips from Applegate's article are important enough to be
repeated here. If you are a small business:
• Don1 wait for your biggest customers to demand that you retrain your
workers. Find out how you can upgrade their skills now.
• Contact your industry trade association for information about available
industry-specific traimng programs.
• Join with other small business owners to share the cost of hiring trainers
• Ask your major corporate customers if your employees can attend any of
their training sessions.
nps from other sources include:
• Contact Dean Gary Kelly of San Bernardino Valley College for information
on vocational classes at 909/888-6S11 , ext. 1696
• Contact your local Employment Development Department for information.
• CaB the state Employment Training Panel at 818/SOs-6200 . .&

POLLUTION PREVENTION
PAY$!
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Continued From Page 5

Counc 11s and their Inland Empire
reemploy ment efforts . DefCon II
provides point of referral co ntact,
assess ment, co unseling , and
enrollment into vocational
programs. Accordtng to DefCo n
II 's John Keyon , the major focus
of his organizatton 1s to foster
relationships among business ,
education, g o vernment and the
displaced worker communities.
"All parties involved benefit
from this approach, " Keyon said.
"Most important, however, is the
opportunity for the unemployed
defense worker to gain skills in
occupations that are and will
remain in demand over the
coming years. Rands Systems has
provided an exemplary mode! for
the employment and training
community to follow."
As the largest private sector
defense conversion training
provider in the United States,
DefCon II administers over $15
million per year for retraining
activities. Their staff, which
includes professionals from
industry, education and the
government, prov1des retraining
services by contracting with
universities, colleges, employers,
pnvate
sector
training
organizations and governmental
entities.
Rands Systems, Inc. is the
training center they chose for the
San Bernardino Valley College
displaced worker program.
Rands, which is already teaching
at three other community colleges
in California, then chose SBVC
for their location.
Rands Systems developed the
manufacturing
technology
training program with the advtce
of business leaders throughout
the state. The equipment used for
the training is the most advanced
availahle and places the student
in a real world manufacturing
environment.
Rands Systems is now
screening
former
Hughes
employees to select those who
qualify and would best benefit
from the retraining. Over the oneyear period of the Hughes
program at SBVC, Rands expects
to retrain 100 former Hughes
employees and prepare them for
positions in the commercial
market.
Accord1ng to Rands Systems'

Dennis Jones , one of the main
reas o ns Rands ch ose SBVC a s
their p a rtn e r w as Dr. William
Clark e , who i s a p r ofesso r of
vocatwnal educatton there as well
as an award - w1nnin g vo ca twnal
teacher at Fontana High School.
"Dr. Clarke e x e mpltfies the
qualtty
of
v o cational
professionals required to ma intain
productivity standard s that
challenge out-of-state and foreign
competition, " said Jones. "His
professional standards and ability
to motivate the student to learn
are one of the reasons we selected
San Bernardino Valley College as
our partner."

San Bernardino Valley
College Center for
Vocati o nal Classes
The new vocational classes
for displaced workers are only the
latest in a series of classes that
serve potential manufacturing and
vocational workers. SBVC has
been expanding its menu of
vocational courses while most
other local community colleges
are eliminating them. According
to SBVC Dean Gary Kelly, the
college wants to be a pipeline to
the local communities for
qualified vocational workers.
"There is a real need for qualified
machinists
and
welders,
automotive and aeronautics
workers, and trained construction
and refrigeration workers," said
Kelly, "and SBVC has made
those classes available to meet
that need.
"We are here to serve the
community," Kelly said, "and we
feel that the way to improve the
economic situation 111 the Inland
Emptre 1s to provide the best
training possible for those
students who prefer vocational
fields. For those students who are
not sure what they want, we
provide career exploration and
aptitude tests, and encourage
them to come in for any
assistance we can provide."
Local students, while not able
to attend the Rands Systems
retraining classes this year unless
they
arc
former
Hughes
employees, can look forward to
next year, when the equipment
and the classes w11l be open to
the general public . .&
HEALTH CAR E
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VIB Welcomes Local Loan Specialists to Indio Loan Center

V

alley Independent Bank
recent l y announced the
open 1ng of 1ls Loan
Center in IndiO, a move aimed at
g1ving the financ1a l •nslilution
greater ncxlhiltty and presence in
th e Coachella Valley. Bank
Pres1denl Denn1s Kern pledged
that, because so many customers
arc undcrserved by other hanks 111
th e area, the Loan Center\ ma1n
goal wi ll he to prov 1de supertor
c u s tomer service S taff1ng t he
L oan Ce n ter will he fou r l ocal
loa n specialists whose exper11~e
covers all aspects of commercial
le nding
J oseph Scarna, Bus1ncss
D evelopment Off1cc r for t h e
cente r, co mes to V IB from Wells
!·argo Bank. Joseph's stro ng suit is
SBA 7 A real ~:s t ate loans, but h1 s
ObJCC liV c 1s to ensu re that eve ry
loan customer's needs are met A
Palm Desert resident, J oe
un ders tands t he unique n eeds of
h1s c ustomers . li e e x pla 1ns tha t
\\hol e most banks foliO\\ .1 nal1o nal
o r s l <~ t c model \\ hen .tpJHO\ i ng
loans, a t V IB " wt: model ourselves
after the comm umty \\ c're tn "
Ri c h a rd K r1ch is th e Loa n
C e n te r's
Sm a ll
Bu st n e ss
Admtn ist rati o n iC omm e rcial Loa n
Otficer. With o v e r 24 years o f
banking cxpertt: ncc, Richard fully
understands the 1ns-and-outs of
SBA and commerc1al lending
Richard explained that he sees the
introduction ot the Loan Center in
Indio as proof of VIB's
commitment to growth in the
Coachella Valley community.
Having previously worked in
an independent hank env1ronment,
Scan Johnson, Assistant Vtce
Pres1dent/ Real Estate Construction
Loan Officer, says he prefers the
"family type atmo~phcrc'' of
independent hanks and adds that
VIB cxempltfics that philosophy.
"Without a doubt, the success
of VIB ~~ due to the fact that we
have taken the time to cater to
and
indiv1duals.
families
businesses in the community."
Jack Brittatn, Sr. V1ce
Pres1dcnt and Credtt Administrator
for VIB rounds out the roster of
experts at the Loan Center. Jack,
who has hccn with the bank since
llJHX, says that part of VIB's

H EALTH CARE

"By providing superior
customer service and
quality financial products,
VIB ensures its position as
a financial leader in all the
communities we serve, "
Brittain said.

commitment to growth is cnsunng
tha t the needs of its customers arc
ah\ ays met. This enahlcs VIB to
pronde the high lev cl of customer
scrv1cc for wh1ch 1t has become
lam<His Bntta1n quotes VIB's
m1ss10n
statement
when
explaining the bank's overall goal
and success in the Coachella
V,illcy.
"B)
providing
supe r ior
customer service and quality
financ1al products, VI B ensures its

postttOn as a financial leade r in all
thc com m unities we serve,"
Brittain sa1d
Valley Independent Bank
currently h.1s tour branches 1n the
lmpertal Valley - located in 1:.1
Centro, lloltvillc, Brawley and
Calex1co VIB also has one branch
1n Coachella as well as the Ind io
Loan Center. For a dd 1tio n a l
mformation on V IB 's serv1ces and
products, please call (619) 775-

5600 •
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SBA Loans: A Closer Look

'' Ai

SBA lo.111 is often
the anS\\ er for many
nland
Empne
businesses," says Vance \Vel ch,
SBA loan officer With North
C'ount) Bank "The loans make
good business sense for many
reasons."
Because of the d1fficult
economic limes that most Southern
Californians have faced since 1990,
obtaming financing for a business
has not been an easy task However,
the Small Business Administration
loans are guaranteed by the

What
makes the
perfect

government and are m,tking 11
easier for borrower and banks to
prov1de tht• funds.
Some business owners arc still
not sure whether an SBA loan
would be the right choiCe for them,
so '-ir. Welch answered some of the
most asked questions about them
Q: Many people thmk SBA loans
are confusmg. Is this true?
Welch : Any type of financing can
he confusing The difference
between financing a home and a
piece of business property is like

mght ,1nd day The rcsponsihdit)
lies with the lender to 1nform the
borrower just \\hat 11 required, what
tl will cost and how long tl will
take. Do1ng business with an
mexpericnced SBA lender can he a
frustrating experience for both the
borrower and the lender. It is tor
th1s reason that the potentJal SBA
borrower should choose an SBA
lender wisely. A borrower should
check the records and see how
much volume the bank does m SBA
loans. Above all, ask the lender for
references and make some calls.

North County Bank can gtve prelimtnary loan approvals
withtn five bustness days of receiving a completed loan
appl1cation.

SBA
Lender?

We provide prompt and courteous service because we
believe that taking care of your business is our business.

North County Bank's expertise in SBA lending has been
awarded the coveted CLP status by the SBA So let one
of our dedicated SBA lenders go to work FOR YOU .

NCB
Celebrating 20 Year5 of Service
Tenlec:Ua

(909) 676-6500
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Give Vance Welch a call today and let him take care
of all your SBA needs -465-7698.

Murriela
(909) ~.()026

Barri
(909) 849'?&os

Beaumont

(909) 845·2605

Q: What are the benefits of an SBA
loan?
Welch . The SBA loan offer'> several
benefits including competitive
interest rates and lower downpayment. Only I 0% required on
commercial real est te and
sometimes 100% ftn.tnctng IS
available for purchasing new
equipment. SBA loans offer .t better
term of loan- 7-15 yc<~rs on
equipment and 25 years on real
estate, fully amortized, no call
There is also no prepayment
penalty to a borrower.
Q: Does the SBA provide start-up
financing?
Welch Start-up financing 1s
available. The SBA requires the
borrower to put one-third of the
start-up costs into a down payment
and will finance the remaimng twothirds over a loan term of 10 years.
Q. What types of loans are
available?
Welch The two areas where SBA
loans make the most sense is real
estate and equipment, simply
because of the lower down payment
and longer term. SBA loans are
available for working cap1t,tl,
inventory, expansion and deht
consolidation There are even some
lines of credit av;ulahle although
these are not that common yet.
Q: You mentiOned obtaining real
estate loans from SBA. Could you
explain them in more detail?
Welch: The SBA offers excellent
programs for the purchase of
commercial property refinancing,
construction and improvements or
expansion. As I mentioned before,
these types of SBA loans can go up
to 90% loan-to-value and have a
fully amortized 25-year term with
no call, no pre-payment penalty.
Q: How are the costs of an SBA
loan compared to a conventional
business loan?
Welch: The costs are very
comparable; however, in the case of
an SBA commercial real estate
loan, these expenditures would
occur only once over a 25-year
period as opposed to a conventional
loan that is generally renewed every
five years
Q : How long does it take to obtain
an SBA Loan?
Welch: Funding of an SBA loan
realistically takes six to eight
weeks, depending on what the
fund~ are being used for. Real estate
requires an appraisal which takes an
extra two weeks. However, the
bank can supply the customer with
a commitment letter in about a
week. This letter spells out the
structure and cost of the loan. •
HEALTH CARE

ou might say that PacifiCare
co\·ers a lot of ground.
Because in addition to
providing coverage for things
like checkups, doctor visits
,md emergencies, our managed c,1rc
pl.ln 110\\ serves nearlv all of California.
In fact, PacifiCare t(xhy boasts one
o~ the largest geographic scn·ice areas
ot any California HMO. Which is good
news for companies with statewide

operations. Or companies on the road
to growth.
And with over21,000 physicians,
almost 300 hospitals, and more than
600,000 members, PacifiCare can show

PacifiCare'

you the -;av.
If you re
interested in the benefits of PacifiCare's
statewide coverage, just let us know.
And we'll map it out for you.
Call909-824-7561.

IF YOU'RE WONDERING

WHAT OUR HFALTH PIAN COVERS,
WE'D SAY ABOUT
77 THOUSAND S RE MILES.
'..\
\r

(,
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Why

by Camille Bounds Travel Eduor

fatnilies count on U.S.
During evenings and

on U.S. FamilyCare know

weekends, you can phone

they' re getting the finest

for personal medical
advice from a trained reg-

can too.

istered nurse. And for

Because when you

senior citizens, our U.S.

choose U.S. FamilyCare

FamilyCare coordinators

for your family's health

help you get the most out

care, you get 270 physi-

of your senior health plan.

cians in 42 convenient

We also have health

offices who are commit-

education and wellness

ted to provid ing you with

programs, as well as a

the kind of care you

high-risk OB program to

deserve. Our teams of dedicated professionals

help insure your baby is

treat you like you're a member of the family.

FamilyCare, your care is covered by all the

At U.S. FamilyCare you choose your own
personal doctor, one

to.

Your

doctor will toke the time
to get to know you as
an individual and go
out of the way lo make

Romans and tourists alike
Iromcally, it was built wllh funds
supplied by the French. There are
137 Spanish Steps that ascend to a
square on the top that is the home
of the Church of Tnmta de1 Mom.

omans can convey as much
mean1ng, passion and
emot1on
\\'lth
facial
expressions and body language as
with their uttered words-often
more. It is possible for two Romans
to carry on a conversation across a
street from one another, in spite of
impenetrable traffic noise, simply
by gestures and gnmaces.
Their city is much the same, 11
speaks volumes hy just 1ts looks. It
is a c1ty of legend, a cit) steeped in
h1story.

R

A G onou Anttquated
Attraction

Rome- Piazza Navona. Photo: Camille Bounds

care possible. And you

you can relate
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ROME: Forever and Eternal
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The families that count
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0

IT.S.

born

healthy. At U.S.

major HMOs and insurance plans.

C

.ramily are

So no matter

which one you belong to,
your family can be part
of our family.

So next time you have
open enrollment where
you work, be sure to

sure your visit is as comfortable and pleasant

choose a health plan that lets you count on U.S.,

as possible.

or call our toll-free number today.

History and Legend
Trying to separate history from
legend in this city is almost an
impossibility.
Accordmg to legend, Rome was
founded by the tw1n brothers
Romulus and Remus. In the coat of
arms of the city today you can see
the two as babies. The theory 1s that
Rome is named after Romulus.
H1story tells us that in the
beginning Rome was ruled by
kmgs. In the sixth century B.C., the
heads of the Roman families of
noble birth formed a republic wh1ch
was to last for 500 years.
Rome grew from a city into a
state, and its people became
masters
of
architecture,
admmistration and warfare. Their
palaces, bridges, aqueducts and
roads were built with such excellent
exacting skill that most are still
standing today.
In the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries, a great new era of art and
learning was introduced into
Europe through Rome, called the
Renaissance. The popes used their
wealth to employ some of the
world's most outstanding artists to
rebuild their churches and palaces.
It's a legacy that made Rome one of
the most beautiful cities in the
world today.

Rome: A City to be Savored
U.S FamilyC:are Qnters: Fontana • Hemet • Montclair • Moreno Valley • Ontano • Pomona
R anch o C ucamon ga • Rtalto • R tverside • San Bemardino • San Dimas • Temecula • Upland • Wildomar
Chino M edtcal Group • Apple Valley M edical Group: Hesperia • Victorville
Rtverside M edical Chnic: R Lverside • A rlington • Canyon Springs • Corona • De Anza • Indiana Ave.

Call ToU Free 1 (800) 3SS-USFC

Rome is a city built to be
looked at, its splendid streets
designed expressly as a setting fit
fo r d ai l y pomp and ce remon y.
Piazzas like theatrical sets were the
delight of powerful popes and of
their architects commissioned to
adorn the city. Laid out to impress
pilg rims, envoys and fo reign rulers
v isi tin g th e city, the Piazza del

Popolo was the first sight to greet
the eyes of a traveler arrivmg from
the north; and the Piazza San P1etro
met the vis1tor approach1ng St
Peter's Basilica.

The Smallest Country
m the World
Yat1can City is a small but
wealthy and powerful state. Here
the Pope IS absolute ruler. The
smallest state in the world is
located on 108 acres on a hill west
of the Tiber River. A high thick
wall separates this mighty I ittle
country from Rome. Over two
thousand people live and work here
operating their own newspaper, post
office and mint. They even have
their own flag, and a few of their
enterprising businesses include a
mosaic workshop, a power plant, a
print shop, an observatory and a
model railway station.
This little but mighty country is
the home of St. Peter's Basilica
where the Sistine Chapel, the
private chapel of the popes, and its
famous ceiling can be found.
Michelangelo spent four years lying
on his back on scaffolding to paint
the famous ceiling that he covered
with the largest painting ever to be
completed by a single artist. This
genius also created the stunning
statue, La Pieta, that is also located
within these walls. (This is one
version of three he created. Another
can be found in Florence and
another in Milan).
Beautiful gardens, eight
museums, five galleries and
libraries containing the finest
collection of rare hooks, ancient
manuscripts
and
historical
documents in Europe are located
within this tiny, self-sufficient city.

It IS guarded hy its own small army
of well-tramed Swiss guards who
still wear the colorful uniforms
dcs1gned hy Michelangelo.

Fountains Fountams
Everywhere
You will notice while in Rome
that the sound of water is always
present. There are between three
hundred and four hundred fountains
of every size and shape all over
Rome.
After the Renaissance, master
sculptors and arllsts of that era left
Rome with a legacy of the most
beautiful collection of fountains
found on earth.
One of Rome's most famous
landmarks is the spectacular Trevi
Fountam, (Fontana di Trevi),
sculpted by Nicola Salvi in the
eighteenth century. You must throw
a coin into the water so you will be
sure of returning to this glorious
city some day. The Piazza Novona
is the showplace for three beautiful
fountains sculpted by Bernini. The
Fountain of Four Rivers is a
wonderful display of his creative
genius, completed in 1651. It
depicts four figures representing the
Nile, the Ganges, the Danube and
the River Plate. Another of his
works can be found at the bottom of
the renowned Spanish Steps, the
Fountain of the Barcaccia (the Old
Boat). This fountain is in the shape
of a boat that is said to mark the
spot where a barge washed up when
the Tiber overflowed.

The ruins of the Colosseum are
majestic even in decay. Known as
Flavian Amphitheaters originally, it
is considered Rome's most famous
monument. Built by Emperor
Vespasian about two thousand years
ago, it was built to hold 50,000
spectators.
The monument has been in
great disrepair and, 111 the past
years, restoration attempts have
been applied, giving visitors a
difficult time imagining what
was- its actual appearance. On the
second level, there is a scale model
of what the Colosseum looked like
originally. Besides being used as a
fortress at one t1me, it was also a
stone
quarry
during
the
Renaissance Era, where huge pieces
of rock and most of the marble was
pilfered to build palaces and
churches.

Rome Goes On and On
Rome is impossible to
completely cover in a month, let
alone a two-week vacation. (I have
just touched on a part of her history
and elegantly beautiful areas.) See
and enjoy as much as you can remember there are thousands of
years of history, legends and myths
to forage through. Keep in mind the
old cliche "Rome wasn't built in a
day," and you will understand why
you 'II need time to see the real
Rome.

How to Get There
Alitalia Airways offers nonstop flights from LAX. Connecting
flights are offered by United, TWA,
Delta, KLM, Air France and
Swissair.
A few cruise lines have Rome
as a port of call on their itinerary.
Camille Bounds is the travel editor for

A Place for Relaxing

Inland Empire Business Journal and the

The Spanish Steps is a
delightful place to visit and relax
and people watch. It is a favori te of

She wilt answer any !ravel quest1ons. Please

Western Division of Sunrise Publications.
call or write her at P.O. Box 1005, Morgan

Hilt. CA 95038. (408) 779-3963.
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& Entertainment Guide

expected to a rrive shortly after the
Catch 30 minutes of the best
Inland Empire restaurant reviews
two times a week on KVCR lV 24,
the Inland Empire's PBS station.
Table for Two is the only
restaurant review show of its kind
on television. The show airs .. .
6:30p.m. on Tuesdays
and 6:30 p.m. Saturdays.

h) Ingrid Anlhony

A Tale of Two Restaurants
DANTE' S-a " FAIRY TALE "
EASTERN EUROPEAN
RESTAURANT
or something very diffe rent
111
ethnic
dining
exper1ences. try Dante ' s
restaurant 111 's e1~port Beach.
Dante's, an Intimate "fairy ta le"
Eastern European restaurant,
lllerall) is a stone's throw from

F

the John Wayne Airport and the
huh of Newport Beach's business
distnct. II is a delightful getaway
from the humdrum of daily

IF FINDING
MISSING
CHllDREN
WERE
THIS EASY,

WE WOULDN'T

s toic customer. A small parquet
da nce floo r wi th a baby g ra nd sets
the stage for the lively and spirited
Russ1an entertainment performed
every T hurs d ay,
Saturda) nrght

F r iday

h ut Dan te's offers Hu ngarian and
Ge rma n d ishes as well. Try t h e
world renow n ed (a t
least
accord111g to Russ 1an food c ritics)

served wi th yogurt he rb sau ce fo r

ln

fan, Sllll c the rn.•oml

~!xluctrd

h ~ parent,
thn m1gl-· not •nhz thC\ 'rc:
"m1"n,.:'' at aU Tl'Jt\ 1\ h 1t m1h-s
ur 1ch tou •her 1rd 11h l h n
,I,K.IIIg 1 r 1 our hdr
ln <Jl. prok~ Ill 1l c 1pacm 1 1
r 11gl • hl 1hk to 1dcnntl ~ bd.llt,d

Jd

(sauteed mush rooms, bell peppers,
eggplant, olives and art1chokes);
or fried calamari for appetizers .
Pasta selections are extensive-

excellent, and with 29 varieties of
Volka its clientele rema1ns very
faithful
Dante's 1s an ideal place for
supper before and after the opera
or symphony when vrsiting the
Orange County Performrng Arts
Center-or take your out-of-town
guests arr1ving at John Wayne
Airport for a specral epicurean
de l ight.
Dante's is a must if
you 're interested in exqu isite and
mag n1 ficen t Eastern European
cuisine and l 1ke good value.
D i n in g d oesn' t ge t be tt er t h a n
this-and few res ta u rants can
hoast about having it all!
IS

located at 170 I

Cunnrhtan Wa) , Ne\\porl Beach, and the
phone numher is (714) 955-1H21

Ilos

open Monday rhrough Thursday from II
a.m . lo II p.m , and on Friday unt;l I. lO
p.m and Salurdays 5 p.m. to I :10 p.m .
Danle's is closed on Sund.oy

Bava ri a n s p i n ach a n d crab m ea t
soup--one o f the h est sou ps eve r
sa mpl ed hy thr s c ustome r. Dante\
e xot1c en t ree selec t iOns a re just
!>lunr11ng and yet so affo rd<tble

A

sumptuo us Tou rnc dos Alexa nde r
"..,ened on a layer of baked

A GRAND OPENING FOR
NAPOLI ITALIAN
RESTAURANT IN
LOMA LINDA

A

new

Ita l ian

restauran~ just opened 111

l.oma L111da. and the
owners arc hoping Inland Lmpirc

($ 16 '>0), chicken haked 111 clay

resident'i will come and sample

Amic.h

the classic ltal1an food that 1s
hc ing served Thrs restaurant will

IS

stuffed wllh dned fruit,

almond.,
and ~ened \uth an
llpricot yogurt sauce (S 1--1.50), or
huckleherr) duck (crisp) half duck
served wll h '>OUr cherry sauce) is

S liL50.

carbonara,
and
fettuccine
primavera to name a few. Seafood
dishes, such as l111guini with
shrimps parmrgiana or with
calamari, and chicken and veal
d1shes are excellent cho1ces
a\allable to Napoli's new
customers. Traditional Italian
desserts, suc h as tirumisu,
cappuccino cake, canoll, are h1gh
recommendat ions as a delightful
f111tsh to the mea l- along wit h, of
co u rse, a c u p of cappucc1no or
espresso.

he .1 favorite tor those looking for
good fond and reasonable p rices.

O f co u rse, stu rgeo n

Russia n sty le, s trogan o ff, s mctana ,

dinn e r. T he r es ta u ra nt is large

vea l pkhali a nd num e ro us othe r

e n o u g h for th e c rowd s th a t are

·;e.~
*
M ead on Wine
by Jerry D. .Head

A Perfect Score
ca n 't remember the last lime I
gave a wrne a perfect I 00 points
for quality. I'm pretty sure I've
done 11 before, but l can't recall the
wine. Even scores from 95 to 99 are
as rare as a stra1ght-talking
polit1cian ...so you know when I g1ve
a 100, the w1ne 1s something
special.

!

Best Buy Wine of the
Month:

Complete children's me;~ls are
only ahout $4.50. Considering
that "fresh 1s the best" 1s Napoli's
motto and comhmed with its fa 1r

also contains some Palomino.
The technique for mak111g the
wines included some " baking"

prices, we can he assu red that this

(heating of the wine) to accelerate

Loma l inda resta u ra nt w il l he a
huge success. Don 't wa lk, run! .A

the aging through a kind of
controlled maderization. The wines
are meant for sipping at the e nd of a

If pizza is yo ur favori te Italian

meal, then you w il l be delighted
whe n you glance at the selections
a n d p rices . Large p 1zzas (16")
sta rt at only $7.50- qu1 te a
bargain 111 today's world of h1gh
p1zza prices. If you insist on
having a glass of wi n e o r beer
w11h )OUr dinner, then r eally
conside r you r self lucky upon
c nt e r111 g Na p o li 's.
This is
Lorna Li nda tha t se rves a lcohol
No It a li a n r es ta u ra nt wou l d be
comple te Witho ut a n ice g lass of
red wine, and I g u ess even the
loca l politicians agreed on that.
Entree pn ces, such as chicken
mea l which mcludes soup or salad,
garlic hread and a side of pas ta.

:\'apol i 's is a great place for a
q u1 c k l un c h or l eis ure ly It a l ia n

· ~. * *

Tre nt a du e 1973 ''Ca lifo rn ia"
Angelica ($25 for 375m I)
T he first thing I satd ahout the
wine w hen I noticed 11 was exactly
:21 years old is, "This wrne 1s old
enough to dnnk itself'" The first
thmg I did after the first sip of this
wi ne was write a big "99" on my
note pad .
The seco nd thing I d1d was ask
m yse l f, for w h at reason was I
ho lding bac k that o ne tiny point?
Th e wine is flawless and I can' t
even d1ng it a point for needing a
httle age From a trad1tion that has
almost d isappea red (this may he the
las t of its kind avai l ab le in a n y
reaso nabl e qu a ntit y), An geli ca is
brandy-enriched wine that IS cousin
to both Cream She rry and Ta wny
Port, but us ually made from the
Miss ion grape th a t was the
foundation of all Californi a
winemaking. This particular version

and veal. ave rage ahout $9.00 per
great.

.--------;;

spaghetti Bolognese, rigatoni

probab ly t he o nl y restaurant in

o nl y $ 4 75) o r m a n y s l y l es of
s mo ked eel; follow it up wi th the

apples and a black currant sauce

[~]CHILD
FIND
OF AMERICA ff\C

very healthy. Fi nish off the dmner
with one of 1ts lnsp~ratlonal
desserts-charlot ka, shtrudel or a

Dante s Restaurant

T he cuisi ne is main ly Russian,

i'. drcn don t

rti\C

buffalo mozzarella with fresh basil
and olive oil), antipasto Napoli

flam 1ng coffee dnnk w1th liquor
and fresh cream. The wrne list is

The Win e Cellar

Offerings for dinner m1ght
include: mozzarella Caprese
(slices of fresh tomatoes and

entrees are also on the menu for
true ethnic dining. Portions are

and

eggs cav 1a r ( th ree eggs w ll h
vegetabl e caviars, deep-fried a nd

,f t~ .1 1 •'~

I

business
conferences
and
e x ecu 11ve meetings. W ith rls
dimly Ill din mg. G) ps) music. and
pnvate, cozy boo ths, it ca pt ures
the romantrc side of even the most

NEED YOUR
HELP.
JCl\ <

d1scovery of lis tasty menu items.
Tables are well spaced assuring a
quiet and discreet meal. Service is
warm and food IS excellent.

Napoli hal tan Rcslauranl is locarcd al
24960 Rcdland> Boulevard

Ill

Loma

l.tnda-phonc numher " (909) 796-J770.

meal or as a nightcap, because they
are both sweet and relatively high in
alcohol (18 to 20 percent). A usual

serving would he ahout three
ounces. The underlying frull here 1s
ripe plum, hut you really have to
searc h for 11 because there is so
much else go1ng on ... huller,
hultcrscotch, caramel. vanilla, a
touch of anise and something kind
of nutty. It 1s unbelievably delicious
and is so smooth and butterycreamy that it slides down your
throat in a most voluptuous way.
The wme's only flaw ;s that it is the
enemy of temperance. You will
want to drink more than you should.
Ratmg: 100/90.
I'll quit talk111g ahout this wine in
a mlllute, but there's more. It's
berng released rn a fancy boule
imported from Italy, adorned w1th
California popptes, to celebrate
Trentadue's 25 th Annrversary. And
yes, $25 is a lot of money for a halfbottle of dessert wine, but Jt 's still a
"Best Buy" because of age, quality
and r ari t y. T here are only a few
hundred cases of this beauty
It has JUSt heen released and \nil
be available in selected outlets
throughout California and in a
handful of out-of-state markets. For
information on nea rest retailer or
restaurant offering the wine, contact
the Trentadue Winery, 19170
Geyserville Ave., Geyserville, C A
954·H (707) ..133-310--1.
Leo and Lvelyn Trentadue were
grape growers rn the Santa C la ra
Valley before mov1ng to Sonoma
Cou n ty's Alexander Valley and
opcn 1ng a w tn e ry i n 1969. T hey
have always heen more grower than
vintner, and still sell grapes to some
of the most famous names in w ine
country Son, Vic, is vrneyard
manager, son-rn-law, Larry Biage, is
w in e m a k e r a nd o th e r fa mil y
me mbe rs are also rnvolved rn th1 s
v ineyard a nd winery w ith an Italian
heritage.
Trentadue means "32'' in Italian,
and that numb e r appears o n th e
winery's label. Don' t ask me how a
family came to be named after a
number. I don ' t know. Trentadue 's
s tre ngth has a lways been in the
quality of its fruit and straightforward, honest , mostly red wrnes.
What th e wines might lack in
finesse and complexity, they usually
make up for with intensity and size.
Give winemaker Biage some fancy
French oak barrels, and he would

by side 111 the same vrneyard. This
particular vrneyard contains almost
equal percentages of Petite S1rah,
Zinfandel, Cangnanc and Ahcante
Bouschet, plus a handful of
unidentified whrte grapevines.
White grapes going into red wines is
fairly common in old world
vineyards, even today. Ripe, but not
overripe, with flavors lcanrng to
plum and something wild and
brambly, a lmost peppe ry, in t he
finish Rat111g: 87/84.
Trentadue also ma kes an intense
Merlot (88/88), a nearly forgo tt en
Carignane (88 /84 ), an award winning Sangiovese (89/87) a nd a
dynamite Pettie S1rah Port (90/97).
An unusual, and a little too sweet
for me, Merlot Pon (80'84) just won
a gold medal at L.A. County Fair. .A

certamly wrn more medals than he
already has.
Trentadue 1992 "Son oma" Petite
Sirah ($11)
I \\ rsh I couiJ get away \\ ith
calling this a "Kick Ass" red in a
family newspaper. hecause that ' s
just what 11 is Blending in 10
percent Merlot in an attempt to lame
it a little didn't do much. This g1ant
mouthful of ripe fruit with notes of
plum and blueberry plus earthy
complexity 1s the kind of wine that
really wants a decade of aging, but
is so delicious it will all be
consumed the first year. Match it to
game meats and fowl, sp1cy tomato
sauces, Cajun blackened anything or
a hunk of Gorgonzola Rat1ng.
92!90

Tre ntadu e 1992 "So noma "
Zinfa ndei ($IO)
For those who li ke 'em hig, very
ripe. chewy and powerful. Flavors
arc between plum and prune. It's a
bit too ripe for me, but 1t's in a style
favored by many. Rating: RSi i>--1
D o nald 0 . Gall eano

Tre nta due 1992 " Old Pa tch R ed "
($ll)
From v1nes certified I 09 years
old, th1s is wha t is known as an old
Italtan f1c l d hle n d The grape
farmers of the day blended 111 the
v111eyard instead of the winery, w llh
ofte n a half dozen differen t va rieties
growing, and be mg harvested, side

••

Prr~1dcnl

Vlsh Our Wine
Tasting Room
and Picnic Area
4Z\l \ll:'oncvolk Ro1d
Mor• lom1 Ciliform• 917)2
(7t4) 68)·)376

Wine Selections and
w
Best Values
By Bill Anthony

Gundlach Bundschu
1992 • Sono ma Valley
Zinfandel ................................... $10

Cake bread
1992 • Howell Mountain
Zinfandel ........ ........................ .... $17

Ravenswood
1992 • Napa Valley
Zinfandel .................................... $1 8

Steele
1992 • Clear Lake
Zinfandel ....................................$13

A. Rafanelli
1991 • Dry Creek Valley
Cabemet Sauvignon .......... ...... ...$15

Chateau Ste. Michelle
1992 • Columbia Valley, WA
Chardonnay. .................
.... .$I 3

Cain
I 990 • Napa Valle y
Five..
.................................. $34

Chateau Ste. Michelle
I 992 • Columbia Valley. WA
Chardonnay................................$ I 9

Hop Kiln
Sonoma County
Zinfandel .......................... .... ....... $8

Columbia
1993 • Columbia Valley, WA
Semillon-Chardonnay................ ... $8
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Desert Business Journal
U.S. Filter Acquires
Seral of Germany

Palm Desert Business Expo
a Sell Out

alm Dese~-based U.S. Filter
has acquned Sera! Ench
Alhauser GmbH and Erich
Alhauser Co . of Germany for
approximately $4 million (U.S.
dollars) in cash and 200,000 shares
of U.S. Filter common stock.

P

Sera! is a manufacturer and
distributor of water systems
primarily for the laboratory and
commercial markets, and is also the
largest provider of deionization
(SDI) in Germany. Sera! 's 1993
revenues were approximately $10
million.
U.S. Filter now has major SDI
operations in Germany. France and
Spain, with plans to introduce
Sera! 's product line throughout
Europe.

T

Chamber Mixer is expected
to set attendance records th1s year.
"We have already sold out all of
the booth space even though w e
dramatically increased the size of
the show this year, " said Expo
Chairman Bill Brunskill.
He estimates that 2,000 people
will attend and inspect the 186
business display booths. The Expo
will cover the latest goods and
services, ranging from computers to
travel, from car leasing to fashion.
It's free to attend. The show is
set for Wednesday, Sept. 7 at the
Marriott 's Desert Spring Resort,
from 3 to 8 p.m.

Dick Brooks
Public Relations Opens in
Palm Springs

U.S. Filter is a multinational
company designing and manufacturing water and wastewater
treatment systems and equipment
for industrial, commercial and
municipal markets.

It's a Field of Dollars

S

ports will spell dollars in
Palm Springs this month.

he se cond annual Palm
Desert Business Expo and

A2

r 15 years representing
sure time businesses in

s Angeles, Dick Brooks
Unlimited has opened a new office
in Palm Springs to serve the
Coachella Valley.

Child Care Gala and Auction.

verification system.
VenCheck can report the date,
time, market, s tation, affiliation,
length , !SCI code and dire ct

the playhouses have been purchased
for park ~. child ca re ce nters,
s chools, libraries and other
organizations as well as backyards.

response phone number in the top
15 markets, as well as the broadcast
and cable networks.
"The system is good news for
all our med1a advertisers," said
Michael Kassan, COO of Western
International. "With VeriCheck, our
client's commercials' time of airing
will be verified in a matter of hours
instead of days or weeks, which
will save everyone time and
money."
With annual billings in excess
of $1.5 billion, WIMC is the largest
full-service media management
company in the country.

Proceeds will benefit the Coachella
Valley Childcare Co uncil, which

A

Current State of the City"
mayor's breakfast will be

eld on Sept. 13 at 7:30
a .m. at the Embassy Suites.

Not only will the state of the
city be discussed, but also the goals
for Palm Desert for the year 2010.

In September, during one of the
low periods of tourism, the city will

Dick Brooks Unlimited is a
public relations company founded
in 1979 that represents motion
pictures, mini-series, restaurants,

The speakers will be Mayor Roy
Wilson, City Manager Bruce
Altman and the Assistant City
Manager, John Wohlmuth.

hit a financial home run with a

bed and breakfast establishments,

national softball tournament
expected to generate $4 million in
and retail

personalities and a marketing firm
doing businesses in Russia, just to
name a few.

This will be an enlightening
morning for everyone doing
business in or with Palm Desert.

hotel room rentals
restaurant sales.

It's the Men's Major Fastpitch

"You just have to look at the
traffic going in and out of Home

National Championship, to be
sponsored by the Amateur Softball
Association Sept. 9-17.

Depot, Home Base and other home
improvement stores, and it is more
than apparent that the Coachella

There will be an estimated

Valley is a strong and growing area

attendance of 20,000 people

that is attracting industrious people
from all walks of life," said Dick
Brooks, who heads the firm.

attending the championships,
representing 40 teams from states
throughout the Midwest as well as
Aorida and New York.

WIMC Signs Agreement
with RTV

For many of the players and
their families, the championship
will mark the first time they have
ever been

to

Palm Springs,

according to Vicki Oltean, the city's
recreation manager.

"Siace this represents an almost

I

The cost of the program is $12 and
that includes a buffet breakfast.
Reservations are required, so call
(619) 346-6111.

Diminutive Dreamhouses
Displayed

shoppers will be invited to vote for
their favorites. The house receiving
the most v o tes will rece 1ve the
"Lookie Loo" award at a dinner and
auction on Oct. 8 at the Hyatt
Grand Champions Resort in Indian
Wells.

Madison Alley Motorsports
Opens Office

M

adison
Alley
Motors ports, a division

of Madiso n Alley Inc.,
has established an office in Palm

Springs as headqu a rters for the
management and promotion of the
Chrysler Grand Prix.
The Grand Prix is the annual
vintage car race through the streets
of Palm Springs, this year to be
held Nov. 18-20.

New Computer Service
Bureau for the Coachella
Valley

V

alley Graphic Services has
just opened up in Palm
Desert to provide high

resolution separations, film and
prints to the Coachella Valley.
George "Joby'' Sullivan, the owner
of the new firm, has 35 years

limbing rope and a cozy
place to take a nap. These might

High resolution four-color
scans are a specialty of the new

seem like unusual architectural

business,

details to some. However, these are

Macintosh-based output. Valley

Playhouses, doll houses and
other whimsical structures created

commercials, Western International

The Palms Springs Des ert
Museum will conduct " children's
tours" of th e mini-ma ns ions and

promises rapid turnaround and good
value.

verification

their

promotes safe and affo rdable child
care.

experience in pre-press work and

the stuff dreams are made of.
Dreambouses that is.

which

provides

Graphic Services can also output
most PC PostScript files. Color
transparencies as well as reflective

by local architects and contractors

art as large as 10 x 12 inches can be
scanned up to 4,000 DPI in the
firm's drum scanner. To receive a
call (619) 776-4270. .&

untouched market for us, we hope

Media Corporation (WIMC), with
an office in Palm Springs, has

they have a great time and come

signed an agreement with Radio TV

will be on display Sept. 14 to Oct. 1
at Palm Desert Town Center as part

back often," she said.

Reports (RTV) that will provide

of the Third Annual Builderfest for

by Norman K. Ncddcrmcycr

During past au ctions, many of

rap door, a secret
compartment, a slide, a

n a move that will enable its
clients to receive overnight
of

The Palm Springs Tennis Club Thriving in Its 57th Year

WIMC's clients with VeriCheck, a
state-of-the-art electronic television

Mayor's Breakfast in Palm
Desert
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price list or for more information

T

he Palm Spr1ngs Tennis
Club is an historic resort
that has provided relaxation
and recreation for people from all
over the world for the past 57
years. Nestled against the foothills
of t he p 1c1urcsque San Jacwto
mou ntains in the western part of
Palm Spr ings, the Tennis Club
opened offtcially in February 1937.
T he club's founder, Pearl
M cCal l um McManus, was the
da ughter of Palm Springs' flfst
pioneer of notonety, John Guthrie
M cCallum, \\ ho settled in the
desert in 1~R4.
In the early year~ of the Tenms
Club, numerous motion picture and
tennis celebrities frequented the
Club- names like Errol Flynn, Don
Bu dge, Bil l T il den, B i llie J ean
K1ng, Bobby Rtggs, Alice Marble
a nd Be tt y Nut hall just to name a
few.
Th e o n g w a l gro unds of th e
Tennis C lub incl ud ed tw o tenn is
c o urt ~. a l a rge ova l pool w 1th
spacio us deckin g, cl ubho use a nd
restaurant, all of which still remam.
Ove r th e yea rs Pea rl Mc Ma n us
built a number of bungalows across
the street from the Tennis Club's
compound to house lhe many outof-town v isitors.
In 1961 , Pearl McManus sold
the Palm Springs Tennis Club and
adjoining property including her
mansion adjacent to the Club to
Chicago millionaire/ developer
Harry Chaddick. Soon after close
of escrow, Chaddick proceeded to
demolish the McManus mansion
and build a two-story hotel on the
site to attract more tourists. In
addition, he expanded the number
of bungalows to a total of 56 units.
In 1980, lhe Palm Springs
Tennis Club was purchased by Ray
Watt of Watt Industries who then
converted the resort and hotel into a
timeshare property. By 1985, the
project was a success. The total
complex - hotel. bungalows,
common grounds, clubhouse, and
tennis facilities - subsequently
have been under the ownership of
the Palm Springs Tennis Club
Owners Association. Now the
Tennis Club remains a timeshare
resort servicing visitors from all
over the United States and
numerous foreign countries.
The resort accepts a limited
number of reservations from out-

of-town guests on a space available
basis
The
rates
for
accommodations range from $155
per night for a studio (off-season,
week-days) to $325 per night for
the largest two bedroom bungalow
(dunng season, week-ends).
The main hotel has a lobby that
IS open 24 hours a day, seven days
a week , year round !'he hotel
features 63 un1ts - studios with
kitchenettes, and one bedroom
suites with full kitchens The 56single-story bungalows are located
across the street from the hotel A
majority of the umts arc situated
around the recreatiOn center which
has a pool, two spas, and outdoor
service bar The smallest bungaiO\\
features a master bedroom ~uite,
liv1ng room. dining area and
kitchcnetlc. The largest bungalow,
measuring 920 square feet, has a
full kitchen, two bedrooms-two
baths, dimng area, and large living
room
Seven additiOnal condomimum
style um ts, located adJacent to the
bu ngalows, were built in the mid1980s by Ray Watt . A ll have two
bedroom-two bath floo r plans w1th
k itc he n, din in g a rea, a nd l iv ing
room w1th fireplace.
The Palm Springs Te nnis Club
offers annual membershi ps to nontim eshare indiv iduals and families
that includes daily us e o f the 11
tenni s c o urts, ac cess to all
fa c ilitie s, p o ol and spa a nd
participati o n in social functi o ns
such as weekly barbecues and ice
cream socials. The members can
enjoy the m o nthly gala dinnerdances . The majority of the
memberships are owned by local
desert residents, with a small
percentage purchased by persons

thiS, , the fr.,nt entrance'<' Palm Spnngs Tcnn" Club 's marn t" o story hotel
Ph<'lo r\orman Ncddcrmcycr

living outside of the area
Food and beverage facilities at
the Club include the Tie-Dreaker
courlside restaurant and bar, and
Champs-at-the-Melbourne Room, a
combmation sports lounge, coffee
house and piano bar. T he
Wimbledon Room and an outside
elevated terrace of the origmal Club
a re utilize d by " Pa rt ies at t he
Clu b," a company that hosts large
gro u p ev e n ts s uch as co rp o ra te
ba nqu e ts, ho liday p a rti es, f und
raisers and weddmg receptiOns.

Tennis, Tennis Tennis
The head tennis professwnal is
Glenn Enc kson who ranked
number three as a junior player in
the United States in 1978 and
played on the men ' s ATP
professional tour earning rankings
in both singles and doubles. For a
period of time, he was a practice
partner of Andre Agassi and
Michael Chang . Glenn and his
wife, Janie, are owner/operators of

Hannah's Tennis Shop at the Club.
An interesting note: for the past
five years. the Tennis Club has
hosted the U.S T A. National 3.5
and 4 .5 Leag ue Champio ns h ip
Fina ls wi t h r egiona l Winn e rs
atte ndi ng fro m all 50 s tates and
Puerto Rico. This fall the U.S.T.A.
finalists return o n Sept 29 through
Oct. 2, and Oct. 13 through Oct. 16.
James Walker, general manager
o f the Pal m S p rings Te nn is Club,
stresses t he impo rtance o f g ood
cus tomer serv ice to his staff as a
m ajor d i r ect ive to insure the
com fort and enjoyment o f v isitors
and members . He is kn o wn to
personall y enco urage guests to
attend s ocial events to meet new
people and gain new friendships.
For
accommodation
reservations at the Club's hotel or
bungalows, call (619) 325-1441.
Information regarding Tennis Club
memberships can be obtained by
calling (619) 325-4049. A.
Credrls: Many thanks 10 Sally McManus,
director o f the Palm Springs Historical
Socrcty, for oblaining and rcproducrng lhe

1939 pholo of !he Tenn is Club which was
extracled

from

lhe

So ciety's ftles

specr frcatly for lhr. a r ttcle . Sally also
provrdcd va luable tnformalio n rcgardtng
Club ht,lory and lhc founder's background
(Pearl McCallum McManus).
Specral !hanks arc also grven to Frank M.
Bogen who served as one o f the Tcnms
Club' s early managers and handled Pearl
McManus' s busrness affarrs for a penod of
t1me . Mr . Bogen, often dubbed lhe
"Cowboy Mayor" of Palm Springs, served
Jwo terms tn !hal capacJIY ( 1958-1967) and

( 1982· t 988). Frank provrded ftrst-hand
information from his personal experiences
Briiish professional tennis slars visil Palm Springs Tennis Club in 1939.
Photo courtesy of Palm Springs Hislorical Society

!hal enhanced the research required for this
article.
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Report Predicts Impact From Air-Quality Regulations

A

n economic report has
predicted
that
the
Environmental Protection
Agency's Federal Implementation
Plan - a stringent air quality
proposal - would depnve the
region of hundreds of thousands of
jobs and billions of dollar:-.
The report, done by The Los
Angeles Area Chamber of
Commerce, said that 115,000 jobs
would he lost by 2010 in the fourcounty South Coast Air Basin (Los
Angeles, Orange, Riverside, and

San Bernardino counties) This
would
he
approximately
equivalent to the number of
aerospace jobs lost tn the reg1on
during the past five years.
The annual direct cost of
Federal Implementation Plan (FIP)
regulations alone would average
about $3 billion a year, according
to the study. As additional
programs are phased in, the annual
costs would climb to about $5.25
billion by 2010. Further impacts
include a $6 5 billion loss to the

Under the Clean Air Act,
the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency faces a
February deadline to
approve its plan.

r------Smart SolUtions~------,

de~

f?rson has to
50 hats by tomorrow.

Doesn't have
much money.

Goes to
Post OHice.

' ,
(IIJI
/

~:·2:·.:~
Finds out Express Mail' is
a very smart solution.

Doesn't cost
much

Guarantees overnight
delivery·
I

365 days
a year.

Person is
delighted.

I

Makes bad pun about taking
hal oH to Postal Service.

For an Express Mail starter kit, call1-800-THE-USPS, ext 781.
"S!rne restriCiials apply Clled< your Post Oft ce lor delails

i6ht

We Delive,:t; You.
tiiiirW UNITED STI1TES
~ POSTJiL SERVICE~

area's gross reg1onal product and
an $8.5 billion reduction to the
region's personal mcome by 2010.
To make up lost revenue by
increasing sales tax in the four
county region, the tax rate would
jump from the current average of 8
cents per dollar (H.25 cents in Los
Angeles County and 7.75 cents in
the other three count1es) to 11
cents on the dollar by 2010.
The study, prepared for the
Chamber by First Interstate
Bancorp Semor Vice President and
Chief Economist Lynn Reaser,
analyzed the impact of the FIP
using a computerized econometric
model. This method produced an
assessment of the total costs,
benefits and dynamic feedback
effects of the EPA's proposals.
"The Chamber's economic
impact study is another important
step in our effort to engage the
U.S. EPA in meaningful dialogue
on the FIP," Chamber President
Ray Remy said. "We have been
the leaders in developing a
consensus among various industry
sectors and will continue to make
our case known to both
administrative and political
leaders in the months ahead."
Under the Clean Air Act, the
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency faces a February deadline
to approve its plan. The South
Coast Air Quality Management
District (SCAQMD) faces a
November deadline for its 1994
Air Quality Management Plan
(AQMP).
The EPA has been unable to
develop specific cost numbers on
some of the more important FIP
rules specifically those
involving the harbors, airports and
new required technologies.
Without more precise data on
costs of various FIP rules and their
effects, going forward with the
entire program at this point would
carry major risks for the fourcounty region in Southern
California.
"After a long and deep
recession, Southern California is
now struggling to get back on its
feet. Care should be taken to
prevent major new regulatory
initiatives from disrupting the
prospects for international trade,
the region's transportation
network and more jobs and
investment," First Interstate 's
Reaser said. A
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Mission Inn to House
Southwest Airlines
Crews
outhwest Airlines has
signed a two-year
contract to house its
flight crews that service the
Ontario
International
Airport at the Mission Inn
in Riverside The Mission
Inn will house 60 flight
crew members a day.
"We dec1ded to move
our crew from Ontario
a1rport properties that we
had been using for more
than two years because the
Mission Inn was able to
give us such an attractive
rate," said Paul Sterbenz,
vice president of flight
operations for Southwest.
"Being able to overnight all
of our crew members at one
locatiOn will Simplify
logistics for us."

S

MEGA Center Opens
Western Regional
Office

~

United States

Ameriflex, which has
annual sales of around $6
million, supplies high-tech
plumbing equ1pment to the
chip industry. They believe
they will be expandmg
within a couple years,
creating new JObs.

1993

1994

Source: Institute of Applied Research,
CSUSB

ast
month,
the
Cordoba Corporation
opened the western
regional
Minority
Enterprise
Growth
Assistance (MEGA) Center
in Los Angeles.
The MEGA Center,
which is funded in large
part by the U.S Department
of Commerce Minority
Business Development
Agency, will provide the
region's minority businesses
with a major boost from the
federal government to help
them better compete in the
global marketplace.
The MEGA Center's
goal is to provide clients
with the knowledge and
skills to compete in today's
business market. The center
offers
state-of-the-art
management and technical
assistance, utilizing advance
technology, to ensure that

L

minority-owned businesses
will have the necessary
private and public sector
resources available to
enable them to obtain debt
and equity fmancing, and
contract procurement.

Airport Names
Interim Manager
he San Bernardino
InternatiOnal Airport
has a new interim
manager, Jim Monger
Monger, 59, is also the
director of the San
Bernardino
County
Department of Airports. He
will temporarily fill the void
created by the resignation of
Trevor Van Horn, who
resigned to start a civilian
airport at the former Norton
Air Force Base.

T

Children's Network
Conference Coming

T

he eighth annual
Children's Network
Conference will take
place on Friday, Sept. 16 at
Cal State San Bernardino.
The conference is titled,
"Caring Hands: Creating a
Safe Environment for Our
Children." It will feature
workshops and speakers
who will focus on the
prevention of violence and
unintentional injury to the
area's children. The keynote
speaker is the Honorable
Patrick Morris, supervising
crim1nal law judge, San
Bernardino County Superior
Court.
In 1992, 155 million
violent
crimes
were
committed against 12 to 17year-olds, up 23 percent
over the previous year.

Steel Executive Wins
Environmental Award
ennis R. Poulsen,
who
heads
California Steel
Industries' environmental
division, was named
Environmental Professional
of the Year by the
Association of Energy
Engineers.
This is the second time
in three years AEE has

D

honored CSI. Over 100
executives v1e for the 14
annual AEE awards.

Ground Breaking for
Spotlight 29 Casino
he 29 Palms Band of
MissiOn Ind1ans and
the
Elsinore
Corporation broke ground
on the $10 million card
casino and bingo hall on the
Band's land.
The land is located at
the intersection of Interstate
10 and Highway 86 in
Coachella. The Band and
the Elsinore team have been
working since 1993 to
develop the proJect. Final
approvals from the National
Ind1an Gaming Comrms.~10n
were granted on July 29,
1994.
The Elsinore Corporation is the parent
company of the Four
Queens Hotel and Casino in
Las Vegas. The economic
benefit derived from the
project will help provide
housing, education and
financial security for the
future generations of the
Band.

T

Possible Omnitrans
Strike Looms
mnitrans mechanics
and drivers, who
have been without a
contract since July 1993, are
not ruling out a possible
strike if contact negotiations
break down this month.
While it is likely the
worker's
union
and
Omnitrans will reach an
agreement, the union would
not comment on a strike if
an agreement cannot be
reached quickly.
The union is not only
asking for a pay raise, 12
percent over three years, but
also some leniency in what
they feel are excessively
strict company policies.
Omnitrans officials say
there is not enough money
for that size raise. The union
voted down two previous
Omnitrans proposals, one of
which was a two percent
raise over four years with an
increase in benefits. •

O
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New Home Starts

T

he number of new singlefamily homes being built
in Riverside County in
June of this year was the highest it
had been since 1991, according to
figures
compiled
by
the
Construction Industry Research
Board (CIRB).
The number of new singlefamily homes constructed in
Riverside in the first half of 1994
is 13 percent ahead of the
numbers from the same period last
year. However, the report also
shows that commercial and
industrial building is down in the
county over the first half of the
year.
In San Bernardino County, this
trend IS reversed, where both
commercial and industrial
building far exceed last year's
totals. More than $185 million in
non-residential building was done
in tbe first balf of 1994, as
compared to $126 million a year
ago.

However, residential buildtng is
down in San Bernardino. The June
totals in single-famil} homes were
the lowest in six years.

F

THE INLAND
EMPIRE'S ONLY

NEWS/TALK RADIO
CNN INTERNATIONAL AND
NATIONAL NEWS EVERY HOUR
LoCAL NEWS EVERY HALF HOUR
LocAL TRAFFIC EVERY
FIFrENN MINUTES
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recent rise in interest rates is not
gotng to have a significant
negative impact on the market.

Foreclosures
Plummet In July

Increase In California
Home Sales Projected
or the first time since I9X9,
sales of new and existing
homes in California are
projected to increase in 1994.
According to TRW RED! Property
Data, a real estate information
company. the increase should be
about 7.5 percent over last year.
In
Riverside
and
San
Bernardino, the numbers are even
better. The report projects a 12.1
percent increase in sales across
the two counties, although onl)
0.9 percent of that will come from
new homes.
TRW REDI's projections are
based on the assumption that the
rate of home sales recovery the
state has experienced so far this
year will continue for the
remainder of 1994 and that the

SEPTEMBER 1994

oreclosures in Southern
California, which had
leveled off early in 1994,
were down substantially in May
through July.
The number of foreclosure.., in
Riverside County was down 12.5
percent from May through July
1994, as compared to the same
pertod a year before. San
Bernardino County had 14 4
percent few foreclosures over that
same period .
Foreclosures in ull of Southern
California were down 17. 2
percent during this time frame .
These numbers indicate that the
real estate industry in Southern
California is recovering from its
slump.
Riverside and San Bernardino
counties foreclosure rates in the

F

first half of the year were
comparable to 1990-91 figures .

Kuebler, Thomas & Co.
Expand In Hemet

Grubb & Ellis Help
Businesses Expand

ne of the area's oldest
accounting firms, Kue~ler,
Thomas & Co. , has Just
opened a full-time office in Hemet.
Jamie R. Ayala, CPA, has been
named the managing partner for
this office.
Kuebler, Thomas & Co., known
by its clients as KT, provides
accounting and income tax services
for local businesses. Currently KT
has offices in Temecula and Perris.
"Our decbion to open the
Hemet office results from our
optimism for the future of Hemet
and San Jacinto," Ayala said. "We
see great potential here."
KT has roots in the area dating
back to 1958. While some of the
company's clients are national or
international, most of them are
local.

rubb
&
Ellis,
n
commercial real esta~e
company, helped stx
companies
expand
their
operations in the Inland Empire in
July.
The largest of these was
Kraftrnaid Cabinetry. who took an
industrial lease on Ill. LOX square
feet in Ontario. The cost for the
expansion was over $1.3 million .
Also expanding \\as Mother's
Cookies. The Riverside company
expanded from 8,000 to I 0,691
squure feet at a plant in San
Bernardino.
Other companies expanding
were TCJ Cablevision in
Redlands, Wieser Iron, which
expanded from the City of
Industry. Plak Smacker of Corona
and MW Mosquito & Vector
Center. •

G

~INEWSAM1350

~-KCKC

KCKC AM Radio
1350
Inland Empire's CNN Station

In the Coachella Valley
K·NEWS 1270 AM

"Southern California
Business Focus"
From 7:00pm • 7:30pm
Monday thru Friday
Features Discussions on a Variety of Business Issues
Recent Guests Include ...
• Congressman Dana Rohrbacher • Dr. Laura Schlessinger •
• Mark Victor Hansen • Darrell Paulk • Elizabeth Caulder •
• John Tbonon • Sal Briguglio • Jerry Eaves •
• Senator John Lewis • Mike Schenker • Stan Statham •
• Mary Ellen Drummond • Senator Ruben Ayala •
• Roben Mondavi • Mary Scarpa•
For laror.adoa CaD Kart HeUa (Ht) 391-1815 Ext. l l

O

Mortgage Company
Expands Into Victorville
orth American Mortgage
Cornp.tn), the nution's
fifth-largest originator of
horne loans last year. ;mnounccd the
opening of an ofltce tn Victmvillc.
The facility will service the high
desert area, including Victorville,
Barstow, and Adelanto.
"The high desert area is a
strategic location to North
American Mortgage Company,"
said Abby Hedengran, the vice
president in charge of Southern
California. "The stability and
strength of the employment base,
significant population growth and
an active real estate market are keys
to our presence here."
Brad Botts, a 16-year veteran of
the mortgage industry, will be in
charge of the new Victorville office.

N

Promotions at CVB

T

here have been a number of
promotions at Chino Valley
Bank in the last month.
David Didier was appointed as
vice president , manager at the
bank 's South El Monte office.
Didier bas over 21 years of banking
experience.
Gloria Forget was named tbe
vice president, banking officer, at
the San Bernardino office. Forget,
who is active with tbe San
Bemantino Chamber of Commerce,
brings 29 years of experience in

banking to CVB.
Finally, Sunny Naidu of the
Ontano offtce has been appotnted
to the position of assistant service
manager

Orange National Bank
Announces Promotion
teven G. Arriaga has been
promoted to vice president,
SBA development officer at
Orange National Bank. Arriaga
carne on board with Orange
National in June of 1993 to head up
the bank's SBA bustness development activities in the Inland
Empire.
Orange National Bank was
recently named a "Preferred
Lender" by the U.S. Small Bustnes.s
Administration.

S

Riverside Resident Named
VP at Birtcher Construction

R

iverside resident M . W.
(Bill) Morgan has been
named Vtce president,
commercial construction division,
of Birtcher Construction 1 irnited.
In his three years with the
company, Morgan has served as the
proJect manager lor the recentlycompleted $14 .6-rnillion, 6,000seat Luke Elsinore Stadium and
Amphitheater in Lake Elsinore. He
has also worked on projects in the
City of Industr} and Riverside.
A' vice president, Morgan will
manage the Laguna Niguel-based
company's commercial construction
division and oversee all shell and
core commercial improvement
projects.

years , which was the urnount of
time I felt nece~sary to get the
di!>trict well e~tabltshed on a
number of projects." Schlange said .
"I'm pleased to note that most of
those projects are now well
developed."
Deputy General Manager John
Brudin will head the executive staff
until the EMWD board of directors
selects a new general manager.

New Faces at
Inter Valley Health

T

here are several n.ew faces
and promotions at Inter
Valley Health th1s month.
Inter Valley is a non-profit HMO
that serves the San Gabriel Valley,
San Bernardino and Riverside
Counties. Eastern Los Angeles and
North Orange County.
Pomona resident Ray Dohrn has
been promoted to director of
finance for the company. He had
served as Inter Valley's controller
since 1986. lie is also the vicechairman of the Pomona Valle)'
Fedcr.tl Credit Union.
The new director of rncrn-

bership for the company is Norma
Newell. She has been Wtth the
company since 1990 und will now
he responsible for the administrative functions that allow an
employer group or individual to
j01n the commercial or service to
seniors plans, and resolve any
grievances.
Beverly Bailey is the new
director of human resources. Bailey
has over 20 years of human
resource experience and now
manages a full-servtce HR function
for a workforce of approximately
200 employees.

Export Licensing Workshop
he United States Department
of Trade and Commerce will
be holding a workshop
covering export licensing on Sept.
22.
The event, put on by the Bureau
of Export Administration's Western
Regional Office, will be at the
Center for International Trade
Development in Riverside. For
more tnformation or to reserve a
space, call (909) 682-2923. •

T

Inland Empire Profile
Family: Married for 34 years to
Jim Watkins, and has two sons
and two grandchildren.
Personal accomplishments:
Designed a nationally recognized
crime prevention program that
was selected as one of President
Sector
Reagan's
''Private
Initiatives."

Water District General
Manager Retires

Lives in: San Dimas.
he Eastern Municipal Water
District's gen~ral manager
for the past ftve years, J.
Andrew Schlange, has announced
plans to retire effective Sept. 30.
The EMWD is the major water
resource provider to a 555-squaremile service area that has one of the
fastest growing populations in
California. Schlange managed a
staff of 500 employees and the
organization's operating budget is
$84 million.
Schlange feels be has
accomplished the major goals set
by tbe board wben be joined the
EMWD in 1989.
"My commitment was for five

T

Name: Meredyth R. Watkins
Occupation: Executive Vice
President - Montclair Chamber of
Commerce.
Short Biography: A Los Angeles
native, she graduated from
Hollywood High, attended Cal
State L.A., graduated from tbe
Institute for Organizational
Management at Stanford (a sixyear course).

Best aspects of the Inland
Empire: There's room for
growth,
new
ideas
and
enthusiasm.
Greatest Concera: Economy, in
regards to tbe effect on bliSiness.

Last book read: "The Chamber"
by John Grisham.

Last movie tee•: "The Oient."
Amllatlo•s: California Chamber
of Commerce Executives. .A.
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r-----------------------------,
CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
FAX 909-391-3160
FAX or MAIL
DISPLAY RATES: $70/inch: 1 • mm. LINE RATES $11 65,'1ine;
6 lines min. Avg. 30 characters/line.
Frequency discounts
available for BOTH display & line.
CONFIDENTIAL BOX
CHARGE: $25/insertlon.
Box If will be assigned by the
publisher. Fill out form below in full Use addotional sheet of
paper for ad copy. Type or write clearly. All ads must be prepaid - no exceptions. Send check, M.O. Visa. M/C. AmEx
Deadlines: 20th of the preceedong month for the ~allowing
month.
Category;

--~

Corporate Video
Commercials • Training
Soles Topes • Point of Purchase
Rood Show Support • Video News Release

__ _

Ad Copy: _ _

THE COST-EFFECTIVE EDGE
FOR TODAY'S LEAN TIMES
Colt (909) 391·1015
Ask for Art Kemp

SERIOUS INCOME AND
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
FOR
ENTREPRENEURIAL
BUSINESS
PROFESSIONALS.
Full/ Part time profit center.
Benefits. 24-hour. Fax-On Demand 512-404-1212 Ext. 64
or call 800-429-2666. Ask about
our weekly satellite broadcast
and national/ international business seminars.
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Corona Chamber
of Commerce
Antique Airplane & Classic Car Show

Sept. 24-25, 1994

Adults $5.00 • 12 yrs. & under free

Family Carnival &

Rides

Business, Craft: And Food Booths Available -

Date(s) of lnsertoon ·

Crest Lod~e
0

Amount Enclosed
Name:

_

Quaint, cozy cabins and cottages,
nestled among tall trees.

Credit Card II: _ _ _ Phone: _ _ _
Exp. Date : __________________________
Tr' r..,.l:J,

Tt~

.-.. F\.-Jrn,

Sf:rV1

trJ
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Kitchens • Fireplaces
Cable TV • Heated Pool

';· • l '
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~
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AARP Discounts • Honeymoon Packages
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Midweek Bargain Break Rates
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The Greater Riverside Chambers of Commerce
9th Annual Golf Tournament
September 19, 1994 @ Jurupa Hills Country Club
$95 per Player • Open to non-members
Sponsored by:

Parkview Community Hospital
For more information call the
Riverside Chamber of Commerce at
(909) 683-7100

0

--

Montclair Chamber of Commerce

LOMA LINDA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

2nd ANNUAL CASINO NIGHT

Proudly Presents

Saturday, October 22, 1994 7-12 p.m.

------- ---- ~

City, State: ____ _

(909) 737-3350

and
.
Mounla1n Qesorl

Company:.
Address·

e

The 1994 Annual Community Parade and Fair
Sunday, October 16, 1994
Sponsorship and affordable advertising
opportunities available!
For entry applications and information, contact the chamber office,
25541 Barton Rd., Lorna Linda, or call (909) 799-2828.
You won't want to miss it!

Montclair Community Center
5111 Benito Street
$40 donation for couples, $25 donation for individuals
No Purchao< N.._..,.

CRAP TABLES • BlACKJACK • ROULETTE
Door prizes, food, no-host bar, and entertainment by
RHYTHM CREW DJ's
Call 624-4569 for tickets

Call for Reservations and Information ...

(800) 675-5848 • (714) 338-2418
23508 Lake Drive • Box 22 • Crestline, CA 92325

Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce
"Good Bus1ness Builds a Belter Community"

Ad Deadline far
October
is Sept . 20th!
Far information on
advertising call
Roger Harvey at:
(909) 391-1015
ext.26

WISE ABOUT MAIL
Five~ IIIJI> our eagle was
born lntD a slow but simple postal
oyst.c:m. He learned _,_ ID 11p«d
up mall, and to cut through poetal
rqula~ ID make an cfl'cctl~

mailing.

Many poelal changes later, our
aogle Ia atJII growing In wladom.
()fUn tlmea. IIIIUlTlcr than the Poet

OIBcc:.
If you need hc.Jp wtth a mall·

Coming Soon

MORENO VALLEY EXPO
A BUSINESS & COMMUNITY EVENT
SEPT. 17, 1994

•

Reserve your advertising
space NOW!

present

THE THIRD ANNUAL VALLEY WIDE MIXER

10.00A.M . · 5.00 P.M.

AI Conyon Springs Plozo Shopping Center

19951ook of Lists

All the Chambers of the Cities in Coachella Valley

north of the freeway 60 ot Day Street

A great opportunity to promote your business/
Call the Moreno Volley Chamber of Commerce office today for Information
about booth space. price and ovollobllty

October 13, 1994
5:30p.m.
Del Webb Sun City, Bermuda Dunes
$10 admission includes 2 tickets to drawing

Call Chamber (619) 346-6111

(909) 697-4404

(909) 391·1015 ext. 16

We wtll help you ftort Umrugh
the

maze of poetal rqulatlons,

to

..~ you the moot money po88lhle
We oerw buoln""""" that mall
newsletters. magazine&, promo&,
odfinallcn, catai<>I!B. or IU1Y other
type of mall. Our customeno l>cncnt
from cxpcr1cntt we haw obtained
from workl"'l wtth the P08t Office
Let our wtodom help you work
smarter not harder.

tng from 6,000 ID 6 mUilon ple<:ea,
we can eervc you.

UPLAND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Redlands Chan1ber of Con1rnerce
\ Oll w \tcp h.tc k 111 11 111c
\' " I II 1\tol oc Redl.11td,

lonll c'

Third Annual

Frank Abbott Memorial
Golf Tournament Best Ball Scramble
Join us lor the Inland Empire's most unique and fun golf toumament!!l
Mark your calenders now lor

Southera Caliloraia
Biadery & MaUlag. lac.

Wednesday Sept. 21, 1994, at the Upland Hills Counry Club

13626-F Monte Vim Ave, OUno, CA 91710
(714) 628-9577 • FAX (714) 62&-39117

Call the Upland Chamberr of Commerce lor information
on how to get on the list lor this "One of A Kind" Tournament!

(909) 931-4108

Stop by rhe Chamber Office and pick up a

Historic Driving Tour

TEMECULA VALLEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

The Essential Tool For A Successful Business
The Temecula Valley Chamber of Commerce is dedicaled lo serving. promoting and
supporting the local business envtormenl wilh 5 (five) standing committees:
Governmental Affairs, Education, Local Business Promotions, Membership Services,
and Ways and Means.

$13.00
an Audio Tour by Dr. Larry Burgess

Get involved with the Largest Business
Networking Temecula Valley!

The chamber office is located at
I East Redlands Blvd.
the corner of Redlands Blvd. & Orange St.

Temecula Valley Chamber of Commerce

(909) 793-2546

(714) 676-5090

27450 Ynez Road • Suit 104 • Temecula, CA 92591
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Darryl G. Evans, Laura B. Evans,
fdba Lake TV and Appliance Inc.,
7558 Peach Ave., Hesperia; debts:
$727,826, assets: $676,100; Chapter 7.
Richard B. Haas, Temecula Valley
Podiatry Group, 30595 Seahorse
Circle, Canyon Lake; debts: $512,696,
a-..-;ets: $515,591; Chapter 7.
Richard B. Herman, dba R. B.
Herman & Sons Roofing, 40501 2
Brotherton St , Corona; debts:
$365,000, a~sets: $400; Chapter 7.
Beder Khan, aka Rocky Khan,
Roct..--y's New York Style Pizzeria,
Rocky's Pizza, VIP Marketing,
8976 Foothill Blvd., #216, Rancho
Cucamonga; debts: $331,439,
assets: $41,100; Chapter 7.
Elmo Larkins, Betty W. Larkins,
fdba BES Financial, 2931
Wilderness Circle, Corona; debts:
$570,917, assets: $486,550; Chapter 7.
John Anthony Mitchell, Susan
Viall Mitchell, dba English
Garden Collection, 45895 Piute
St., Temecula; debts: $308,689,
assets: $192,748; Chapter 7.

Eduardo A. Morel, Lee Ann N.
Morel, fdba American Direct
Mail, American Print & Mail,
Friendly Foto & Copy Center,
40300 Atmore Court, Temecula;
debts:
$284,387,
assets:
$233,200; Chapter 7.
Emil Adam Nowak Jr., aka
Emil A. Nowak, Debra Marie
Nowak, aka Debbie M. Nowak,
Debras Marie Roberts, aw
Evergreen Pallet Co., Inc.,
Discount Feed & Track, Inc.,
faw Adobe Springs Property,
Inc., fdba Emil A. Nowak, dba
Abraxas Arabians, 39845
Breneda Road, Temecula; debts:
$1,153,706, assets: $2,849,627;
Chapter 7.
Paul T. Panico Sr., Patricia A.
Panico, Diversified Office
Services, 73967 Line Canyon
Lane, Palm Desert; debts:
$1,471,011, assets: $209,315;
Chapter 7.
Lorna B. Peter, fdba Sweets
Oasis, 6637 Brissac Place, Alta
Lorna; debts: $390,229, assets:
$144,640; Chapter 7.

New Building Permits
$500,000 or Larger
NEW
COMM'L

$1,300,351
36
NEW

$905,660
52
NEW

$108,711
74

NEW

$117,015
75

NEW

$1,213,417
80

14 MINI-STORAGE BLDGS
Owner: West Self Storage. 3243 Arlingion Ave . #30,
Rtverside, CA 92506 (909) 787-9717. Project 36696
Florida Ave.
7 SFR'S@ SI32.5M & $121.5M
Owner: Van Daele Dev. Co., 2900 Adams St, #C,
Riverside (909) 354-2121. Project : 22670-22718
Sunnybrook Dr.
SFR: LIC# 50824
Owner: Western Heritage Homes, 6566 Caliente Road, Oak Hills,
CA 92371 (619) 949-2991. Contractor: Mike Schexnyder, 6566
Caliente Ave., 112 Ste C, Oak Hills, CA 92371 Project: 6783
Oak Hill Rd.
SFR; APPL: WESTERN HERITAGE HOMES, (619) 949-2991 :
UCI508224
Owner: Steven & Sandra Navarro, 8470 Sahara Rd., Phela, CA
92371. Contractor: Mike Schexnyder, 6566 Caliente Ave., 112
Ste C, Oak Hills, CA 92371. Project: 8470 Sahara Rd.
9 APT BLDGS (32 UNITS) W/CARPORTS, TRASH
ENCLOSURES
Owner: Coachella Valley Housing, 45701 Monroe St., G, Indio,
CA 9220I (6I9) 347-3157. Project: 65100 Date Palm St.

Source: One Step Ahead
phone: (••> 429-2220 or (714 > 725-0711
Fax: (714> 642-7610

Kenneth Ray Stafford, faw
Timberline Distribution, Inc., a
California Corporation, aw
<:::alifornia Restaurants, Inc., a
California Corporation, dba
Whiskey Creek, Timbercreek, faw
Gourmet Wine and Gift Shop, a
California Partnership, 12811
VIvienda Ave., Grand Terrace,
debts: $427,767, assets. $167,190;
Chapter 7.
Roger Orvel Carter, aka Roger 0 .
Carter, Paula Louise Carter, aka
Paula L. Carter, dba Chambers
Heating and Air Conditioning,
1341 Warren Vista, Yucca Valley;
debts: $300,567, assets: $94,632;
Chapter 7.
Arthur Cervantes, Cynthia
Cervantes, fdba Canyon Crest
Printing and Screen Printing,
4211 Merrill Ave., Riverside; debts:
$507,258, assets: $414,550; Chapter
11.
Richard Chang, aka Dick C.
Chang, dba Taekwondo Academy,
2336 Bayberry Way, Hemet; debts:
$248,127, assets: $122,680; Chapter
7.
Cleanserv Industries, Inc., 3403
lOth St., Suite 810, Riverside; debts:
$974,603, assets: $0; Chapter 7.
Gene Alton Gentis, Rebecca
Mason Gentis, dba Safeguard
Business Systems, dba Gene
Gentis & Associates, 860 West
20th St., Upland; debts: $367,847,
assets: $246,144; Chapter 7.
David Wayne Geyer, Kritina Kay
Geyer,
fdba
Dave Geyer
Construction,
faw
Edge
Productions, Inc., 22223 Flathead,
Apple Valley; debts: $219,845,
assets: $130,500; Chapter 7.
Laszio Horvath, Jolan Horvath,
fdba Winsor Liquor, 9258 11th
Ave., Hesperia; debts: $276,549,
assets: $89,400; Chapter 7.
Joel
Lebron,
dba
Joel's
Automotive Repair, 1525 Resort
St., Upland; debts: $315,876, asselo;:
$280,950; Chapter 13.
Cal Vincent Modugno, Patricia
Marie Modugno, fdba Desert
Marketing, 2330 N. San Antonio
Road, Palm Springs; debts:
$121,704, assets: $458,632; Chapter
13.

Robert G. Roberts , Diana L.
Roberts, dba Bob's Auto Body,
14615 Woodroad, Riverside;
debts: $280,554, assets. $228,600;
Chapter 13.
Yung Chan Shin, aka Young
Shin, Young Chun Shin, Mee
Hwah Shin, fdba First Market,
Do Re Mi Market, Pyung Hwa
Market, 9046 Lantana Drive,
Corona; debts: $606,814, assets:
$1,650; Chapter 7.
George C. Smith, Myong 0.
Smith, fdba Teriyaki House,
7627 Everest Place, Rancho
Cucamonga; debts. $261,945,
assets: $208,125, Chapter 7.
Chester Smelser, dba Chet's
Appliances, 55985 29 Palms
Highway, Yucca Valley, debts:
$223,797, assets: $154,080;
Chapter 7.
Charlene M. Wetherall, The
Corner Club, The Corner Club
Racquet & Fitness, Inc., 12740
Golf Cource Drive, Victorville;
debts: $515,170, assets: $247,500;
Chapter 7.
Gary E. Young, Carol L. Young,
fdba State Wide Installers (a
Sole Proprietorship), faw State
Wide Installers (a Partnership),
39478 Cherry Valley Blvd,
Cherry Valley; debts: $235,262,
assets: $191,595; Chapter 7.
Karl Joseph Bragg, Lisa Ann
Bragg, fdba B & B Associates,
aka Lisa Ann Lechuga, 8990
19th St. No. 440, Alta Lorna;
debts: $443,797, assets: $87,900;
Chapter 7.
Ronald W. Dobbs, Vicki L.
Dobbs,
fdba
AABBA
Landscape, 25551 Day Lily
Drive, Murrieta; debts: $333,513,
assets: $248,800; Chapter 7.
Lee Roy Dotson, Marilyn
Dotson, aka Lee R. Dotson, aka
Lee
Dotson,
dba
IMK
Construction, 14902 Bluegrass,
Helendale; debts: $807,279,
assets: $531, 700; Chapter 7.
Steven Mark Kenyon, Linda
Cecile Kenyon, aka Kenyon
Sales and Marketing, 27401
Bernina, Lake Arrowhead; debts:
$286,328, assets: $158,563;
Chapter 7.
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J & J Equipment Co. 4210
Patterson Ave., Perris, CA 92572
1/31/1994 Joseph Flanagan

Wooters Construction 80 E.
Dawes, #10, Perrts, CA 92571
2!10/1994 Dame! Wooters

D C Engineering 7721 Kinlock
Ave , Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730 2/15/1994 Chris Ezell

Quick Fab 9657 Meadow St.,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
2/16/1994 Charles Woodard

J B's Medical Billing 22080
CaJalco Road, Perris, CA 92570
2'04, 1994 Janet Burch

Word Computers 520 Valencia,
Perns, CA 92571 2/10/1994 Linda
Hughes

D G L Insurance Group 7201 Haven
Avenr,ff357, Rarll1~ CA91/U1
W2'1994lll WJma Wd!Ja:D.SinTrm;

Rancho Cucamonga Schwinn Cyclery
9795 Ba5eline Rood, RaocOO Ox:aroonga,
CA 91730 1/31/1994 Gernld Hanna

Lake Perris Escrow 85 E. Ramona
Expressway, Perris, CA 92571
2/04 1994 Apollo Busmess Systems I

Double Take Disc 2580 Oltvera
Rd., Phelan, CA 92371 2/21/1994
Patsy Giddens

Drive Train Specialist 13063
Whmram, Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91739 2/07 1994 Leslie Lawler

Rancho Transmission & Automotive
9450 7th St., II(), Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 91730 2/fJ7 1994 Michael Wemdle

Lazy 'S' Ranch 22586 Aloha Road,
Perns, CA 92570 2/04/1994 Patricta
Szelag

Gary Green Guns 6364 Smoketree
Rd., Phelan, CA 92371 2/07 1994
Gary Green

ESP Fashion 10006 Sixth St., #G,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
2, 101 1994 Seongdong Kim

Recovery Plus 8137 Malachite, #A,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
2/15 1994 Dennis Levesque

Leduc
Remodeling
1890
Dnftwood Court, Perris, CA 92571
2/04/1994 Michael Leduc

Laundry Corral 3936 Phelan Rd ,
#A6, Phelan, CA 92329 2. 16, 1994
Herbert Anderson

Eruo Tech Sport Inc. 7710 Montana
Ave., Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
2/21/1994 Euro-Tech Sport Inc.

Rochelle 8687 Utica Ave , Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91730 2/08!1 994
Hilliana Inc.

Men's Town 440 E. 4th St., #A2,
Perris, CA 92570 2/18/1994 Youl
Chung

Metrop Freight Systems 9550
Riggins Rd., Phelan, CA 92329
2/31 1994 Michael Casparian

Hanna Knight Productions 8481 Spring

Desert Place, #F, Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 91730 2/1611994 Robm Hanna

Route 66 Cafe 9134 Foothill Blvd.,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
2 '16/1994 Arcadia Ybanez

Mexicali Auto Repair 425 W
Rider St, #C2, Perris, CA 92571
2/04/1994 Ponciano Romero

Robert Cunningham
6749
Paramount, Phelan, CA 92329
2/07/1994 Robert Cunningham

High Caliber Construction 8553 San
Oemente St., Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730 2/07 1994 Denrus Copenhaver

Statice Creations 6742 Etiwanda
Ave., Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91739 2 '14;1994 Cheryl Cooper

Mobile 1 Signs 1554 Metz Road,
Perris, CA 92570 2, 10/1994 LoUis
Montoya

Western States Wrestling Alliance
13780 Desert View, Pinon Hills, CA
2/21/1994 Bob Bradley

Hugal Export & Travel 9567 Arrow
Route, #K1, Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730 2/21/1994 Jorge Hurtado

Steps 4 Success 7361 Glenview
Place, Rancho Cucamonga, CA
917301/311994 Judith Steppins

National Automotive 28290 Trellis
Lane, Perris, CA 92570 2/03/1994
Moises Pabon

Other Guys 5670 Lariat Trail,
PIOneertown, CA 92268 2/07/ 1994
Bruce Milne

Inland Empire Realty 10551
Oakdale Ave., Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 91730 2/14/1994 Hector Martinez

Suptrilr Metal 'IhNi & Joi;t Inc. 8978
Haven Ave., Rlnto~ CA 91730
2114'1994 Sup:D:r Metll Tn.ES & b;a Ire.

Nayarit Restaurant 116 S. 'D' St.,
Perris, CA 92570 2/18/1994 Juan
Palos

AT M Parts and Accessories 4421
Mission Blvd., Pomona, CA 91766
2/15/1994 Dorrene Barton

Isamaks Show Repair 6652 Gamelian

Ave, #B, Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91701 2/21/1994 Saak Gevorlcian

Swanns Woodwork & Crafts 9319
Foolhi.ll Blvd., #D, Rancho CUcamonga,
CA 91730 2/fJ7/1994 Brenda Swan

Norbie Awning-Upholstery 631 W.
4th St., Perris, CA 92570 1/31/1994
Marie de La Cruz

Advanced Micro Repair 4078
Mission Blvd., Pomona, CA 91766
1/31/1994 Jorge Martinez

Libbey-Owens Ford 9843 6th St.,
# 103, Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91729 2/14,1994 Libbey-Owens Ford

Team-Work Out II 6331 Haven
Ave., #7, Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91737 1/26/1994 Robert Choquette

Old Chicago Pizza 165 E. Ramona
Expwy, Perris, CA 92567 2/07 '1994
Humberto Vega

A & A Auto Services 10177
Dorset, Rancho Cucamonga, CA
92335 2/21/1994 Ed Bchihacouk

Loaders 8775 Lurline, Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91701 2/17/1994
Richard Hill

Tommy Austin Florist 10730 Foothill
Blvd., #120, Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730 2107I 1994 Joyce Patmore

R S V P Services 318 Daystar
Drive, Perris, CA 92571 2/18/1994
Steven Brassie

All Thne & Lube 8870 Archibald Ave.,

Mark Alan Schreiman 8462 Sunset
Rail Pl., #A, Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730 2/21/1994 Mark Schreiman

Thluigne Italian Marl<.et lO.Bl Lemon

Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
2/21,'1994 Glen Myers Tune & Lube Inc.

Succession Enterprises 1850 Teak
St., Box 315, Perris, CA 92572
2/04/1994 Charles Scheetz

Alta Lorna Escrow 7365 Carnelian
Ave., #226, Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730 2/14,1994 Manuel Pilonieta

Medi-Trans Professionals 10808
Stamfield Drive, Rancho Cucamonga,
CA, 91730 2/01 1994 Roberta Sulin

Wholesale Car & Truck Co. 7348
Glenview Pl., Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 91730 2/21/1994 Ed Bchihalouk

Synergems Enterprises 370 Diana
St., Perris, CA 92570 2/14/1994
Diana Atwood

Ban Basts Gallery Collectibles 7201
Archibald Ave., Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 91730 2/07/1994 Arthur Ba~t

New World Medical Inc. 10574 Acadia
St., #Dl. Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730 2/fJ7/1994 New World Medical

EngWI and Spani;h I.Jioguage Imtill*
7258 MCS!da Ave., Raocho Cucmaooga,
CA 91701 2/J)/1994 .Juan Rmiguez, PhD.

Tina Me Minn Water Truck
Rental 18906 Avenue 'B ', Perris,
CA 92570 2/03/1994 Tina Me Minn

California Wash & Wax 7462 Villa
Crest Place, Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730 2/10/1994 Michael Hakopian

Phoebes Gift Emporium 6371 Haven
Ave, #1, Raocho Cuauoonga, CA 91730
2/1411994 Phoebes Gift Ernporiwn

R T S Eletronix 8751 Sierra Madre,
Rancho Cucmaonga, CA 91730
2/07I 1994 Annette Sanchez

Wayne Bixler 1693 Emerald Way,
Perris, CA 92571 2/07/1994 Wayne
Bixler

Comchex 10970 Arrow Route, #201,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
2/10/1994 Morgan & Franz lllo;urance

Phoenix lnt'l Representations 9726
Foothill Blvd., Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 91730 2/04/1994 Luis Zuniga

A Uniform Image 42-442 Bob
Hope Drive, Rancho Mirage, CA
92270 2/07/1994 Rich Thompson

Ave., #N, Rancho Cucamonga, CA
917012/21/1994 Anthony Pomponio
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La Meije Facture 7 1672 S a n
Gorgo nio, Ranch o Mirage, CA
92270 211 4 1994 Blair Vliet

1-900 Get-Help 1377 E. Ci trus
Ave , # 272, Redl a nds, CA 92374
1/2611994 Travis Grubb

Artniko Inc. 2048 Orange Tree Ln.,
# 200, Red la nds, CA 92374
2/1 4/1994 Artmko Inc

Property Group 519 Universi ty
Pl ace, Re dl ands, CA 92374
2/03/1994 David Kinney

Foto Color a ma 1486 N Brampton
Ave. R1alto, CA 92376 2/ 14/ 1994
Amador Rodriguez

Yo ur H e arts Des ire 312 S
Sycamore St., Rialto, CA 92376
2/02, 1994 Kevm Dav1s

A & L Clean- Up & Hauling Service
11173 Norwood Ave., R1vers1de, CA
92505 2,03, 1994 Artem1o Luna

A J 's Distributing 16561 Creekside
Road, Rivers1de, CA 92503
2/04. 1994 Lori Basso

Me Enterprises 34-249 Monte rey
Ave., Ra ncho Mirage , CA 92270
2/21 /1 994 Matthew Smith

7 Eleven 1365 C it rus, Red lands,
C A 9 237 4 2/1 4/ 1 99 4 De bra
S enile

Attitudes Hair Salon 572 Orange
St., Redl ands, CA 92374 2,07/1994
D1ane Williams

Shutters Direct 1318 Columbia,
Redlands, C A 92374 2/18/1994
R1 chard Dedmon

Foxxys 2722 Union St , R1a l to,
CA 92376 2 / 07/ 1994 Ella
Johnson

Teddys C loset 6157 Patricw Dr.,
Riverside, CA 92509 2/ 14, 1994
Nancy Smith

A B C Import Auto Service & Repair
3265 Van Buren Blvd., #ElF, Riverside,
CA 92503 1/31 1994 Steven Cervino

A M S erv ices 3486 Gay Way,
Rivers1de, CA 92504 2 / 18/ 1994
Pamela Cotton

Mission Hills Country Club 34-600
MNii:n Hi1b Dt, Rax:OO Mir"!,'!; CA 92Z;u
2m'1'mMNDI Hilb C'amttyOub

A J K Meters 151 5 Cam p u s,
R e dl a nds , CA 92374 2/10/ 1994
Albert Kolar

Austrialian Body Care 25965
Redl ands Blvd., #B, Redl and'i, CA
923 74 2/14/1994 Arne Dahlsten

Sunshine Moto r s 1235 Indiana
Court, #1143, Redlands, CA 92324
2/21/1994 Earlene Calvin

G and L Clothing Productions 860
S. Larch, R1alto, CA 92376
2 14/1994 Lela Woods

Harry

Photography 'i'C.XXl Urronite Ave., #G302,
Rivexsid! CA g2:fJ) 1/31!1994 rlarry Price

A C M Pub 16641 Lake Knoll
Pkwy, R1verside, CA 92503
2/21/1994 Mark Vraa

A T o u c h of R o man ce 10237
Magnol1a Ave, R1verside, C'A
92503 2/01/1 994 N FE Corp

Ploy Thai Restr. 71 900 Hwy. 111,
Rancho Mirage , CA 92270
2121 11 994 Chotchuang Titarongk

A K A Information 9 W. Redlands
Blvd , R e dland s, C A 9 2373
2!16/ 1994 Amy ArabatZIS

B & D Petro Maintenance 510 S .
4th St. , R e dlands, CA 92373
2/09,' 1994 Floyd Curtiss

Tax Share Partners 108 W. Home
Place , Re dl ands, CA 92373
2/02, 1994 Marc Murdock

G-T Paintin g/Decorating 18224
Pers1mmon St., Ria lto, CA 92377
2/ 18/1994 Gilbert Luna

A F Computing 3440 Mono Drive,
Riverside, CA 92506 2/01/1994
Jesus Montes

Aa r on's 12321 Magnolia Ave., #J,
Riverside, CA 92503 2/ 01 /1 994
Marcie Rathbun •

Touche 42-250 Bob Hope Dr.,
Rancho Mirage , CA 9227 0
2/21/1994 Boniface Serv1ce Ind.

Aaron's
Advertising
308
Ba rringto n Circle, R edlands, CA
92374 211 411994 Robin Yarbrough

Blues, The 16 N. 6th St., Redlands,
C A 923 24 2/ 01 /1 9 9 4 J o londa
Walsh

Termar Press 1528 Clay St. ,
Re dl a nds, CA 92374 2/1 4 1994
Marcelo Villacres

J & A Trucking 969 S. Sage Ave.,
Rialto, CA 92376 2J 14/1994 Jacinto
Zapata

del Mar Co. 69586 Heath er Way,
Ranch o Mirage , CA 922 7 0
2 14 1994 Scott Blair

Allied Psychiatric Counseling 720
Brook.~ide Ave, #10 1, Redl and'i, C'A
92373 2/0+ 1994 Kevin M Pa.,-.;er, M.D.

Brown's Communications 309
Elise Drive, Redl a nds, CA 92374
2 07/1994 Christopher Brow n

Viking Auto Center Inc. 609 N
eureka S t . Redlands, CA 92374
2/2 111994 Viking Auto Center

Like No Furniture & Thrift 728
Foothill Blvd, Rialto, CA 92376
2/21. 1994 Antomette Antone

Learning Forum, The 38 Via
Solano, Rancho Santa Marga r ita,
CA 92~8 2 02 /1994 Roz Maissy

Arnett's Smoke Shop 446 Orange
St., Redl ands, CA 92374 2/17/1994
!\iayan Patel

C & J Rentals 320 Western Ave.,
Red lands, CA 92374 2!16/1994
Conme Nieto

A & J Entp. Vendors & Snacks
350 S. Willow, Space #8, R1alto, CA
92376 2/ 18/1994 Arnold Sprague

Like Nu T hrift & F urniture 728
E. Foothill 13lvd., Rwlto, CA 92376
2 09, 1994 Antomcttc Antone

For Me and My Man 39-525
Kerster Road, Ranco Mirage, CA
92270 2/16, 1994 A1 Levine

Arnold's 10255 Le m o n St. ,
Redlands, CA 923 74 2/21 19 9 4
Arnold Zimmer

Child Support Collection Agency of
Redl:llld; 466 Orange St., lfl22. RedJ.arrl,
CA 9"'-.374 2A13/1<m Gilbert Grnzlaes

A & V Commodities & Vending
820 N Sycamore Ave., Rialto, CA
92376 2/1 4/ 1994 Allen Davis

Mobile M ini 2660 N Locust Ave.,
Rialto. C.A 9237h 2d0, 19lJ4 Mohile
J\1ini Inc.

D H Investments 1093 W. Co lton
Ave., Redland,, CA 92374 2/09 11994
Charles Dusenberry, D V M

Alexander Myron Sinclair Trent
679 N. Teakwood Ave, Rialto., CA
9 2376 2/07/1994 Alexander Trent

Pacifi c West Roofin g 22lJ N. Olive,
Rwlto, CA 92376 2 01 !1 994 Hdon
Betts

Disaster Awareness Communication
Services 2061 W. Redland'i, # 17D,
Redarrl;, CA 92373 Wl/1994 Andre.Jooes

All-Crete Prod. Inc. 290 S. Palm,
Rialto, CA 92376 2/ 14/1994 AllCrete Prod Inc.

Phillips Film Tech 1926 !'.. flame
rrce Ave., R1alto, C \ lJ2377
210711 tJ<J4 Randy Ph1llips

Eden Center 131 Cajon St., #7,
Redlands, CA 92373 2/18/1994
Tom Hagman

Artistic Cleaner 113 S. Riverside
Ave., Rialto, CA 92376 2/15/ 1994
Emma Luton

Pro H o me In sp ection s &
Appraisals 1367 West 2nd, Rialto,
CA tJ2376 2'01 1994 ')amucl Ghartey

King Hous Dental Group 529
Brookside, Redlands, CA 92373
2/14/1994 Lawrence B. Lee, D.D.S, A

Astro Pyrotechnics 3196 N. Locust
Ave./P. 0. Box 2329, Rialto, CA cn377
2/0J.i1994 Pyro Spectaculars Inc.

Quality Brake 1204 W. Me rrill
Ave , R1alto. CA 92376 2/03!1994
Steve Ortega

M J R Food Sales 1164 Jasmine
St., Redlands, CA 92374 2/03/1994
Marc Rinehart

Bethleham Homes 2848 W. Poplar
St., Rialto, CA 92376 2/14/ 1994
Larry Neideriser

R P F Designs 1785 W Via Verde
Drive, R1alto, CA 92377 2/141! 994
Raymond Feith

Medical Accounting Services of
California 545 Oover St., Redlands,
CA 92373 2/01/1994 Atilla Un

C L Phanis Sand & Gravel Inc. 3221
N. Riverside Ave., Rialto, CA 92376
2/2U1994 C L Phanis Sand & Gravel

T & C Truc kin g 303 W :'vlcrrill,
#813. R1alto, CA 92376 2JI5!1994
Carl Parkerson

My Pool Service & Repair 31518
Alta Vista, Redlands, CA 92373
2/08/ 1994 James Brooks

Cb Radio Store At Ten 'Ihlck 195 E.
Valley Blvd ., Rialto, CA 92376
2/07/ 1994 Rialto Business Trust

Odyssey Entprise 1601 Barton
Road, #2508, Redlands, CA 92373
2/18/1994 Charles Hackett

Cheeonas Beauty Salon 1398 W.
Foothill Blvd., Rialto, CA 92376
2/21/ 1994 Alexander Figueroa

Pops Bar BQ 31629 Outer
Highway 10, #A, Redlands, CA
92373 2/07/1994 Gene Wallace

Five Star Travel Agency 686 E.
Erwin St., Rialto, CA 92376
2/17/1994 Lidia Etcu

I
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U S A T oo ls 6448 Sycamore.
R ialto, CA tJ2377 2!14!1994
Donald Goff
Unlimite d Tax S e rvice 225 S.
Rivers1de Ave , R1alto. CA 92376
2,04!1994 VIck i ~: lurn<llk
Weed Whackers 1067 W. Buxto n
Dnve, Rial to, ('A 92376 2/02, 1994
James Crider

6060

Price-C reaive

Campus

C lub 6060 Magnol1a,
R1vers1de, CA 92506 2/ 18. 1994
Todd Kunesh

How to Get More Office For less Money?
What \ ou r.:ally n.:cd 1s <1 great place to
conduct your hus1ncss To m.:et .md cntcrta111 yoUI
clients. lla\t: )OUr phone ans\\t:n.:d and messages
taken by a real person R.:ceivc) our mail and make
)OUT tel.:phone calls. Send and recCI\<! )OUT Ja\es.
deliv.:ries. and ha\e someone reliable locate you
when you're n.:cdcd .
In other \\Ords, a home hase when you
need 11. or a place that takes car.: of you when
you're away on business. A prestige address to
renect your company\ image
What you don't need is a big, fixed.
overhead. You pay for only what you need.
We r.:ali;.: that your needs can change.
We'r.: nex1ble. We offer se\eral plans ranging from
hasic tcl.:phone and mailing serv 1ce, to compl.:tely
staffed private oflice.
Safari Executi\t: Offices were cr.:at.:d to
offer husy ex.:cutives and profcsswnab an en\lronment conduc1v<: to bus1ness It 1s an 1deal s.:ttmg
for someone who need plush, prnfc"ional .:m iron
mt:nt, avallahk 24 hours. sev.:n days a \H~t:l..
Located ne\t to Ontario lntL'm,ltlonal ;\uport,
,!Cross thL str.:..:t from ll1lton Hotel
">en ices pro\ltled hy ')alan Ext:cutm:
Oflices 1n<.:lude:
• 46 Furnishcd ground lloor offices, with '1cw s.
Attractive lounge and court yard
• 2 C'onfcrem:.: rooms with hars. large screen TV's,
m .:rhcad proJ<:Ctnrs and audio 'I sua I <:ttUlpm.:nt
• Compkt.: s..:cr.:tarial sen ices. tel.:phon..:. voice

mad. fa'\, and cop1.:r
• \\ ord proc.:ssing and pruning
• Free parking
• Dell\er) sen1ces. l PS. l·eder,1ll ~xpre~s . ek
• Conc1erge for tr.l\ el and entertainment arrange
ments
To l.:arn mort: about our facilit.:s and s.:r. ~ees.
pl.:asc c11me m .:rand dlsLuss ) our busm.:ss needs.
We'll be glad to show you around. and npla111 the
\ anous scr. ices and options a\ all able at Safari
Executive Oflices.
Wh.:n you sc.: what we have to offer. )Ou'll und.:rstand wh) it makes good business sens.: to ha\c
your office here

SAFARI EXECUTIVE OFFICES
.\'\ 35 Inland hnp1re Hhtl.,
Ontano, C'ahfor111,1 91764
l..:kphone (909) 94l·Ol.\1
h \X (909) 941-2547
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BOOK
OF
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AdvancedBusiness Machines will be offering
photocopier equipment at absolutely no charge!
From small table tops ...
to mid-siZed units ...

Top List All01n You To:
.I \\r tea kllcr to -~ergo \\lth TPpltst ll.1ta .
./ Jn~crt an~ s.llut.HHlll mto the lcth:r. Good
\fnJ nmg, Dc:.u

f"((

./ Prant la\lcb one or '" o .JCW\\ on a dot matn\
pnnter. or

two.l<rO..,..,

on,\

l.\'it'l

pnntt·r.

.I Pre' tcw l.1bc1s. lcllcrs, .mll rcpMts on the

Data and Software:
TopLIS

1

"n..-n h.-foil' I" 1111inf: (DOS onh)
.I Crc.llc J text ftlc ol any or .tlluf the dat.1 . Grc.1t

t1c' ·marc \CT>ton of the 19lJ4 Book of

Ltsh. TopLIS! allo"' you to wrllc lcllers, prml labels,

for e'pmtmg rlat.tmto

pnnt follow-op reports anll sort data. It ''.til put

ot word 1)1 on·..,..,o,

)OU

111

\OUT

b\otac

d.tl.lh.l..,<'

.I Pnnt a report tl1.1t mcludcs ;til <lata f1clds .
.I Loall and usc o'er 40 .1llditional 'Book of Ltsts•

touch v.ilh top c\cCUti\C!l 10 mmutc..

Data Includes:
Ltst name, rank. ke) contact & tlllc, complete address,

from across the country .

telephone number, a field to add fax number, gender

.I Plus more!

utle (Mr. or Ms.), and reason for ranktng (i.e. re\cnue,

Also Available:

number of cmpiO)Ces, ect.). These fields are all

.I Data in ACT! and 1st ACT! read) formats.
.I Topllst mail merge macro for Mtcrosoft Word

mcluded tf they appear

111

and large duplicators.

The Book.

Formats Available:

for Windows (avatlablc for usc w1th TopLIS! DOS

TopLtStlS av, ,lahlc for IBMIP C or M acintosh

only, add Sl5.00).

computers. The self mstalhng TopLtsl software

ARM will place a unit in your office
FREE OF CHARGE.
Customers will only pay for the
copies they produce,
at a savings of 30% to 50%

To Order: (909) 391-1015
or Fax: (909) 391-3160

mcludes an unhmllcd smgle-uscr hccnse and entlllcs
rcgt,tcrcd users to technical support

bus1ness 1ournaI

Name

iNLAND EMPIRE

Company_
Address.

Cm StJtc Z ;>

~o ooc c::

.. crs lbc

lnlo~t1d

-••=••'··!I''"·£
---

l.mpuc bu.sar:u:s.s hh Tbc Bu'Qncs.\ Journ.1l

Phone
Pa) mcnt

Check

MJstcrCard

\ tsa

Amcn.:an I xprcss

I xp-

Crcd11 C..nd II
Program I orma•

TopL1st DOS
AC~fl

AC1 1 DOS
Dtsk S11c (DOS Or.lv).

W tnd\lW'

'5'

ropltst Macmtosh

ACT' Mactnh>sh
S :!5'

Topl.tst

(11

.=:

$lJ<J.IXI

I opltst Word M.1cro (!• SI5.1Kl
Alld S;Jies tax ~· 8

5

BEFORE YOU BUY OR LEASE ANOTHER COPIER, CALl US ARST

c

Add shtppl~g and handhng of Sl ~0
Mall!<'

Inland l·.mp11c Bus mess Journal
J05 Sacramento Place
OntJno, CA 91764
1994

Mar~c11ng

Q, cnught dd1vcry .tdll dOdtllonal

(800) 576-FREE

S5.75
Tntal

Solutwns l fd For pre urchaw 1ccbn ul qunhons call I X00-147 92h7 Pncc anJ ava•lab1ht\' arc aubJCcl to dt~nge

All uther br:.nd or p10duct names mc!lhoncd arc Hadcmarb or rccasatrcd tradtrwrl.;s of 1h1er rn.pt awe holders

O.A.C

our

America's Most Prestigious
Life and Business
Improving Event is Returning
to the Inland Empirel
RIVERSIDE CONVENTION CENTER
DECEMBER 9, 1994

S 1+9 at the door
'

\IP\"'

